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AMEND THE INDIAN SELF-DETERMINATION AND
EDUCATION ASSISTANCE ACT

TUESDAY, ILLECE 14, 1878

U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTER ON INDIAN AFFAIRS,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:45 a.m., in room 357,

Russell Senate Office Building, Senator Dewey F. Bartlett presiding.
Present: Senators Melcher, Bartlett, and Hatfield."
Staff present: Alan Parker, chief counsel; Kathryn Harris-Tijerina,

staff attorney; and Michael Cox, minority counsel.
Serfator BARTLETT. The hearing will &sum' to order.
I, would like to submit for the record the opening statement of

Senator Abourezlt on Senate bill 2460, to amend the Indian Self-Deter-
mination and Education Assistance Act and also a copy -4 that bill.

(1)
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OFENINd 4TATEMENT.

or-

SENATOR JAMES ABOOREIK

S. 2460; to amend the Indian Self- Determination and
BducaMW-Airaitance Act.

I consider this measure as singularly important to

the future coubse of Indian Affa-rs. The Amehdment is intended

to inauee that Congress'-original intent in passing the Indian

Solf-Determination Act is Successfully implemented.

The Act states that it would *permit an orderly trans-

ition from Federal domination of programs for and services toLe
Indians to effective andmeaningful'paiticipation by the Indian

people in the planning, conduct,and.adminiettation of those

9remg and services. (Sec. 3(b)) Siuce the Act wasdpassedin.

1975 and the regulations published. over 1 1/2 years ago, Indian

people throughout the Nation have encountered problems and bar-

rier, to the assumption of control over Bureau of Indian Affairs

and Indian Realth Service programs. TheSenate Committees on

Indian Affairs conducted oversight hearings to investigate. these

problems with the implementation of Public 93 -638,, One of our

hArings, held fh Albuquerque, New Mexico, generated testimony

from over 30 Indian Tribes and Tribal organizations. On the

basis of Indian testimony and information gathered directly from

:HS and WA, it beCame clear that the intent of Congress has been

frustrated because there has been no meaningful transfer of control
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ietheactual implementation of the Act. Rather, controlikas.

been retained by the agencies through a combination of actors.

The Agencies' haire incorporated into the contracts their identi-

fication odapriorjties and policies rather than allowing Tribes

to make the determination. Further, Tribes are severely restricted

by having to formulate their policy determinations within the

narrow parameters of the current programs and budget allocafipns

of the agencies. Duplications of effort, excessive Paperwork,

and inhibitions against long-term planning in the contracting

process have seriously undercut 'the intended Tribal control.

As a response to these significant prbblems, the Senate
r)

Committee on Indian Affairs will hold hearings On S. 2460.

The amendment leaves the present structure of Public Law

93 -638 intact. I: adds as,a new option, however, the opportunity

for Tribes to elect to develop a comprehensive Tribal plan' for

ethe administration and delivery of the total range of government

services for which they are eligible under present existir4 law.

The SeCretary of the interior is authorized and directed to provide

a consolidated single grant to implement these tribal plans, The

intent is to greatly simplify thu excessive papework generated

by the contracting process and to allow for thenecesshry flexi-

btrity in local policy determinations by the Tribes. Application

of this comprehensive tribal plan, sin ;le grant process, would

also.greatly enhance the local-management capabilities of the..

Tribes and enable; them to engage in long-term planning. Finally'

the bill would solve many of the detailed procedureal problems
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yhith the Tribes ivve encountered.

The Federal Policy of I;dian Self-Determination has
been adhered to by the past three ?residents pfthe United
States, enacted into law by the United States Congress wit
the passage of Public Lai; 93-63B, and unequivocialy supported
byRthe American Indian Policy Review Commision. Yet, even
today the Tridian has little trite SelfDetermination. Congress

must insure tha, our policies are not idle rhetoric.
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S. 2460

IN THE SENATE OP THE UNITED STATES

JAM:ANY 31 (legible... day, J.txr..tar 30), 1970
Mr. AitotlerzX intrnduee4 the folk...log: ill ; which was real twice newl referm41

to the .4.1evt tintnittre no Indian Affairs

A BILL
To amend the Indinn S.:If-Determination and Education As-

:sistance Act.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tines df the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That (a) the India:: Self-Determination and Education As-

4 sista nee Act is amended byjic:erting after section 2 (b) the

'following new subsection:

6 " (c) The Colgress further finds that-

7 "(1) tin Indian Self-Determination and Education

S Assistrujce Act is inientieeto provide for on orderly

9 transfer of the contra of basic (Invert:meld services and

10' programs from the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the

1 ,
Indian Ilealth Servio., to the Indian tribes and tribal

II
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2

1 organizations by of- an expanded contracting an-

thority ; and

3 " (2) the intent of Congress has heel fristrated

4 because there has been no meaningful transfer of control

5. in the actual implementation of thi4 Act. Rather, control

.6 has been retained IT the agencies through a combination

7 of factors. The agencies have incorporated into the con-

8 tracts their identification of priorities and policies, rather

9 than allowing tribes to make such determinations.

titer, tribes are severely restricted by having to formulate

11 their policy determinations within the narrow param-

32 eters of file current- programs and budget allocations of

13 tie. agencies. Duplhations of effort, excessive paper-

14 work, and inhibitions against long-teim planning in-

hercm in the contracting prceess have seriously under-

.% cut the intended tribal control;

17 CO tribes have undergone excessively long delays

38 in receiving contract approval or their applications have/

19 been disapproved bemuse of a cited lack of funds; an

20 agency decision which leaves the tribes without redress,

21 since it is not grounds for a formal appeal. Even after

22 eontraet apfwoval, the tribal services and programs have

23 been fiscally disrupted by the agencies' reimbursement

21 voucher system of payment. Taken tog...her these.and

1:
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other factor; have frustrated the clear intent of Con-

2 gress; tind

(4) in at, effort to effectively implement the Cm:-

gress 111618101 tpte-fcr of control, a consolidated single

5 grsult authority whitIt follow. n comprehen,ive tribal

6 plan is neoes-ary. Further, it e: Quisistent with Federal.

7 imliey and the intent of this Act..

8 (It) Such Act is further :amended by.adding at the end

thereof the following new title:

10 "TiTLF III ELECTION TO RECEIVE SINCILL'

11 'CONSOLIDATED GRANTS

12 -stNnt.r. cw:sot.tDATED 0nANTa

13 "See. 301. (a) Any Indian tribe or tribal organization.

entitled, antler this Act, to enter hint contracts with the

:5 Secretary of the Interior nr the Secretary. of Health...Mu-

tt: cation, and Welfare, or to receive grants from any melt

17 Secretary, for the purpose (.f enabling such tribe nr organi-

-18 ration to'plan, conduct. and administer prognuns and projects

for, and provide ,ervi.o.yrio, Indian's or to tarry on. rtain

20 functions, authorities, :Ind responsibilities previously car-
,
.21 tied out by the Secretary of the Interior or the Secretary

,If Heithh. Education. and Welfare, may elect to receive

23 a :41:21e cons,11,1,10.,1 grant in each fiscal year in lien of
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or in addition to Nritracts under sections 102 and 103 of

2 this Act.

3 "(b) The Secretary Of the laterior>in consultation with

the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, iA au:

5 thorized and directed to make such grant: provided fur in

subsection (a) of this section to ends Indian tribe or tribal,

7 organization having an approved plan submitted in'accord-

S ance with this title.

9 "PLANS: APPROVAL

"SRC. 302. (a) Any Indian tribe or tribal organizatiot!

11 which elects to receive a single consolidated grant in lieu

12 of or in addition to the contracts 5uuler lions 102 and
*1:1 103 of this Act shall subthit to the Secrets ty n plan for
1 t providing or carrying out any, some, or all such programs,

c 15 projects, fnuctions, activities, or services referred to in section

Ili 303 of Lids title. Such plan shall set forth a comprehensive
17 description of the programs, projects, functions, activities,
18 and services to be carried out or prOvided by such tribe
19 or organization from the proceeds of such grant. The plan

20 may be 'for up; to ten years to ,allow for long-term planning.,

21 or for any lesser amount of time the tribe or organization

22 may elect. Either before the grant or after n rensonnble
23 period of implementation the trihe or organization may
21 amend the

25 L." (b) The Secretary of the Interior shall upon the

13
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1 request of an Indian trilt, or trifial organization provide

2 technical assistance fm' the formulation of their phut claimr

3 directly or through contract. In dm asvarding of contracts

4 for technical assistanee, preference shall be given to

5 organization designated by the tribe or organization, or in

6 the event there is not o. designation, the Secretary shall give

7 preference to Indian organization S. Thu Secretary is directed

st to provide whatever assistance and expertise is needed to

9 implement the plan with respect to (1) equipment, (2)

10 bookkeeping and accounting procedures, (3). substantive

11' knowledge of the progrpins within the plan, (4). vonminnity

understanding .4 the grant, (5) adequately trained person-

13 tier, and (0) other necessary components.

14 (c) (1) Upon the receipt of a plan submitted by such

.15 tribe or tribal organizatinii, the Secretary of the Interior

16 shall have ninety days to review and make a determination

17. on whether (A) the service to 'be rendered to the Indian

lts beneficiaries of the particular program or fmalion planned

19 will be adequate; (B) adequate'proteetion of trust resources

20 is assured; (C) the proposed project or fiictioicin.the plan

21 inn be properly completed or maintained by thi plan.

22 " (2) In the event the Secretary of the Interior dis-

23 . approves all or any portion of a plan, he shall (A) state his

24 objections in writing to the tribe or organization within sixty

25 days (B) provide to the extent possible assistance to the

S. )4110--2

1 el
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6

tribe. and tribal organization to overcome his stated objee-

tions, and (C) within tltirty days following such state-

'3 meta of objections, provide the tribe or organization with a

4 hearing at their request under such rah and regulations as

5 he may promulgate, and the opportunity for appeal on the

6 objections raised.

7 (3) If the Secretary of Interior doe: not send any

8 written notification of disapproval of all or any portion of

9 such plan within ninety days of its receipt:such plan shall

10 be deemed to be approved in its entirety.

11 "(4) n; Secretory of the Interior shall not disapprove

12 any plan Itemise of the pereentagi of Muds devoted to a

13 particular program, project, function, activity, or service.

14 " (5) Tribal determinations of need, priorities, and .sub-

15.. progrunting as expressed in the plan will only he

10 evaluated by the Secretary on the bask of the criteria set

17 forth in section :hr.! (e) (I) above, Consistent with the

18 Coiled Stan, polley of peal i;clideterinination, as set forth

39 in this AM, the otidelines to he followed in evaluating such

20 plan shall he whether approval of the Its would constitute

21 afailure as trustee to uphold the right.: of the beneficiaries,

22 and not whether the oiled relleeted in the plan ore

23 consistent with the judgment of the revio.ing Mk I or

24 ollciala.

25 "(6) The Secretary of the Interior shall approve any

1'
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1 plan which requires funding up 1.1 the amount that the 0/1-

. oropriate IktIresry 11..ve otherw:/s: provided fur his

3 operation of the tirog..a:d, or portion then .d, for the period.

tors :NI by the pin. amount shall Mellish. slireet Costs,

a indirect costs, and administrative costs fur Ilse slierittion of

6 the pvogr,; If a rube or tribal orgoidzation submits n plan

7 which 7eiptin Lands iu excess of such amount, the Seretitry

8 hall, upon the request of the tribe, contlithasally appro've

9 the plan up the rot..Les! amount. ThereaPr, the &T-

10 retary is directed to submit to the Appropriazion Committees

11 of both of Congress as an appendix to the Presi-

12 dentin] Midget request, ui y tribe rmliparing the amount

.13 the tribe will receive under the Presidential budget request

14 in comparison to the tribal estimate of need antler the tribal

15 plan. If the Corign.:s later appropriates the tribe's estimated

16 need, rather than the President's tin the prior np-

17 proved plan trill have its funds in(reased try like amount.

.18 "(7) 'nit. Secretary is authorized to r spire any tribe

19 remiesting that he )sr,ivide s-1;-.114, not putannt to the

20 provisions of this title to obtain mispelt, liability insurance.

21 Each sueh policy of insanities: shall eMitain a that

22 the Mg:noire earriyr shall waive any right it have to

23 raise as a defense the tribe's sovereign immunity from suit,

24 but that such waiver shall extend oss,.v to claims the amount

25 the nature of which are Within the coverage and [laths of

T,
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3 the policy and shall not authorize cr empower stub insurance

2 carrier to waive or othemjse limit the tribe's sovereign im-

3 milky outside or beyond the coverage and limits of the

4 policy of insurance.

5 "i.nouRAMS

6 "St37. :103. All programs, projects, functions,. activities,

7 or services for which the Interior Department or the Depart-

meta of Health, Education, and Welfare are authorized to

9 perform fur Indians may be included in any plan submitted

10 purs..ant to this title.

11 "SANCTIoNS

12 "Sec. 304, (a) Regardless of the length of time for

13 which the skit l,. mnsolidated grant is planned, the Secretary

14 of the Interior shall conduct an annual audit of the use of

15 grant funds in order to insure that the total amount granted

under the plan.. was spent directly- or indirectly on in-

17 services. The tribe or organization shall retain the

18 right to detennitie the priorities within the plan as long as tho

19 total amount was spent within the plan.

20 "(b) If the audit finds funds were used for purposes

21 other than the plan, then the Seeretary shall notify sack tribe

22 or organization that, corrective (lethal is ;cot undertaken

23 within niiuty days, farther payments may be withheld to

17
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9

such tribe or organization under that portion of the plan af-

fected by the misuse of funds. If no corrective action is taken,

the Set retary is hiller authorised to notify such tribe or

4 organisation lo return to hint all or any part of the uniix-

;-; 'tended sums paid under this titk during that fiscal pc

6 pursuant to the affected portion of the plan.

7 " (c) Except to the extent otherwise provided in stilt-

s section (a) of this section, the provisions of section 5 (h)

9 shall be applicable to tn., financial assisumee provided pur-

10 suant to this title.

"coNT1N9ATI1N of 81tEvICES

12 "SEC. 305. In any case in Which the Secretary of the

la InteriSr has taken. an action under section 304 of this, itle

1.1 which re,n1(4.4n iital services not being provided to imlivid-

15 nab who weiC-111e '-tcneliciaries of such services under such

16 plan, the Secretory of the Interior shall take such action as

17 may be necessary to provide for 016 continuation of such

18 sem-ices for the fiseal yeac coveredy such plan.

19 PAYMENTh

20 "Sec. 306. Payments. made pursuant fo this titicshall

21 he made in advance and may be mask in installments with

22 necessary adjustments on account of overpayments...or an-

23 derpaymcnts as the Secretary may determine.

I E

10-11101 0 - 11 2
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"AUTHORIZATIONS

2 "SEC. 307. The Secretary of Interior is authorized

3 to provide any qipittiiil plan with funds appropriated for

4 the benefit of Indians pur,uunt to the Act of November 2,

5 1921 (42 Stat. 209), and any-Aet subsequent thereto.".

r
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Senatoxilsrertrrrr. We have several witnessestoday.
Would you raise your hands as I call your names?
Joseph DeLa Cruz, president of the Quinault Tribal Courcil, Allen

Rowland, president of the Northern Cheyenne Tribal Council. .

Mr. Rim:Gann. Lam representing Mr. Rowland.
Senator BARTLETT. Rose Crow Flies High, president of the Fort

Berthold Tribal Council.
Gordon Jackson, Kake Tribe, executive director, Rural Alaska

community action program.
Would the others-please introduce themselves?

.Mr. LITTLE OWL. I am Ron Little Owl. I am vice chairman of the
Three Affiliated Tribes.

Mr. KENNEDY. Ed Kennedy.
Mr. MORISHIMA. Gary Morishima, Quinault..
Senator BARTLETT'. Thank you.
I have Joseph DeLaCruz as the first witness.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH DELACRUZ, PRESIDENT, QUENAULTTRIBAL

COUNCIL; TED RISINGSUN, REPRESENTING ALLEN ROWLAND,

PRESIDENT, NORTHERN CHEYENNE TRIBAL COUNCIL; Ittr"

CROW FLIES HIGH, PRESIDENT, FORT BFJITHOLD TRIBAL COUIr-

CIL; GORDON JACKSON, HAKE TRIBE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,

RURAL ALASKA COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM; RONALD LITTLE

OWL, TRIBAL COUNCIL THREE AFFILIATED _TRIBES; ED KEN-

NEDY, COMPTROLLER, NORTHERN CHEYENNE TRIBE; AND GARY

S. MORISHIMA, PROGRAM MANAGER, WU:AULT NATION

Mr. DELACnoz. Mr. Chairman, I am Joseph DeLaCruz.
We would like to address this situation in a panel forum.
I would like to just make a few opening remarks about S. 2480 and

save my statement until the restof the panel members have concluded.
There are problems that the tribes are having with self-determinatiOn

and Public Law 93-638, which this bill is supposed to address.
I am sure that the members of this panel will share some of the

problems that our people are faCing with the legislation, the adminis-
tration, OMB, and problem, that we are having among ourselves.

We have some of our to:Juin people walking across the country
trying to bring the American public's attention to some of teseh
problems. Those .ople have been walking through some very tough
weather.

With what is happening to/the Indian situation in the United States,
because of the backlash over various Indian treaty rights and re-
sources, I think that the Self-Determination Act and this bill will help
a lot toward trio.Af-determination of the Indian tribes.

With that, I would like to call on Rose Crow Flies High from the
Three Affiliated Tribes to give her ste ment. Her vice -chairman also

will participate. .

Ms. Cnow FLIES thou. Thank you.
I am Rose Crow Flies High tribal chairperson of the Three Affiliated

I i!bes of the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation in North Dakota.
I welcome the opportunity that you have given me to come and

talk before this committee.
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I will now introduce Ronald Little Owl to carry out my statement.
. Mr. Lirmn OWL Thank you.

Mr. Chairmeq, on behalf of the Three Affiliated Tribes and speaking
for our tribal chhirworaan, Ms. Crow Flies High, I would like to readthe March 14, 1978, testimony before the Senate Select CommitteeolIndian Affairs.

Self-determination to me ispromoting the general welfare of my
tribe. We must utilize our resources in an equitable manner. We must
educate our children so that .they may have a better understanding of
just what BIA really is.

Most important, we need our children more educated to find a placefor themselves in this world.
gresently, we need to make possible ; more hopeful, self-sustaining,

and henorabldliving, both socially and economically.
This, honorable Senators of this select chrdmittee, is what ay

copstitution and bylaws tell me we must do. This is my goal,I realize the goal is big, but it is a good goal. Many 6f my...people
have died waiting for us to reach this goal.

Now let us look at BIN's goal.
I have had the opportunity to observe BIA for quite some time,I have been on the Tribal Business Council for almost 12 years.
Just recently, since Public Law 93-638 has become effective, I havebeen forced to observe BIA more closelybecause we are supposedto take over.
BIA's goal is not broad like ours, but it seems more complicatedto me. BIA's goal is to survive-
As long as there are Indians on resirvatimis, I believe BIA will

continue to be successful in achieving their goal.
Now the big job I have to do is to take BIA's goalsurviveand

spread it, like frosting on a cake over my goal.
I believe I understand the recipe of their goal; but, unfortunately,

I don't have all the ingredients to make it work.
T:ie goal of Public Law 93-6313 is the same as my goal. Public Law

93-638 is your goal because you made the law.
This hearing today, I would think, is to find'out or assess the per-

.formance in achieving your goal. I am sure you will find out that it
is hot working well.

Your goal and my goal are the same. I think that if you would agree
with me on BIA's goal, this hearing will have accomplished a lot.

Public Law 93-638 gives us at the local level the right to begin a
policy for BIAto follow. Our tribes' constitution and bylaws give us
the right to recommend removal of any BIA official who is not per- .forming his duties.

,With these two powerful tools, I don't know why I would want to
take over BIA or contract Many of their programs. i'Ve tried to exet vise
one of these powers once. We tried and nothing happened. %Velure still
gqttiog the runaround.

This past spring BIA brought their budget for our input 1 day
before it was due at the area level. Then afterwards at a BIA areawide
meeting, they wanted our input 1 day before they forwarded theirbudget down here.

Of course, the budget is for a fiscal year 2 years down the road;
but, at the same time, BIA is operating on a budget thct was passed
2 years ago.

0 I
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Public Law 93-638 has taught me to Inideristand that.
Last.. spring, we submitted our 93-638 self-determination grant

proposal with a supportive tribal resolution. Within the budget, wp
had a salaried management position for 7 months that was equivaletle
to '30,000 per year. We also hall a position for an in-house attorney.

We wanted somebody qualified to interpret all these goals, objec- .

tives, and means,that you lik,o -put forth so that We could use them
wisely to help our people.

BIA told us nobody was worth $303000 per yearLand we couldn't
hire an attorney as an employee. We went ahead gilled the
position, but BIA won because both..employees are gone. a

Just recently, BIA approved our in- house_ attorney's contract,
hat he has been gone for 4 months.

Thr loanagement jpeople we had spkt consideOble time cleaning hp
backyard. first. They developedand implemented possibilities to

administer programs that we presently have under management. They `
..:eieloped.a whole new internal management structure foe the tribe.
They developed the indirect cost .pooposal with multiple rates for
different Federal agencies.

Indirect costs for fiscal. year 1978 were limited to a 13- percent
rate for BIA prdgrams. Why_didn't BIA or yoti tell us that? We
could have devtloped a managenientostructure around the 13-percent
rate and survivk. / ,

I hallow the' internal management strata* thatder 931638
management team has set up is the most effective.

Because none of us, can become 1111.A. aware of a11 the regulations
or basic responsibilities that we have to the funding sources, we ard
at the mercy o/ our program directors and the fundibg sources.

Most tribes have over 30 Alilierent grant programs from many
different agencies. We never get involved until the program is in
trouble or shut down.

Our' 93-638 team found us oin of compliance as far back as 4
years with sonic programs. One program never was audited since its
inception in 1974. That program is shutdown, but now we are still
held accountable for those fundsduty-care center.

Part 151, title 25, Code of Federal Itegulation,;pertains to grazing
regulations on Indian reservations. This area deals with our most
important resource land.

Part 151. is very weak. For example, it' is without specific pro-
cedures for prosecution of violators of grazing privileges.

As a result, there exists a r 'amid tendency to violate grazing"
privileges 'and make BIA relic ant in initiative to monitor grazing
regulation compliance.

BIA tried to force us to prosecute violators in tribal courts, which
we presently do not have. the jurisdiction to do in this matter.

A grazing lease is between n lessee and .BIA. BIA ishe administrn-
'tor of the lease.

More important, we are denied in 91.-638 from dealing with trust
responsPility in regard tdiand.

I doiPt think.13IA brings these problem to you, because I have not
seen nor heard .any changes in title 25, Uoile of Federal Regulations,
since it was adopted.

?,,
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You gave us Public Law 03638, and l am grateful. But somehow Ifeel I. am doing somebody else's job.
BIA lids never been held accountab!, to anybody here or anywhere.I think id your terms you call it assessing perfoimance.
Sure there has been a lot of study done os, BIA, but those arestudiesbecause I have never seen any heads roll.
The only time BIA is looked at, is when they submit their budget.But then only their budget is assessed.
You, or the Office of Management and,Budget, by natural habitchop here and chop there. This last time you passed us instead ofBIA. You chopped our indirect cost moneys channeled through BIA.

. I don't think you would he 4ffectivo if your budget was cut'for yourstaff. But I forgive you for that. It would be art honest mistake,
because BIA is very complicated.

Remember their goal I told you aboutsurvive. BIA has been
around almost as long as we 4Indians. We have shared some of oursecrets with BHA but they have never shared theirs with us.We
thought we needed them, but I think they aged us.

We Indian people are at fault too. You probably 'have heard manyconflicting views about .03 -638 from us. We are like the farmers of
this country. We lack 'unity and have° self-interests. Try and dis-
mantle the Department of Agriculture once, and the farmers will beon the warpath.

BIA and the 'Department of Agriculture are, like twin brothers
nobody assesses them, and they continue to grow into powerful,
complicated bureaucracies.

My tribal members, whilr waiting for us to achieve our tribal goal,
have set their goal. They have become veryselect in electing honorable
leaders who will stand by thorn. Most important in their goal is the
fact that everybody votes in our elections. We have 100 [percent voter
turnoutith our tribal business council elections on the Fort Berthold
Indianiteservation. That has been their self-determination. However,13IAlhas a way of changing leaders.

I have worked with, and will continue to work with, BIA to help
my people. I have worked out some problems with BIA, but these have
been very small problems. A larger probldm 'still exists.

I shall not change in my belief and goal for my people,.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BannErr. Thank you very much.
Mr. DELaCsuz. Mr. Chairman, I would like to have Gordon

Jackson from Alaska now.
Mr. JACKSON. My name is Gordon Jackson. I am the president of

the Rural Alaska community action program..
I don't have any prepared statement this morning. Most of my

comments are impromptu.
We plan to send a statement for the record within the next week

or so.
Mr. Chairman, in Alaska, Public Law 93-638 has caused some

considerable problems there.
We generally agree with the intent of the act and feel very strongly

that there are a lot of amendments that have to be developed to im-
plement that act in Alaska.
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One of the biggestoties that I foresee, which will continue to cause
problems in Alaska,us the current del uition within Public Law 937638
regardink the tribe in the State of Alaska.

As you know, it includes any village, village corporation, or rogidnal
corporation. The organizations the' generally implement contracts,
under Public Law 93-08 Are the Nowt. associations.

I would continue to urgeand I feel like a broken record whenever
I say thatbut I personally think it needs to be add.esxzd not only
by this committee but perhaps they might consider looking at Alaska
as an amendment to create a commission to study the Indian govern-
ment situation in Alaska.

During the past 60 yearsor over 100 yearsthere have been a
number of entities created by the Federal Government, which include
reserves and reservations, IRA's regional and village corporations,
Native associations, ail things like that.

I personally think it is time for the. Federal, Government to look
at the total situation and also look at the State government situation.

I come from the Kake Village Corp. Under the term of Public Law
93-638, I can belong as a member to five tribes. Five tribes include
the Sealitskti Corp. the Kake Tribal Corp., the I RA Corp., the Tlingit
and !Blida Central Council, and the traditional governments.

As a member of the Rake Tribal Corp., I belong to five tribes.
When ituunes to contracts in the State of Alaska, you have a sit-

uation wIeWeby you have to have positive resolutions for the Native
assoOitions to contract.

According to a survey we did lust summer, the Tanana Chiefs Con-
ference had set aside and spent 840,000 getting positive resolutions
from the tiling. within their region.

I personally 1. I that that is an excessive =mint to implement the
Indian Self-Betermination and Education AssistarJec Act.

Now on indirect, on Native associet:tons, let me give you a little
background on that'.

111 the early i910's they were created mainly to seek a fair and just
settlement of the Altiske 1'1,16111 Claim Settlement Mt.

After the Act passeil, there were a numbt:r of them continued as
Native associations. Most of their administrative costs were funded by ,
the community set ion program in the State.

During the Nixon era, he wanted' to terminate the community action
program about 1973..1s a result of th,i. , Native associations began to
seek extra grants and contract: to fund their administration by way
of indirect. 'Mit began in 1973. Expansion within the past several
years hes been phenometud. As a result of the increase the expan-
sion of the programmatic activities, you also have an evansion with
indirect.

We liave a number' of problems with indirect. .t lot of it is very
inconsistent throughout _the wittily Federal Government. For instance,
in the implementation of, sonic of the programs within the Alaska
Federation of Natives, we had a numer of grants aryl contracts.

Training grant: are subject to u cost limitatibn of 8 percent.
State grants give zero indirect. In some Bureat programs, they also
gave indirect.

It makes a lot of nonsense to go through th procesd of development
of an indirect cost rate with the cognizant agency and the-Federal

,
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Government does not adhere to that policy of accepting a rate audited
by the Federal Government.

During the past indirect cost crisis, there are a number of Native
associations in the State that have gone through a number of crises.
For instance, the Cook Inlet Native !ssociation had budgeted an
$800,000 indirect cost allocation. Their allocation this next contracting
period is about $200,000.

So you see the real parameters of this problek in that if they aren't
giien the indirect'cost that is granted through their covenants at the
agency, than those Native associations are going to go bankrupt.

That includes Yupiktak Bista, the Tanana Chiefs Conference,
Tlingit and Heide Central Council. Those Native associations are
the only delivery 'system available in those areas. The State has no
delivery systelri; the Federal Government has no delivery system.

So if they go bankrupt, Mr. Chairman, there will be no delivery
system for Native associations for the provision of services under
Public Law 93-638.

The cost-reimbursable contract, in my opinion, is the biggest cause
of increases in indirect costs. You have to spend money to get it back.

Other things that happen with the cost-reimbursable-type contract
is that you are audited four times. The first time you are audited is
when you negotiate with tho'Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Indian
Health Service. They look at your budget and say that this amount
of travel ii excessive; we are' cutting that out. 'rids position is not
needed; we are cutting that out.

The second time you are audited is when the vouchers nee sent in
to the :Bureau of Indian Affairs. They look at the vouchers and say,
my goo ess, you are not going to getreimbursed. This allocation or
this ex iture is not needed.

The third time you are audited is by virtue of the fact that the board
of directors require 'an annual audit of the Native association.

The fourth time you, are audited is when you are audited by the
Office of Audit Investigation...and Review within the Department of
Interior.

So, you see, it is the biggest cause of increases in indirect, in my
opinion, and that should be addressed.

Another thing I would like to talk but is the forMula based on
population. TheAla.skan Indian Claims Settlement Act accepted 25
or more natives as thenumber needed to establish a native village
within the State. It is based on a 1970 census.

The Alaskan Indian Claims Settlement Act roll showed that the
1970 census is way off base; and that really should be addressed.

I would just like to say one more thing before I turn it over to the
next witness.

This is on the budgeting cycle that you have proposed.
We have worked with the planning and budgeting process within the

community action program; and the planning process is fine. However,
unless'you have enough dollars, the planning process is moot.

I would certainly hope that the planning process would be funded by
enough dollars so that you can, indeed, have tin adequate needs assess-
ment and other things that are needed it, make is planning process
work.

Basically, that is my statement. I thank you very much.
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Senator BARTLETT. Thank you, Mr. Jackson. ,r1

Mr. DELACanz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
'M:. Ted Risingsun will make the next presentation on behalf of the

Northern Cheyenne Tribe.
Mr: RISINGSVS. Thank you.
My name is Ted Risingsun. I am an enrolled Northern Cheyenne

o Busby, Mont., and,an elected representative of my community
erving on the Northern Cheyenne Tribal Council.

I have been chosen to represent my tribe in testifying on Senate bill
2460. Our testimony will confine itself to the area office involvement in

. contracting with the Northern Cheyenne. Tribe.
' The fact of the matter is that wh yon talk about 'area office involve-
ment, you must question the degree of honesty on the part of the-..trea
'office officials,

Since 1973, these area office officials have consistently abused the
true missions of "trust responsibility" and "advocacy" for the North-
ern Cheyenne Tribe.

The Billings area office has repeatedly violated their trustee responsi= .
bility in that it has, rather than the tribe, determined what is best for
the Northern Cheyenne people.. They have done this through the
selective use of congressional enactments and the accompanying
regulations,' the planning document knIwn int the hand analysis,
punitive actions, and the general negrdive attitudes of individual
Bureau of Indian Affairs employees.

The enabling factor for the area offices to accomplish this, unchecked,
is the lack of administrative accountability.

The area office demands one financial/management report after
another froni the Northern Cliv,enne contracting staff; yet, who
demands such reports from these area office officials?

When asked for reports, no one really seems to know and the l
standard answer is: We don't know, or: The Albuquerque Data Center
is temporarily out of order.

We can only conclude that this lack of accountability is a conscious
°effort on the part of the midlevel bureaucrat to deny adequate com-
munication or informa`tion sharing between the tribe and the Bureau of
Indian Affairs.

Without the information-sharing and solid communication lines,
contract negotiations become mockeries of Public Law 93-638.

The tribe; through contracting, has noticed several nonproductive
functions or activities. Thee are:

Grant Officers leepresentative.These positions do not have any
authority; they provide no product. For example, we have seen
our grants officer's representative once in the last 18 months.

Contracting Officers Ilepresentatire.Nonfunctional position un-
necessary interim step. These people do not have signature authority,
do not provide local decision, and most times are created to protect ,
Bureau employees who ordinarily would he rifled because of tribal
contracting.

Training and Technical Assistance Officers.The question is what
do these .people do? The positions created reduce the available money
resources to the tribes. Ilad responsible individuals been placed in
these slots, it would be understandable but this is not the case.
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While addressing training and technical assistance, let us add that
all the employees of the area office should be geared to provining
technical services to the tribes. Just this week we had a division
chief refuse to provide technical advise concerning a graveling project.
Other times, Bureau of Indian Affairs employees have come to the
tribe, assisted in formulating work 'programs, 'and later rejected
those same plans as unacceptable, as was the case' with the Johnson-
Cr?1.1411ey project. .

The Northern Cheyenne, in particular, have been penalized for
being Aggressive in protecting their various resources. We have been
releghted to the back burner whenever special contracting opportuni-
ties becom, available, such as specific. management improvement
opportunities.

The Billings area office does not award management contracts
under an equitable criteria. They base the award or, pppularity
contests and political barteringnot on technical meriA of the
proposed activity.

A good case- in point involves the methods in which the contract
. support fonds have been spent during fiscal year 1976 and fiscal year

1977 for management contracts.
Also, a scrutiny of 1978 trcining and technical assistance dollars

will further verify this practice.
To (late, the tribes receive only the residue of any appropriations

authorized by Congress. Our investigations have indicated that the
bureducrats are taking anywhere from 40 percent and upward from
each authorized category. this is in addition to the hoe items author-
ized for Bureau administration.

Also, a closer scrutiny of Bureau permanent slots and temporary
slots will give .you an lac of administrative overloads. here, again,
should a tribe questibn tl 's practice, the area office slowly deletes
personnel slots from the age cy and transk-cs those slots to an agency
that does not question area office activities.

The Northern Cheyenne Tribtr has IPANI 16 slots since 1975 just
to save the Billings area from losing the slots.

Since we have been in an adversary role, the local agency has been
penalized each time an employee is transferred. In short, the slots ,
are not filled or the slots are transferred with the employees.

While this continues, 'we look with optimism to the .Bureau of
Indian Affairs central office with its new strong leadership potential
in Mr. Forrest Gerard to begin solving these many issues presentedell,here today. .....

The Northern Cheyenne Tribal Council has been most active in
accepting the responsibility of exercising the opportunity of contract-
Mg Federal program trust responsibilities-heretofore operated by the
Department of Interior, the Bureau of Incliz..:i Affairs, and the "U.S.
Indian Health Service, which is an administrative responsibility,of
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

We currently have in operation soup! 40-odd contracts or grants
entered into with these two agencies. We exercised the right to
-contract. immediately upon the availability of the right.

In doing so, we have encountered every known obstacle in the actual
enforcement process of 93-638, either at the agency or the area office.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs has attempted to thwart, interpret,
-

0 ''.,
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or ignore the congressional intent in the original writing of Public
Law 93-638.

The tribe, in turn, has been instructed that it must contract; that it
cannot contract; or that the desires of the tribe do not fit the 638
program.

Gentlemen, Public Law 93-638, as we see it, is not and was not
intended to be a program. It is administrative guidance or, more
commonly, management direction.

This direction was intended for all Federal agencies dealing with
Indian nations, whether it be the Department of Agriculture or the

-Department of Commerce.
The congressional intent, unfortunately, has been circumvented by

entrenched bureaucrats who knowingly issue management directives
that completely contradict both the letter and the intent of the law
of the land.

Now we see Senate kill 2460 as an opportunity for the tribe to do
what wa have not currently been able to do and that is to provide for
comprehensive long-range packaging of tribal needs and desires.

In addition to this vital planning modianisht, the Northern Chey-
enne Tribe firmly believes that the Pureau of Indian Affairs officials
will assume an integral role of advceate rather than adversary.

The Northern Cheyenne Tribal Council, therefore, supports the
amendment to Public Law 93-638.

In conclusion, we hope that the frankness expressed today does not
initiate new reprisals and punitive actions 'against the Northern
Cheyenne Tribe.

Thank you.
Senator BARTLETT. Thank you very much, Mr. Risingsun.
Mr. DELACcuz. Mr. Chh.rman, I have quite a lengthy statement.

I am going to ask one of my technical stall from Quinault, Gary
Morishima, to highlight it and we will submit the full statement for
the record.

Senator 3ARTLETT. That will be fine.
(The prepared statement of Mr. DeLaCruz follows:I
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TESTIMONY C' JOSEPH DELACRUZ, PRESIDENT, QUINAULT
NATION, STMS OF WASHINGTON, BEFORE THE SENATE SELECT
COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS RE: S. 2460, AMENDMENT TO
PUBLIC LAW 93,638

I am pleased to appear before the Committee today to

testify on S. 2460, which proposes to amend the Indian Self-

Detemination and Education Assistance Act (P.L. 93 -638), With

me today is Gary Morishima, a member of my technical staff. In

the two years since P.L. 93-638 has been implemented, the BU

and tribes across the nation have experienced varying degrees of

difficulty in dealing with the fundamental change. brought as a

result of this landmark legislation.

My testimony today will not dwell upon problems of P.L.

93-638. but will instead concentrate upon certain positive things,

including S. 2460, which should be considered for implementaticn,,"
to improve the process of self-determination.

I would like to preface my remarks by stating that in our

'opinion, P. L. 93-638 and the implementing regulations are basi-

cally sound. Because the concept of P.L. 93-638 necessarily cuts

across organizational lines and involves philosophic issues re-

lating to federal responsibility, it is our belief that the prob-

lems and frustrations that many tribes are presently experiencing

are manifestations of deeply-rooted problems which have res ilted

from a long and emmples history of more than 200 years ofsfederal -

Indian relations. We conclude that these problems are not simply



the result of P.L. 93-638 or Institutional deficiencies which

may have becose entrenched etithin the BIA. What the Self -

Determination Act has done is just added visibility to some of

those problems enabling Indian tribes to become sore directly

involved in BIA and IBS rperations. The net effect of this

participation has, in many cases, resulted in a widening rift

of Elk-Tribal reaation'hips - the Tribes and the BIA have now.

more Chi ever become adversaries and the Bureau is beginning

to lose tla support rf the people it has b,en established to serve.

The time hae come for Indian country to stop and assess

what's happening. We are not used to assessing conditionscith

cold, perceptiWe, and calculating eye. We are insteNi used

to dealing in the nebulous world of emotion and intuition. We

don't analyze; we feel, and what we feel is confusion, consterna-

tion, and anger. For two centuries, we have been tied up in a

black bag, suspended in atmosphere of politics and social reform.

We have been'pushed end shoved and punched and pulled from all

directioni. Where are we going? What is being done to us?

What are we doing to ourselves? Why is what's happening., hap-

pening? We are confused and seemingly powerless to see outside

the bag. Have we become puppets who are manipulated to dance at

the whim of 'ems grand design to carry out our own genocide under

the guise of self-deterMination? are we unwittingly playing a

role in classic military strategy in helping to isolate and destroy

a common enemy'? Are we playing into the hands of those who wish
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o subvert or repress the moral and legal obligations of the

ederal government to recognize and deal responsibility with our

!undamental human rights?. We have no answers; only questions.

IN cannot help but feel and wonder.

This much, however, is clear. All the laws, regulations,

and administrative direction in the world will not change the

problems we have experienced throughout Indian country in trying

to exercise self-determination because attitudes cannot be legis-

lated or mandated. There are dangerous undercurrents in this

whole issue that we mot be acutely aware of less we be swept

away. I cannot help but be reminded of the forester who acci-

dentally fell off s cliff and desperately clung to a tiny branch.

'Lord, save me,' the forester appealed. Much to the forester'

surprise and onsternation, a boom.ng voice replied, 'My son,

do you have fa 'Oh yes' the forester responded without

hesitation. To which the voice answered, 'Then, let go.'

At this time in history, we must carefully assess our

strengths and weaknesses and design a workable, positive plan

to begin to help shape our own. destiny - this is true,self-

determination. We must resist the strong temptation to seek a

convenient scapegoat; we must not succumb to the enthusiam a

mob mentality and point wagging fingers at anyone, including the

BIA. To be sure it would be easy to yield to this temptation

and point a finger at the BIA as a self-perpetuating, money-gob-

bling, inefficient monstrous Bureaucracy, but to what purpose?

Only iurtheAQQ/411:ation and suspicion could result. Please,

don't misinterpret my comments; the BIA is fraught with serious

31
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internal problems which require corrective action, but we

most all recognis. that thsee problems have not been totally

of the Bureau own making and that dwelling upon the past

will not help improve our future. The Bureau-has evolved over

150 years of vacillating federal policies from annihilation,

useimilatio^ termination, and now seif-determination; let us

all recognize that the bureau is by no means perfect, but it

has been anillegittmste and unwanted child of federal policies

*'r which we shot all share joint resprunibility.

Before Indian self-determination can become reality, the

fundamental character of the entire federal government must be

transformed into one of advocacy. Make no questions about it,

self-determination is a double-edged sword with real potential

opportunities but also very real dangers of a subtle and insidious

nature. My brother from the Cherokees could well be right that

P.L. 93-638 will not only do away with the BIA in very short

order, but will terminate the tribes of this nation fromcgovern-

ment services and responsibilities'. I have no magic solutions

as to how these danger. can be avoided or how to bring agsit the

Premise of self- determination and the removal of the threat that

it presently carries.

But I digress, we are here to discuss S. 2460 and P.L.

93-638 and this is not the,plroper forum to discuss My personal

ideas relative to fundamental changes within the federal Indian

relationship or even the operations of the BIA.
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. As presently enacted, we concur with the Navajo
-

and Puyallup Tribes that P.L. 93-638 is not a self-determination

law, ht,,i etboar an enabLjng law which permits tribes to contract

to operate programs which the 8/). or IBS has failed to run satis-

factorily. If these organization; were providing services effi-

ciently then, tribes would have no need to consider contracting- -

given the assumption that deeply intrenched problems within the

Bureau and IHS are not likely to improve substantially in the near

term, tribes must either contract to provide services to its people

or sometimes suffer the consequences of unsatisfactory performance

secured at extraordinary costs.

As proposed legislation, 5. 2460 would provide a valuable

addition expand the options available to tribes in their quests

for self - determination by allowing for consolidation of grants

and contracts. We support this legislation. There are, however,

certain modifications to various aspects of the bill which we

would like to offer for your consideration.

First, although authority to consolidate Interior or

N.E.W. programs would be helpful, we recommend that the legis-

lation be expanded to cover any functions performed for an on

behalf of Indian people by any federal agency.T;is would help

overcome the notion that self-determination policies only affect

Interior and H.E.W. by .:learlyrecognizing that those policies

apply to all federal organizations. More fundamental7y, such an

action would provide an opportunity to eliminate a great deal of .

9 3
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administration costs and help to alleviate problems of

piecemeal funding of major project efforts.

Secondly, we recommend that tribes be given the optibn

of consolidating programs to any degree desired. Rather than

restricting the concept to mingle master grant or contract as

is presently embodied in the proposed 1pgislation, we propose

that tribes should be able to decide whether it would prefer

to operate under one, two, or hundred cootracta. Such authority

would enable tribes to assert greater flexibility and control

within its own operations.

Third, we request that the term consolidation be clarified

to avoid future confusion and problems. From first hand exper-

ience, the Tribe has learned that consolidation can mean many

different things Our law enforcement contract consists of a

consolidation'-of five contracts which were formerlfledeinis-

tared individually. Although we now have one master contract,

we are still forced to maintain separation of funds from each

of the five sources within our accounting system because those

sources tome from ifferent Bureau allocation categories. Such

consolidation mpf relive some administration by the DIA, but

certainly does little to improve the efficiency of our operations.

Fourth, we support the concept of long-term planning and

a moral commitment tb provide thenupport necessary for ord,

progress and development. Such an avenue may help alleviate the

feeling in Indian country that self-determination will inevitably

-lead to self-termination. (See GAO Study HRD-78-59, Indian Self-

Determination Act -- Many Obstacles Remain) The'concept, however,

.
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is in need of greatei refinement. In Section 302(e), the

term reasonable period of time must be defined to offer ad-

minietretive guidelines to be formulated. Rather than casting

a tribal plan in brooms, once it has been submitted. we would

suggest that process including determination of time constraints

for revision be established for plan amendment. We support the

concept behind improved visibility of tribal needs by the Ap-

propriations Committees. Consideration must also be given

to potential problems of plan amendment related to reprogramming

procedure; established by OMS and appropriations committees. In

order to avoid such problems, we suggest that consistent with c(2)

of the stated findings contained in S. 2460, Tribes be given the

latitude to alter their plans of operations to reflect changes in

'their internally determined priorities so long as their expenditures

do not. exceed the total appropriated amount. Although such lan-

guage may be contained in 304(a), further clarification may be

necessary to avoirmisunderetandings.

Fifth, the eventuality of retrocession (either by initiative

of the Tribe or by the Secretary under Section 304) of all or any

portion of a consolidated grant muet be addressed. We would recom-

mend that any implementing regulation: nomulgatedpursuant this

Act be pattec,ned after those already developed for usual 630

contracts. It may be that plan! approved subsequent to the amend-

ment (S.-2460) would automatically be subject to rules and regu-

lations generally covering P.L 93-635, but we were uncertain

of the intent. .
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iixth;%we recommend that,if necessary, Section 302(b)

of the Act be amended to include authorization for appropria-.

tion of funds necessary to enable tribes to develop comprehensive

-plans which are satisfactory to the Secretary.

Seventh, the language of Section 302(c) referring to the

plan approval process must be carefully structured in recognition

of. the potential and likely eventuality that an adversary relation-

ship between a tribe and a BIA or HIS office could preclude tribal

participation and perpetuate subserviency. Although the Act

contains provisions (304.C-2) which'direct the Secretary. to pro-

vide inch assistance as may be possible to overcome deficiencies

in the proposed plan, we are also concerned that improper admin-

istration of technical assistance in this area Could lead to pre-

bless similar to those experienced under P.L. 93-638. Moreover,

it May be __ necessary to address certain questions concerning the

degree to which the SeCretaryeay delegate plan approval authority

tend clarification of procedures which must be followed in the

event of disapproval similar to the manner in which declination

issues are outlined for P.L. 93-6211. If the three criteria as

set forth in section 302 (c) are ko be the only declination issue.,

then it must be clearly stated rather than implied. The phrase

(The Secretary shall) provide the tribe or organization with a

hearing at their request under sudh rules and regulations as he

'may promulgate (emphasis added)* poses obvious potential dangers

to tribes.
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There also appears to be an inconsistency in t4elequire.-

sen6 othe Secretary in the event of plan disapproval.

Section 302 C(a) (A) states that the Secretary shall submit ob-

jections in writing within 60 days (presumably of the date of plan

.submittal, but not specified by the Act) while Section 302C(3)

,.provides autdeatic approval if no disapproval is received after

90 days. Two obvious questions arise: 1) what happens between

60 and 90 days?: and 2) what guidelines would prevent the Secre-

tary or his designate to. frustrate tribal attempts to implement

an auttAatically approved plan*/ IsSecretarial.oversight in-

tended to be restricted to financial audits after plan approval

under Section 3047 The principal point is that a proper balance

must be struck between the proper exercise of the Secretary'

responsibility and the desires of the Tribe, or else the entire

plan approval process could easily degenerate into ine of repression.

We support Section 306 allowing for advance payments, such

a do much to alleviate some fiscal management

problems suiting from our present cost reimbursable voucher

payment sYstem.

Our major objection to the Act concerns Section 302 C)6)

which Appears to limit restrict plan approval to the dollar amounts

contained in the Secretarial funding levels. In an amount, if re-.

quested in excess of thaelevel, then a conditional approval

(whatever it is) id issued with no clarification as to what,

happens if insufficient funds to meet tribal needs are approisrlated.

r4 r
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ender such clreumetances,it is not clear whether the entire plan

would than be disapproved, modified, or 'just held in limbo.

Further problems arise in determining just what the Secretarial

funding level is when certain benefits packages and other cost

savings institutions like PTS and GSA are available to the CIA

and or IBS, but not the Tribe. Problems are further compounded

at a eulti- tribal agency where some difficulty may be encountefed

in separating costs attributable to services rendered to individ-

ual tribes. More fundamentally. without a major revision to the

DIA.s.7mdget process restrictions.of this nature would place

tribes once again into position of designing its PrOgrms around

anartificiirlyentrenched priority system reflected in the budget.

.We view the restriction on plan approval contingent to Sec

funding levels as contradictory to the stated and desirable intone:

of reflecting tribal needs or priorities within appropriations re-

quests. Rathei,if any references to budgetary 1L Cations is

essential, we mould suggest that the Secretaryiae instructed

cliarly to separate tribal needs from agency needs to provide

the- ,'Tribe with information indicating the total funds available

for use by the Tribe rather than tie the language to a vaguely

$0;tinled Secretarial funding level for a partidular program or

activity. we further recommend that provisions mandating the

Secretary to separate funds appropriated for implementation from

those used in CIA IRS operations.

- 10-
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In summery, S. 2460 appears to have substantial

potential to provide much needed vehicle that tribes may

exercise in their attempts to attain self-determination. However,

it is clear from our standpoint that many questions and problems

reme4m to be resolved before the Act should be implemented. Most

of these issues relate and may in fact be inseparable from funda-

mental probler., within the BIA itself.

In au. .:erects of time and clarity, I will confine my

comments to vary narrow topics concerning fiscal problems

we have encountered implementing P. L. 93-638. Many of these,

problems have plagued the BIA for decades and some have been

reemphasized by the recent issuance of several GAD studies re-

lating to Bureau operations. One thing is clear, GAO reports

not withstanding, improvements are not likely to occur until

everyone begins to accept their fair share of the ownership

responsibility for constructively seeking solutions to difficult

and enormously complex problems. Everyone, the tribes, the DIA,

the Department of Interior, executive offices, and Congress must

all share the responsibility of creating efficient and effective

deliqpry of services and resources necessary for Indian tribes

to attain self-determination.

. With treaty abrogation issues, a spreading backlash

against Indian rights, and the ever growing scrutiny of Congress,

this CI no time for destructive finger pointing accusations, self-7

protectionists attitudes, shoulder shrugging, buck-passing,

minute inspection of past problems or present deficiencies, or
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or looking beck over one's shoulderbecause we just might fall

off cliff. It would serve no constructive purpose whatever

to add more fuel to an already volatile situation by joining

a witchhunt and launching into stinging diatribe, against the

DIA and

The time has come'instead Co change our emphasis and

direction to seek a positive, carefully - planned impetus for the

future. We vest stop dwelling upon what has happened in the

past and concentrate instead upon how we can become masters of

our own destiny. We must develop a working partnership to imple-

ment the spirit of self- determination. only through concerned

and dedidated leadership and active involvement of all parties

can serioUs.and complex problems be resolved.

'I bill concentrate upon a single prolem CO illustrate

the intricate,wet.that appears to have been woven about this

whole issue of Indian self-determination. All over the nation

Indian tribes are facing a very pressing and serious situation

resulting from the insufficient availability of administrative

support funds for tribal administtation of contracts entered

into under the authority of P.L. 93-638. Superficially, it

appears tint the problem was the result of a negligent and

deficient fiscal management process within the BIA, heightened

by.hlf-protectionist attitudes and incompetent BIA employeeW.

But is this the whole case? We think not. There are indications

that lead us to believe otherwise. Let us examine the facts.

a
- 12 -
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The historylof the funds.avaifable for contract support is

very revealing.

(Million Dollars)

Appropriated Obligated

PY 1976 $. 10.7 $ 8.8
PY 1977 9.7 12.7
PY 1978 8.7 ( 7 )

.FY 1979 10.9

First of all let us begin by recognizing the roles of

the hudget cycle and the appropriations process. Like other

federal agencies, the BIA must essentially prepare ite budgetary

request two'years in advance. For all intents and purposes, the

first year of operation for P.L. 93-638 was FY '76. It was a new

process to both the BIA and the tribes. The Bureau should be com-

'mended in that it had anticipated sufficient levels of funding for

adequate contract support and actually underePent the appropria-

tion authorization by nearly $2 million. But inetead of commenda-

tion, what resulted? In the second year of operation, FY 77, both

the tribes and the BIA were still getting their "act together", but

the appropriations committees, apparently in view of the under-

expenditure evidenced at the time of appropriation the previous

year directed a $1 million reduction in indirect costs. The BIA

ended up over-spending by $3 million. Unfortunately, weakneeee

within the BIA's own financial repOrting system did not provide.

sufficient bent-up to justify any increase in contract support

funds and nearly a million dollar cut was directed for Ff78

- 13 -
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reducing the total allocation to $8,742,000. To BIA officials,

it was obvious that with the developing interest among the tribes

that the appropriation was going to be insufficient to cover

anticipated outlays. It is our understanding that the reduction

was appealed, but denied by the appropriations committees because

of inadequate supporting documentation. For FY 79, the BIA re-

quested only $10.94 million for administrative costs, but fortun-

ately the new Assistant Secretary of Indian Affairs interceded and

submitted a budget amendment to increase appropriations by an ad-

ditional $12.8 million. Why wasn't such executive action taken in

the past? We conclude that the principle reason was that leadership

within Indian Affairs was lacking at the time. There is no Com-

missioner, no Assistant Secretary 'of ln(erior, just a bunch of

people who were in an acting capacity without authority or pos-

sibly interest.

The situation today for Ouinault and other tribes in the

Portland Area is this. We have been told that only 35 percent

of the approved indirect costs for ol,,,tion of our programs

will be available to us pending noms other action such as approval

of a supplemental appropriation. With cuts of this magnitude,

we face the very real °and unhappy prospect of having to stand

by and witness the erosion and destruction of all our capacity

building efforts that we have developed since the inception of

Buy Indian and P.L. 93-638 contracting. We have been forced to

reduce administrative services to tribal programs, delay in-

definitely improvements to our operations and demand long hours,

- 14 -
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weekend duty, and enormous workloads upon our staff with no

financial compensation. We have been lucky that the dedication

of our staff and their commitment to see self-determination succeed

has motivated them to endure these extraordinary personal sacrifices.

But these stop-gap measures cannot be sustained much longer:

patience is wearing thin and the strain is beginning to demand

its price. We now are facing the lose of concerned and competent

administrative staff, the loss of some extremely valuable people

to the success of our programs, and substantial reduction in the

level of services that we can deliver to our people. We have

already suffered damsge to our reputations and credit standings

with vendors and significant reduction in support services to

our program operations.

I will not attempt to delve in detail in the effects of

the indirect cost short fall, rather I request the Chairman's

permission to submit supportive documentLtion at a later date.

What has been done to relieve the distressing problems

which presently threaten to destroy our self-determination

efforts? It is our understanding that once Assistant Secretary

Gerard became folly aware of the indirect cost problem, he

initiated measures to'try to correct the anticipated shortfall.

One of the things he did was to prepare a 510 million supplemental

appropriation request for consideration by the Department of the

Interior sometime in December,1977.

- 15 -
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For reasons unknown to us, the request was delayed

in the Department for approximately two months before it was

referred to OMB for action where it remains to this day. The

Appropriations Committees of both the Mouse and Senate are aware

of the 'tribes. sorry plight, but have made the decision not to

consider a supplemental request until after the FY 79 budget

review process is completed. Tribes would not be able to receive

any relief if a supplemental were passed until late August or

early September -- by that time the damage will have been done.

But even if the ApproFriations Committees were willing to con-

sider the extraordinary measure of a special supplemental, it

could not do so because OMB ie holding up the request. (In fact,

OHS is reported to have cut down BIA's supplemental request to

$6 million because the fiscal year was already partially expired.

What alternatives are there? Essentially (11 to consider

reprogramming of BIA funds. But thin would require special ap-

proval of Congress and would result in decreased operational

levels in certain program areas and further pose threat, of

jeopardizing future appropriations for important services. Com-

pound the problem by unanticipated costs due to blizzard. in the

north and floods in the aouthwest and what have you got left?

A perplexing problem that many fail to appreciate. (2) Reprogram-

ming in anticipation of passage of a supplemental would apparently

not be legal!and lastly,(3) Let the tribes suffer the full burden

of the consequences.

- 16 -
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In the meantime, more fuel is being added .o W. already

explosive situation by the release of GAO studied citing what

'appear to be gross management deficiencies within the BIA and

the Senate Select Committee has issued a press release with a

headline reading Indian Affairs Committee to Hear Testimony,

on Tribal Crises Caused by Improper Administration of the Indian

Self-Deteirmination Act". These reports have generated outcries

of righteous indignation by tribes and terminationiss across

the country.

Who is to blame for our present circumstances? The BIA?

ONE? The Appropriations Committee? The Senate Select CommitNze?

The Tribes? Interior? History? You decide. No one can be abiolved

of all responsibility: we cannot lay the blame solely on anyone.

But even if we could blame won't solve our problems: some positive,

Constructive action that will require the mutual understanding

and cooperation by all parties must be undertaken before this

crisis can be resolved.

Prom our perspective, it seems to us that the operations

cf the BIA have in fact contributed to this problem, and we are

offering specific recommendations to improve the organizations's

fiscal management capacity. We believe that a greet deal of the

confusion, and misunderstanding resulting from the indirect coat

problem has resulted from the lack of open and adequate communi-

cation and involvement of Indian tribes in the decision-making

- 17 -
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structure of the BIA. Ws frankly have not been told the

`whole truth' by BIA officials and have been at the end ofia

pipeline too long not to recognize when we are not being dealt

with openly and honestly.
n- We have witnessed first hand apparent problems in person-

nel, financial management, and have felt both the favor and the

wrath of Area Directors. We clearly recognize that there are

those within the BIA and elsewhere who'would like to see self-

determination fail. We would be ready to participate in any

oversight hearings that may be called to constructively deal

with these problelts. But further documentation of these pro-

blems will not solve our dilemma( Not will the BIA's flat

.denial that the allegations of tribes and the GAO are true serve

any useful purpose. The point is that for whatever religion the

BIA has lost credibility within the Congress, the Executive Offices,

the tribes, and even within its own organization. 'Somehow that

credibility must be restored.

We are proposing that the first step in this long and

sinkioup process begin with the establishment of a new working

partnership between the tribes and all levels of the BIA. We

propose to change the fundamental character of the federal-Indian

relationship from paternalism to full participsbion in self-

determination. We would base this,, relationship upon the founding

principles of open communication, willing accommodation, andmmtual

respect. Tribes must be given the opportunity to participate in

the management and operation of the Bureau, including fiscal

- 18 -
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management Accountability and personnel assignments. No longer

should or can the'BIA afford to unilaterally make the key decisions

which will 4ffect our lives and destiny. Let us work to solve

our mutual problems together.

There are undoubtedly many reasons why the B1A may say

that sounds good, but it is naive and too impractical. To this

we would respond that there are compelling reason, why such an

1§?rangement ienecessarye That a concerted effort made in utmost

good faith must be put forth to see if this impractical concept

cannot be made to work and work well.

The fundamental issue now is whether the sword of self-

determination.has already mortally wounded the 'enemy". We are

not seeking lip service to our needs and interests, or endless

flowery rhetoric; we ask only for a genuine commitment to form

a true partnership. We mg, that the Bureau join hand-in-hand

with the tribes so that the spirit of self-determination can be

served.

J.
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Mr. Mt:animus. Mr. Chairman, my name is Gary Morishima. I
am a program manager for the Quinault Tribe that has experienced
the problems and the frustrations of trying to deal with Public Law
93-638 ever since its inception.

In the,2 years since Public Law 93-638 has been implemented, the
Bureau and the tribes across the Nation have experienced varying
degrees of difficulties in dealing with the fundamental changes brought
about as a result of this landmark legislation.

My testimony today will not dwell upon the problems of 93 -638i but
rather we choose to concentrate, instead, upon certain positive things,
including S. 2460, which should be considered for implementation
to improve the ,procesa of self- determination.

I would like to preface my remarks by stating briefly that, in our
opinion, Public Law 93-638 and the implementing regulations, are
basically sound. But because the concept of self-determination
necessarily cuts across organization lines and involves philosophic

',issues, relating to Federal responsibility, it is our belief that the prob-
.16ms and frustrations that many tribes are presently experiencing
with,the Self - Determination Act are, in fact, manifestations of deeply
rooted problems which have resulted from a long and complex history
of more than 200 years of Federal/Indian relations.

We have concluded that these problems are not simply the result of
ithe Self-Determination Act or institutional deficiencies, which may

have beer me entrenched within the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
What the Self-Determination Act has done is. just added some

additional 'isibility to some of the problems that already existed, by
enabling Indian tribes to become more directly involved in Bureau of
Indian Affairs and IHS operations.

The net effect of this participation has, in many instances, resulted
in a widening rift of BIA/tribal relationships.

The tribe and the Bureau have now, more than ever, assumed 'ad-
versaiy roles; andthe Bureau is beginning to lose the support of the
people it has been established to serve.

We believe that the time has come in Indian country to stop and
really assess what is happening here.

We are not really used to addressing things with a' cold impercpptive
and calculating eye. We, instead, tend to deal in the realm of intuition
and emotion.

For more than 200 years it has been like we have been tied in a black
bag and suspended in an atmosphere of politics and social reform.
We have been pushed and shoved and pushed and pulled in virtually
every direction, but where have we been going?

What is being done to us? What is happening? \That are we doing
to ourselves?

We are confused, and seemingly powerless to seek outside the void
of this bag.

We have, in fact, become puppets. Are we being manipulated to
dance at the whim of some grand design tocarry out our own genocide
under the guise of self-determination? Are we unwittingly playing a
role in the classic military strategy of somehow isolating and trying
to destroy, some common enemy? Are we playing in-the hands of
people who wish to subvert or repress the, moral and legal obligations
of the Federal Government to recognize and deal responsibly with
our fundamental human rights?

A 4",
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We have no answersonly questions. We cannot help but feel and
wonder...

This much, however, is clear. All the laws, regulations and adniinis-
tredve direction in the world will not change the problems we have
experienced throughout Indian country in trying to exercise self-
determination.

."-
-__.

Attitudes cannot be legislated; they. cannot be.mandated.
'We recognize that there are certain dangeroui\ondercurrents in

this whole issue that we must acutei be aware of Test we be swept
musy. ....

I cannot help but be reminded of a parable of a 7orester Wjho actually
fell off a cliff and desperately clung to a tiny hranch for survival.

Lord save me, the forester appealed,, and much to the forester's
surprise and consternation, a hooming yoke replied: My son, do you
have faith? Oh, yes, the forester respiznded without hesitation. To
which the voice answered: Then let go.

At this time in history, we must carefully assess- our strengths and
weaknesses and design a workahle and positive plan to begin to shape
our own destiny. This, we believe, is true self-determination.

We must resist' the strong temptation to seek a convenient scae-
goat and not succumh to the enthusiasm of a mob mentality and point
wagging fingers at anyone, including the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

/To be sure, it would be easy to yield to the temptation and point
iiisto he Bureau as a self-perpetuating, money-gobbling, inefficient, and
mo trous hureaucracy. But what purpose would such action serve?

y further polarization and suspicion could result.
lease don't misunderstand my comments. ,

To be sure, the Bureau is fraught with many problemsmany
'cuts problemswhich require corrective action, but we must all

recognize that the problems have not been'of the Bureau's own making
and that dwelling upon the past will not help our future.

Thor Bureau has, in fact, evolved over ISO years of vacillating
Federal policies, from annihilation to assimilation, termination, and
now self-determination.

Let us all recognize that the Bureau is more an illegitimate and
unwanted child of Federal policies, for which we must all share a joint
responsihility.

Before self-determination can become a reality, the fundamental
character of the entire Federal/Indian relationship must be trans-
formed. We must have a relationship of advocacy with the Bureau of
Indian Affairs.

Self-determination is a double-edged sword, with potential oppor-
tunities but also very real dangers of a subtle and insidious nature.

We are here to discuss S. 2460 and Public Law 93-638.
This is not really the proper forum to discuss my personal ideas

relative to the fundamental changes within the Indian/Federal re-
lationship, or even the operations of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

As presently enacted, we concur with the Navajo and Puyallup
Tribes, that the Self-Determination Act is not a self-determination
at law but is, in fact, a contracting law which enables tribes to operate
programs which the Bureau and IIIS have formally failed to run to
our satisfaction.

19
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It is clear that if these organizations had been providing the neces-
sary- services to Indian tribes, there would be no need to consider
contractink There would be no need for legislation of this kind.

As proposed, S. 2460 could provide.a valuable addition to expand
the options that are available to the tribes in their quest for self-
determination by allowing for he. consolidation of ,grants and con-
tracts. We support, basically, is legislation.

There are, however, certain c 'fications to.this legislation that
we Would like .to offer for your consideration.

Rather than dwell to any great detail on the recomr...endations,
I would like to refer to the comments in the written testimony With
your permission!

Senator BARTLETT. That is fine.
Mr. MORISHIMA.kbelieve our principal objection to the legislation

at this point in time appears to deal with the fiscal management
aspects of S..2460. .

The language of the act presently appears to restrict the so-called
comprehensive plan approval to the dollar amounts contained in

the secretarial level.
If an amount is requeited in.excess of that level, then conditional

approval, whatever conditional approval may be, is issued with no
clarification as to what happens if insufficient funds to meet travel
needs are appropriated. .

Under such circumstances, it is not very clear whether the entire
plan would be disapproved, modified, or jdst held in limbo.

Further problems arise in determining just what the secretarial
funding level is, with certain benefit packages and other cost-savings
institutions like FTS and GSA Which are available to the BIA or
IHS but not to the tribe. .

Problems are 'further compounded, in our instance, with multi-
tribal agekcies where the western Washington agency, which we are
serviced blNsupports some 22 Vibes.

We have experienced substantial difficulty in trying to separate
costs, which are attributable to providing services on our reservation.

More fundamentally, however, is that without a major revision
in the Bureatertudget and fiscal management process, restrictions
of this nature would continde to place tribes in the positio'n of de-
signing its programs around our artificially entrenched priority systems
which are reflected in the Bureau's budget.

We view the restriction on plan approval contingent to secretarial
funding levels contradictory to the stated and desirable iRient of
being able through. the plan to reflect tribal needs and 4p-riorities

within appropriations requests.
Rather, if- any reference. to budgetary limitations is es' sential

within the language of the act, we would suggest that the Secretary
be instructed to provide the tribes with information indicating what
total funding level is available for use by the tribe, rather than re-
stricting funding to some vague language defining secretarial funding
levels for various programs or activities.

In summary, S, 2460 appears to have substantial potential and
provides muchneeded help and a vehicle that the tribes may exercise

in their attempts to attsurself-determination. But it is clear, from

, .
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our standpoint, that many questions and problems still remain with
the legislation, as presently drafted, that must be resolved before such

ian act should be implemented. Most of these issues, in fact, may be
inseparable from 'fundamental problems that we have experienced
within the BIA itself.

In the interests of time and clarity, I would like to confine my
remaining comments to a few very narrow topics concerning the
Bureau's fiscal management problems we have encountered in imple-
menting Public La* 0-638.

Many of these roblems have plagued t Bureau for qecades,
and some haven reemphasized by recent Ortince of severill GAO
studies relating to Bureau operations.

Pne thing is very clear: GAO reports notwithstanding, improve-
ments are not likely to occur until everyone begins to accept their
fair shire of the ownership responsibility for constructively seeking
solutions to difficult and enormously complex problems.

Everyonethe tribes, the Bureau, the Dapartment of the Interior,
the Executive offices, and Congress must all share in this responsi-
bility of creating an efficient and effective delivery of services and
resources necessary for Indian tribes to attain self-determination.

With treaty abrogation issues, a spreading backlash against Indian
rights, an ever-growing scrutiny of Congress, this is no time for a
destructive finger-pointing accusation, self-projectionist attitudes,
shoulder-shrugging, buckpassing, minute. inspectTon of past problems
and present deficiencies, or even looking back over everyone's shoulder.

We just might find-ourselves walking off a cliff.
It would serve no constructive purpose whatever to add more

fuel to an already volatile situation by joining in a witch hunt and
launching into a stinging diatribe against the Bureau of Indian
Affairs or IHS.

The time has come, instead, to change our frame of reference and
our emphasisto change our direction to think of positive and care-
fully planned impetus for the future.

We must stop dwelling upon what has happened in the past and
. concentrate instead upon how we can become masters of our own
destiny. We must develop n working ptrtnership to implement the
spirit of self.determination. Only through concerned and dedicated
leadership, by all parties, and active involvement can serious and-
complex problems become resolved.

To illustrate, I would like to concentrate upon the intricacies of
the indirect cost problem presently facing Indian tribes across the
country.

The Quinault, like most other tribes into Public Law 93-638 con-
tracts, are facing some very severe and serious problems, resulting from
insufficient levels of contract support funds for tribal administration
of these contracts.

Superficially, it appears that that problem was the result of negligent,
inefficient fiscal management processes within the BIA, heightened
by self-protectionist attitudes and in some cases incompetency en-
trenched within the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

But is this, in fact, the full case? We think not. There are indications
that lead us to believe otherwise. Let us examine the facts. The
history of the funds available for contract support is very revealing.

5I
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In 1976, the appropriation was for $10.7 million. Only $8.8 million
was obligated for contract support.

In 1977, $9.7 million. was appropriated for contract support, and
$12.7 million was expended in contractrsupport.

In fiscal year 1.978, our present year, only $8.7 million was appro-
priated for contract support.

Let uA begin by recognizing the roles of the budget cycle and the
appropriations process. Like other Federal agencies, the Bureiv: must
essentially prepare its budgetary requests 2 years in advance.

For all intents and purposes, the first year of operation for the Self-
Determination Act was fiscal year 1976. It was a new process to both
the Bureau and the tribes at that time.

The Bureau's expenditure for contract support underspent the
-authorization by nearly $2 Million in fiscal year 1976. In the, second
year *of operation, both the tribe and the Bureau jero still getting
their act together; but the appropriations committees, apparently in
view of the underexpenditure evidenced at the time of the appro-
priation hearings, directed a $1-million reductioh in contract support
funds for fiscal year 1977. The BIA ended up having to overspend by
over $3 million.

Unfortunately, certain weaknesses within the Bureau's own financial
reporting system did not provide sufficient backup to justify any
increase in contract support funds and nearly a $1 million additional
cut was directed for fiscal year 1978.

To Bureau officials, it was obvious that the developing interest
among the tribes and the appropriation was going to be insufficient
to cover anticipated needs.

It is our understanding that the reduction has, in fact, been appealed
by the BIA but was denied by the appropriations; committeia. For
fiscal year 1979, the Bureau requested only $10.9 million in its original
budget request.

Through the intercession of Secretary Gerard, that budget amend-
ment was added to that request to increase contract support funds
by an additional $12.8 million.

Why wasn't such executive action taken in the past? We conclude
that Ale principal reason was because of leadership problems within
the Bureau itself. There was no effective Commissioner, no Assistant
Secretary of Interiora bunch of people only. in an acting capacity.

The situation for Quinault and other tribes in the Portland area is
this: We have been told that only 35 percent of the improved indired
costs for operation of our programs will be available to us pending
some other action, such as approval of a supplemental request.

With cuts of this magnitude, we face some very serious unhappy
prospec sof having to stand by and witness the erosion and destritc-
tion of a the efforts that we have undertaken in the past 4 years to
develop oi r capacity to begin to Manage our own affairs.

Senator BARTLErr. May I just interrupt.
Senator Mark Hatfield will be presiding as chairman, and I would

like a note made of that in the record.
Please, proceed.
Mr. MORIsitimA. We have been lucky to date in that the dedication

of our staff and their commitmentto see the process of self-deterceina-
tion suceed has motivated them to endure extraordinary sacrifices.

t: --
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I will not attempt to delve in detail into all the effects of the indirect
cost shortfalls; rather, I re.quest with the chairman's permission to
submit supportive documentation at some later (late.

What has beep done to relieve our distressing problems which
threatened to destroy our own self-determination dials?

It is our understanding that it request WAS Submitted from the
Assistant Secretary of Interior's office to the Department of Interior
sometime in December of 1977 for a supplemental request to cover
anticipated shortfalls\

For reasons which are unknown to us, this request was delayed in
the Department for approximately 2 months before it was referred to
the Office, of Management and Budget where it rennin's to this day.

The appropriations committees of both the House and the Senate
are aware of the tribes' sorry plight. But they have made the decision
not to consider the request for a supplemental until after the fiscal
yCP 79 budget process has been completed.

This would mean that the tribes would not be able to expect any
relief from the indirect cost shortfall problems until yuck time late in
August or possibly even in early September. By that tune, the damage
will !Hive been done.

What alternatives are there?
Essentially, (I) to try to reprogram I3ureau of Indian Affairs funds.

This would require special approval of Congress and decreased opera-
tional levels in certain program 'treat; which may pose further threats
to jeopardize future appropriations and important services. Program-
ing, in anticipation of the passage of a supplemental, is apparently

The last of these is the one that we are presently facing. It is to let
the tribes suffer the full consequences of the shortfall.

In the meantime, what has been happening? More fuel has been
added to an already-explosive situation.

The GAO has released studies, citing what appear to be gross mis-
managetnent problems within the Bureau. The Senate Select, Com-
mittee on Indian Affairs itself has issued 11 press release with a
headline rending: "Indian Affairs Committee to Hear 'Testimony on
Tribal Crises Caused by Improper Administration of the Bureau
of the Indian Self-Determination Act."

These reports have created outcries of righteous indignation by
tribes and terminationists throughout the country.
` Who is to blame for our present circumstances? Is it the B1A,
OMB, the ap propriations committees, the Senate Select Committee
on Indian Affairs, the tribes, Interior, or is it history? You decide.

No one can be absolved of all the responsibility for this present
crisis. We cannot lay the blame on anyon. But blame won't. solve
our 'problems. Some positive and constructive action, that will
require the mutual understanding and willing cooperation of all
parties, must be undertaken before this crisis can; lw resolved.

From our perspective, the operations of the Bureau have con-
tributed substantially to this problem; and we are offering specific
recommendations to improve the organization's fiscal maliagement
wpacity.

We believe that a great deal of the confusion and misunderstanding
resulting from the indirect cost problem IIIIs resulted from the lack
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of an open and adequate communication system and active involve-
ment of Indian tribes in the decisionmaking structure of the Bureau.

We, very frankly, have not been told the whole truth by Bureau
officials and have been at the end of the pipeline too long not to

),ecognize when we are not being dealt with openly and honestly.
We have witnessed, firsthand, apparent. problems in personnel,

financial management, and have felt both the favor and the wrath
of area directors and clearly recognize that there are those within
the Bureau, and elsewhere, who would like to see self-determination
fail. But these problems will not solve our dilemmas, nor will the
Bureau's flat denial that allegations of the tribes and the GAO
are true serve any useful purpose.

The point is that,for whatever reason the Bureau has lost credibility
with the Congreas, the Executive offices, the tribes, and even within
its own organization, and somehow that credibility must be restored.

We are proposing that the first step in this long and arduous
process begin with the establishment of a new working partnership
between the tribes and all levels of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

We propose- to chimge the fundamental character of the Federal/
Indian relationship from that of paternalism to full participation
in self-deterinination.

We would base this relationship upon the founding principles
of open communication, willing accommodation, and mutual respect.

The tribes must be given the opportunity to participate in the
management and operation of the Bureau, including fiscal manage-
ment accountability and personnel assignments. No longer should,
c- can, the BIA afford to unilaterally make the key decisions which
will affect our lives and our destiny.

Let us begin to solve our mutual problems together.
There are, undoubtedly, many reasons why the Bureau may .say

that that sounds very good; but it is too naive and too impractical.
To this we would respond: There are compelling reasons why such an

arrangaftent is necessary. That a concerted effort, made in the utmost
good faith, must be put forth to see if this impractical concept cannot
be made to work and to work well.

The fundamental issue now is whether the sword of self-determina-
tion has already mortally wounded the "enemy."

We are not seeking lipservice to our needs and interests or endless
flowery rhetoric. We only ask for a genuine commitment to form a true
partnership. We urge that the Bureau join hand in hand with the tribes
so that the spirit of self-determination can be served.

Thank you very much.
Senator HATFIELD [acting chairman). Thank you very much for your

testimony.
We are much aware on this committee of some of the items to which

you have referred and the frustrations we share with you as members
of this committee hecause of our shared hope that this self-determina-
tion could become a reality and not just something on paper.

Lest you feel that you are completely isolated from other citizens, let
me assure you that as far as the paperwork frustration is concerned, all
citizens are complaining about all agenciesnot just the BIA.

That doesn't in any way justify the continuation of that kind of de-
lay or frustration or resolving that frustration; but I can assure you

. -
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that it is experienced by'many citizens dealing with many other agen-
cies as well.

Our Paperwork Comraissin, which has made about SOO recom-
mendations, which self-destructed after 2 years is now hopeful that we
can get Fame of this jungle of paperwork eliminatedthe duplicating,
the overlapping, the long delays created by itif we can get all of our
800 recommendations adopted.

We have had about 200 of them thus far adopted, and we can cal-
culate that it already-has been a savings' f about billionjust in
dollar amounts. But we have launched last week a citizen's com-
mittee to help pressure the Congress and the Executive agencies of the
Government to adopt these recommendations, which I think would go
a long way in helping to resolve some of those frustrations.

But I only isolate the one that you have identified this morning
certainly there are many others as well.

I believe at this time that we have some further recommendations
to be offered here and presented by Mr. Joseph DeLaCruz.

Mr. DzLaCitilz. That concludes our panel recommendations.
Mr. Morishima'just gave my statement.
One of te recommendations, I think, in listening to the panel, is

that definMy we need to take a look at tribal participation in the
Bureau budget process at the area level.

There has to be a strong push that would be a joint tribal/BIA plan-
ning effortlike there never has been before beci.use or the dilemma
that we are the tribes, the Bureau, and the administration
really.

It reflects on all aspects of what is happening in the process of trying
to carry oat Public Law n-638.

I am sorry that you didn't get here to hear the first part of the
statement that was give,n, on my )liehalf, because we got into a lot of
the other problems.

We didn't go through the recommendations on the bill, because it
is quite likely we will be xubmitting for the record our recommendations
on the legislation that we are testifying on today.

Senator HATFIELD. Speaking of the record, we also have some
questions that we would-like to submit to you as a panel and that you
can respond to at the appropriate time to be placed in the record.

Mr. DELaCauz. Fine.
Senator HATFIELD. Senator Melcher?
Senator MELCHER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Are you all convinced that passage of this bill would alleviate some

of what non-Indians call redtape and Indians cell appropriately
whitetape?

Mr. LITTLE OWL. Mr. Chairman, I am Ron Little Owl, the vice
chairman.

In reading S. 2460 last night, I think that the Three Affiliated
Tribes would support passing the bill.

I also feel that, as it was stated in one of the testimonies here, there
should be provisions made known to the Secretary of the Interior on
the part of the tribal-level governing tcals's wish to have a part in
implementing.

But that is my own opinion. May e the chairwoman here would
relate a little more on that
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Also, I would like to have made known to the committee herethe
chairman and the committeethat we have submitted a copy of our
written testimony here. We have submitted a number of our proposals
in applying for 03-638 and phasing our tribal government on into the
indirect cost to the committee.

They have copies of each one of these papers that I have in front
of me, Mr. Chairman.

Maybe the chairwoman would like to say something about that.
Ms. Came FLIES HIGH. I just would like to say thank you to the

committee for giving me the chance to come here and testify before
you

I would sooner have the other representatives here carry on.
Thank you very much.
Senator MELCHER, Thank you.
Ted, do you have anything to add?
Mr. RISINGS1111. I Would like to add two statements here. They are

members -f the Northern Cheyenne Tribal Council, Mr. George
Siw.dker, Jr. and Nkr. Raymond Spang. They are members of the
Northern Cheyenne Executive Committee.

They ,:idress theinsel.:es to siime yoposals on what we are talking
abc zt here.

1 would also like to add as an appendix to the Northern Cheyenne
testimony a letter from Dr. Khan, superintendent of Busby School,
that vriit help to clarify some of the statements that were made this
morning.

(The material referred to follows:1

vT
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My name is George Hiwalker, Jr.

As an appointed delegate, enrolled member, and duly

elected Tribal Council official of the Northern Cheyenne

Indian Tribe of the Northern Cheyenne Indian Reservation, I

would like to submit, on behalf of the Northern Cheyenne

Tribal President, Vice President, and Tribal Council, the

following testimony for internal reorganization of the

United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian

Affairs.

The context of this testimony on behalf of the Northe'rn

Cheyenne Tribe is neither new nor extraordinary, ncrely

revised'and modified from one congress to the next congress,

from one Ad,iniqtration of Indian Affairs to the next

Administration of Indian Affairs; from one Secretary of the

Interior to the next Secretary of the Interior.

shall therefore entitle this testimoney the Northern

Cheyenne Replacerlent and Displacement Theory, Modification

number throe, or rore appropriately, :hird congres,, third

third ,.cretar, of the interior,

reque,ting hurvaA

In 1977,, a unanimou, Tribal Council action to invalidate

gro5s1:, illegal leases and permits for coal exploration and

mining on the ':orthern Cheyenn, Reservation, fortunately or

unfortunately exp,5ed tribal leader, to the most critical flaw

,,thin the ?urea, -trA,ture, account,, 11:tv for so-called

trust-rei:iteA action, This lack of administrative

fir,
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accountability clearly exposed the Bureau's inabilities to

discern the legal obligations of trust responsibility to an

Indian Tribe from programatic services rendered which too

frequently abuse tribal "jurisdictional rights" as a sovereign.

Trust responsibility to the Northern Cheyenne Tribe as a non-

treaty tribe is not a service-oriented program, it is a legal

and legislative obligation to preserve, protect, and guard its

land, resources and members from other4parties who would dispose

of its_jurisdictional ownership and entitlement rights.

I quote

'The concept is obviously one of full fiduciary respon-

sibility, not solely of traditional market-place morals.

When the federal government undertakes an 'obligation of trust'

toward an Indian tribe of group, as it has in the Intercourse

Act, the obligation is 'of the highest responsibility and

trust', not that of 'a mere contracting party' or a better-

business bureau. l73 Ct. Cl at 925.

Furthermore, the standard of care employed by the trustee

in the management of the, beneficiary's land and resources will

be measured b± the standard employed by the trustee in manage.

ment of its owd lands and resources. It is elementary that

the standard or measure of care, deligence, and skill required

of a trustee in the administration of a trust is that of an

ordinary prudent man conduct of his own private affairs

under similar circumstanzes, and with a similar abject in view.

Restatement of Trusts, Bl76; 54 Am. Jur., Trusts, §322; Scott
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on Trusts (2d Ed.), §174. The obligation of the United State§

to an Indian tribe whose lands are held in trust is greater

than that towards its own citizens. Oneida Tribe vs U.S., 165

Ct. Cl. 487 (1964)."

Obviously, if no administrative accountability exists

within the "Indian Affairs" bureaucracy structure of government.

and it "trustee obligations" continue to be characterized as

"welfare programs" by those persons eternally employed within

that "Indian Affairs" bureaucracy, "internal reorganization" is

ae.destructive as a-national "water policy" which deceptively

advocates national control over all Indian-owned water resouices

The Northern Cheynne Tribe therefore proposes two options

for ..internal Bureau Reorganization" contingent upon the

establishment of Indian Affairs (civil) Review Boards which

would, annually monitor all legal and legislative trust obli-

gations, as assigned 'to all Indian Affairs personnel, other

than political appointees. The individual participants

comprising such proposed Indian Affairs (civil) Review Boards

would include the Secretary of Interior, Assistant .Secretary

of Interior, Indian Affairs, Deputies of Indian Affairs, and

Tribal leaders within common geographic and/or resource areas.

These indivudual board participants would be directly respon-

sible for c5psistant and continued evaluation of Bureau "trust

oblig 'ion" actions and all personnel assigned to carry out

those actions. They would be delegated the authorities to

monitor, advocate and lobby for legislative and judlOal

actions which would protect, guard and expand Indian lands.
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resources and jurisdictional rights and remove those personnel,/

other than political appointees within the federal "Indian

Affairs" structure, who fail to carry out "trust obligations ".

The "political appointee." assigned to Indian Affairs

with the Interior Department, a,.d "Review Board. participants

will thereby be held accountable to Congress for expressing,

advising, and advocating the true desires and needs of Indian

Tribes and obligatiolfs of the United States Government as

trustee of these tribes. .((

The first proposed opfinn,..cfcingent upon the affectuation

of Regional and/or Area Indian Affairs Civil Review Boards is

to abo:ish the Bureau of Indian Affairs Area offices and

contract the field agencies, contingent upon assessment of

functions, redesign of functions and implementation oftihe

redesign through tribal control. Such a contracting action

will most probably require increased authority, staff and

funding at the agency level, as well as, research funding ar

the tribal level for the redesign and contracting action.

The sccone proposed option, also, includes the assessment,

redesign of functions and contracting of th; Bureau Field

agency coupled with the abolishment of the area offices.

The only variance from the first "reorganization option" is

that technical legal and resource centers would be established

in capatible geographic regions which are substantially

concentrated with Indian [riles of common natural resource

and land identities.
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These technical (Trust Responsibility) centers would

address themselves to legal, land and resource issues which

consistly thwart Indian tribes from exercising total

jurisdiction and control over their respective lands and

resources. Such centers would be entrusted with the

responsibilities of defining, advocating and lobbying for

regulatory and/or legislative actions which ensure tribal

jurisdiction, and control of land and resources and assist

tribes in the implementation and design of jurisdictional

authorities which surercede the regualtions of other federal

agencies which are virtually ignorant to the realities of

tribal jurisdictions. In other words suchgechincal centers

in conjunction with t e surrounding Indian tribes could

potentially establish fundamental and appropriate regulatory

policies for dealing with Indian sovereigns. It is imperative

that, ,41 the personnel housed within these proposed technical

"Trust Responsibility" centers be highly competent profes-

sional;, such as, attorneys, geologist, hydrologist, land use

specialists or the like: and-2) that theca technical centers

be literal "think" tanks removed from any politico! arenas of

the bureaucracy.

I would now like to introduce the Northern Cheyenm Tribal

Comptroller. Mr. Edward Kennedy, who will address the need for

financial and hudgctirg reorganization within he bureau:

Ed

61. .
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The Northern Cheyenne Tribe find that in contractinm: the.

following items .continously repeat themselves:

2. The budget process is_archaiC

The Base Line data used in developing the Bureau Budget

does not.respqed to the Tribal needs as expressed by Tribal

Governments. The Base Lipe data most times, is based on

obsolote OMB cost information which is not applicable because

of rapid inflation. Secondly, the data is geared to minimum

service rendition and not to real tribal need and thirdly,

budget negotiators for the Bureau use Bureau Budget line items

as items for "political bartering" on the "Hill".

2. The Bureau budget is impossible to decipher

The budget once established, is hidden from the tribe or

Iv doled out piecemeal so as to circumvent tribal knowledge

of the many resources available to conduct a serviceor

function. This leads me to say that the B1A requires, no

demands, that we submit report after report. yet who demands

an accounting of the BIA, their computer system in Albuquerque

is the lath,;hing stock of "Indian Country". Bureau emploiees

when asked for accounting information alyays respond with

"we don't know", now, gentlemen, the Bureau says to the tribe,

lets "Capaity build" tribal management capabilities. the

Northcrp Cheyenne say lets "Capacity Build" the Bureau of'

Indiin Affairs.

3. Thi Bureau budget is nun-functional as a management

tool,
In any commor "Mom and yop".business venture the
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Principals always know what cpaital resources are available.

Here, we have a billion 247 million dollar
Bureau budget and no

one is cognizant of total bureau resources or the application

thereof. Should the Bureau be desirous of continuing to do

business with the Northern Cheyenne Tribe we demand, for a

change, that the Bureau become r ponsilfle and accountable

for the total resources available in the name of the Northern

Cheyenne Tribe.

4. Bureau accountability

The fourth area is Accountability itself. When the

tribe contracts a program, .under whatever title", this is a

tacit admission of failure of ttust responsibility on the

part of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, this TACIT admission

of failure created PL 93-638.

The Northern Cheyenne Tribe contracts many and varied

functions and feels that this demonstrates the lack of

responsibility and accountability by the Bureau of Indian

Affairs: We recommend that Bureau employees be removed from

Civil Service Commission Stalin anA that save employees

be all issued yearly performance contracts witb the Review

Board proposed by Mr. Hiwalker monitoring these same per-

formance Contracts.

Had the Bureau employee, (trust officers) done their

jobs properly many of the problems facing the Northern

Cheyenne Tribe would never hate happened.

In conclusion, the Northern Cheyenne Tribe will continue

to exercise its full sovereign and jurisdictional entitleMents

r:



as a non-treaty Indian Tribe. It will continue to demand

total administrative and budgetary accountability from its

direct trustees both legislatively and judicially. More

importantly, the Northern Cheyenne Tribe will continue as

"human beings" long after the Bureau of Indian Affairs has

terminated itself.

F-3

r:
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The Northern Cheyenne Tribe contracted with the Purewu

of Indian Affairs to operate and Indian Action Prceram it

July, 1975.

Indian Action Program is a model of the lioncepteof

93:638. It allowed the Tribe to make its own decisions; It

allowed for Tribal self determiniation in tern.s of needs and

directions. One of the needs met iClis that a qual.iy education

to help he Northern Cheyenne People achieve scc.,1 and economic

well being. Under continued funding we will be able to up

.grade educational and vocational levels and reduce unddr-

employment and unemployment or the Northern Cheyenne Reservatioi

The Tribe has made good use of the funds by developi.4 toe post.

secondary educational system we now have (Dull Knife Memorial

College).

To maintain the present operations and future program

development on the Northern Cheyenne Reservation we feel it

is absolutely essential taas the Indian Technical Assistance

Center in Denver. Colorado remain a permanent organizational

structure of the Bureau of Indian Affair,. In order to do

the task assigned to them the Indian Technical Assistance

Center must have the authority to institute necessary admin-

istrative changes with Central Office approval and support.

There must be a well qualified administator chosen to head

the office. We wmuld'strongly urge the Cental Office to,

again offer, Mr. Bob Livingston (one of the original designers

of the Indian Action Program and an excellent administrator.)
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the position f Chief of Indian Technical Assistance Center.

In order to make the office a viable functioning office of the

Bureau of Indian Affairs, it will also be essential that this

office receive full support from-the Central Office.

Again, we would strongly recommend that the Indian

Technical Assistance Office be maintained and upgraded. With

Central Office support it can provide the on -site contract

.support and technical assistance necessary to strengthen

Tribal Indian Action Programs. It would be impractical to

design Another delivery system for Indian Action Programs,

when all we need to do is to refine and strenghthen the present

system. The added cost of changing systems could be better

spent by increasing the grants to various Indian Action

Programs.

25-601 U 74 . s

PresentYd by

Raymond EPang, Chairman
NORTHERN CHEYC...1. INDIAN ACTION
PROGRA!:, INC.
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Mr. MOHISIIIMA. Senator Meither, I would like to respond to your
question.

First of all, we believe that the consolidation authority that is
contained within body of the proposed act has a good potential to
eliminate a great .teal of the administrative costs an to help alleviate
tenon, problems of piecemeal (anthill; of major project efforts.

However, just like the basic law itself -93- 638- -our principal
problems appear to come from vagueness involved in how such n
program: might be administered.

On Quincult, we have attempted to consolidate some of our pro-
grants under ble-tc grant, authority and under other contracting
authority within BIA.

Our law enforcement contract, for instance, consists of the con-
solication of five former Aoparato contracts that were administered1

vVe now have one master ontract ; but the strange part about it is
that u t are still forc,n1 to :naintaM separate funds and separate. check-
ing accounts and separate accounting records.

We are -'d to do this, apparently, because of the separation of
funds from -Acta of five funding sources within the Bureau's budget
process. We hope that such legislation would clarify the consolidation.
chat dons not mean that the tribes will be left to share the entire
burden of the .idministrative responsibility, while relieving some of
flip. burden from the IAA's shoulders.

Senator NIELCHEIL I guess the point of my question is: Is the bill,
es drafted, specific 'enough to alleviate a lot, of this bureaucratic
restriction and mambo !limbo that gets you involved in just what you
were describing.

Did you say five separate accounts?
Mr. Montsmsit. Yes.
Senator MELCHEH. FiVfl separate accounts for one program.
Mr. MJRISHIMA. Yes.
Mr. KENNEDY. We feel that it k vague as it is drafted right. now in

tier' in areas.
We are preparing written suggested changes to specific portions of

the draft hill. We will be submitting that to the committee for your
observation.

Senator MFT.CHER. I think that would be very helpful.
Mr. !' ENNL:,Y. We feel, especially in the planning portion of the

comprehensive Otin portion of the granting mechanism, that we will
be addressing that.

But with regard to your original question, we feel that perhaps the
increased parilipatian Would come about. But, more importitntly, it
would kirovitie u, wit!i me re planning stability and MA ene more
option in the contrasting mechanism.

iVe feel it is a Itcibful step in the right direction, and we will submit.
sonic testimony thr,t we feel will clean it up.

Senator MEl CHZ.H. f think that would be very helpful.
Thank you very ru 11.

Senator I bi Tini.p. I would like to just make a comment.
I find it inc ... asingly frustratim fo find that even where legislative

intent is clearly spelled out that either it is circumvented or frustrated
frequently by bureaucratic design or inactionwhatever it may be
called.

rr
; '
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We have a growing number of examples where Congress has passed
a bill. I think we have, AI the case of Indian affairs, clearly established
congressional intent which is not in any way recognized by the time it
is actually implemented.

I think it is probably one of those occasions where we might con-
templateand I shell talk to the Chairman about iteven though it
is early in the so-called legislative history, to call in the BIA and have
some oversight hearingsto see exactly what their record is as far as
carrying out legislative Intent or if there needs to be clarification of
legislation that was assigned to them to carry out. And if they are not
perhaps clear as to what our intent was.

We have a very recent example of this in the oral bidding law which
was passed by the Congress only a few months ago and still has not
been implemented. Now we find that there is a review going on within
the review.

It becomes almost apparentnot quitethat they do not like the
law that we passed and, therefore, they are not going to enforce it, or
they do not want to enforce it.

So we get into that kind of a situation.
I wouldn't want to raise your expectations that even if we put to-

gether a clearly defined act here and passed it and got the signature of
the President, that doesn't end the problem. Many times we have to
follow through with legislative oversight.

Maybe this is the time to do that with the bills we already Lave
passed, and let them know we are serious.

I would like to recognize that we have today in our hearing room
four of the area directors:

Harley Zephier, Aberdeen, S. Dak.; James Canan, Billings, Mont.;
Vincent Little, Portland, Oreg.; and Clarence Antioquia, Juneau,.
Alaska,

We will have questions that we would like to submit to the area
directors.

They did not come with written statements or testimony, but rather
were invited here and made themselves available for resource purposes
today.

So we are grateful for their presence, and we have some questions we
would like to ask them to respond to for the record.

Senator HATFIELD. There being no other questions, this committee
will, therefore, stand in recess.

Thank you all for being here this morning and for your contribution.
[Whereupon, at I t a.m., the hearing recessed.)

[Subsequent tolthe hearing the following material was received:1
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Tontimony of hr. Jonathan L. "Id" Taylor March 13. 1978

1 wish to awes. op, ppreciation for this opportunity to ubmit op prlional

mid prof...Wool view. of the proposed aoandmant to P.L. 93-638. [h. Indian Son-

Datorr Jtion and adoration Anoint.. Ac'.

?trot. I wish to rnitarnta that the Gastorn land of Ch 000000 Ineuie remain.

bsically opposed to the enistno. of this Act. howev.r. we do not wish to acar.7. in

the way of or to intorfera to soy ay with the individual [W. of trlbe or

group of tribe.. to puts,. th.ir goala' and efforts for [twit people within the intent

ond purpose of 'h. Act. Therefor.. op ttimony is both, offred in that spirit.

1 recall the rhos when till. bill wee being proposed eo tho long awaited

solution to probl created by ths decade. of Werneiloo and b hat

rho P.4.1.1 Coveroeent inflfcted upon the Amoricnn Indian people. This bill proposed

fsdlcal (Jiang. In [ha sooner in which the eeeeee of Indian Affairs and the Indian
OA

Naalth Barak. worm to odoiniater their program.. 1 psreunally woo overjoyed st

ths prospect of change that wan no promising at that tima. In the throe or four

p.n. that hava pasd since [Mn. 1 end thouende of other Amrican Winn. are

still waiting for thee. tu occur. Although therm hao been significant

lac ...... to the 'fettle. of con ...... ng between the ?Wirral Govarnonnt sod

fib.,. I still detect PO. lack of undertanding end aermitivity on the part

of Podotal amployees ...... ding the recognition of Trib.. trenty Ugh.

sod loplied pounra contained within the Canariturion of the United Stet.. which

confirmed ths enisten. of Indian Notion. rrrrrrrrrr nmentall entities. [Wood.

thre ig's co.ntinuing intrprsttion of the rola of the Fsderol Govarnmant as

benafector sod s continuing percaption of the Mariann Indian no botLtplo.n ouch

in [h. aame,..:ein no ...If.. recipient. of government provided norvicell. Kr Senator.

thin is IMIONG.

limn mandoont to P.L. 83-638 can change thin nttituda. thon 1 as for any

such aaandment. If this amendmant can tronl.r control over the budgaend the

8
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planning 0000000 fro. tb. Govrnaant to Tr lb. and ullinat th. fru.rstin and

un. 000000 y delay. in p mmmmmm lag contract and rinbur.e.nt doctunnt. I say

"pa. It?" If this amendment would espedit [ha tr.sition fro tot. Fed.al

control and deimi.tion of Aaerican Indian life and it would ubstanti.ily r.tore

[ha lo. dissity, prlde and slf-suf !latency on. enjoyed by th. Tribal groups,

than I 1 for it.
Mr. Scut., I stand for soy type of change or effort that would incr..,

or crests . equal opport.ity for Merlecee ifmllans. liv.n thou. tbe C.1.1 lisht

laws ha. long been in . fact, I still ob... and wit..a incident. wherAneric.

India. living on or near remerv.tions sr. till win.. of di.crimination. If

this Imndoont 'coo help to cums this dicrinination, wh.thar it is blatant or

n ubti. in int.[, than I call for every American Iodine to oupport it and ..tify

to [Kat .!fact.

Today, we era mmmmm Lig of ...thing th. I. such gra.t. -- which h.. [h.

potan.lal of producing gr.. imp.[ upon the socil. edutational .nd political

tructuree of Merle. Indian Tr lb.. In . opinion, w .r. not di mmmmm tog pro-

cad.. cheng -- we are talking about v. of 11.1 N.. befor., during

soda. times ha. the pot.tisi for inaltutional ch.'. bean b mmmmm us as it in

now Thi .nd.nt a. I gas it o mmmmm hop. -- hope imilar to th. which many

Marina. bad for limy Carter,' Adninietration. teary day I reed or hear of the

di...natant.. that many Anrican doff.r with thi Adjnitration. Unfortonstly,

what mmmmm nt day diappointment and fear th.y may h.., American India. h.v.

d off.ed far greater und.r every U.S. Prealant in history.

Now that Co mmmmmm ha...an In the fors of P.L. 93-6313, let the .peak

stein now that our wary ...nee . unique and mmmmmm te form of ...sent le

Wing chat 1.g. In th. court. and in the hell. of Con mmmmm . I ...Iced personally

ro off.. win. concerning this anend.nl toP.L. 93-638. I cell for the pa mmmmm

of [hi. am.nd.nt. whicb would permit comp..los plant to b. prepared .nd ub-

itted by American Indian Tribal Cover..., which would direct th. Scret.l.
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of Interior and the Unportwent of Hnalth. Education and Well re to execute

grant funding in ...soon. to thane cowprelmnsion Tribal plena. I und

time. action. would not Iensen or wnaltton the time t..t.d end legally upheld trust

obligation and responsibility oi the fularal'Govern.4nt in behalf of qualified Indian

Tribe.. therefore. I am calling upon the Cows. In it. window to realfire the

right. of Tribe Government to dsterwitur their .,wn destiny and lif rourse. I

am also calling upon Congres to reaffirm and ntrengthen km govern...[ .0 govern.

sent relationship that baa ev.al.ad from the Lonstitutton of thy United Staten.

Thank you Mr. Ssnato- for hearing we co ants and I do want to pet the record

straight that Jonathan L. Taylor done 99< waffle on the Inoue. as you quitge.ted

In the last bearing on P.L. 93.638. held In gibaquerque. New Moxite.
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Mr. Chairman, and members of thin Committee, I am pleased to appcar

you today to offer the viev of the Colville Tribe on S. 2460,

bill to amend tilo Indian Self-Determination and Education Assinnce Act

commonly ed to as Mlle Law 630.

My tribe generally support. the concept. of S. 2460, that of making it

easier for tribal governments or tribal organizations to contract for ser-

vice., programs, functions, projects, or activities for the benefit of Indian

people.

However, we do have some conc.... with co.. p ion. in the iIl

which we would like to direct our Advents to.

All tribe. generally agree. I hank, that the contract application and

contract modification process is colts lengthy and complicatedperhaps

deliberately and needlseely so. I personally hon't feel that the time-

ly., called for in the bill for Secretarial.review, determination, and

the appeal p eeeeee contribute. such in the way of sub.tantive improvement

on this irituation.

If the Secretary were to take the full allotted time in which to

review tribe's application and make final determination or grant an

appeal heating, half year could conceivably lapee before tribe know.

whether or not it can contract bureau program or function. I hope your

committee or .toff will give sone con.idertion to amending the bill to

bring it morn in line with the reality of the needs and goals of tribes.

I appreciate the efforte they have already been put into the drafting of

thin legislation, but down on the level where we live and where the impact

is treete.t, we don't feel this time span is a workable one for good manage-

ment control.

"I
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The same could be said for the spin cuntruls'in implementing elm

provisions of OB. Your bill calls for nee rather comprehensive. 'une-

ven* planning by tribes. tie era in nr,ement with that Intent. Coals

must be eft flowing upwstd from lever operating levels. .ie realise the

control,ta inosed upon upper mannement by the guidelines of tie legisla-

tion. but how any trilme have this long-range planning capability' Fnr

that matter. where does that capability exist uithin the Bureau itself?

The present 3-. lofted level of b aerations ia more suitably ..... d to

serve a single. COWAN. peed. client tense. Indian people have differing eeede

which require variety not only In the services but also in the manner in

which those 110,,,k. are dell

And enc. that' the ..... the decision-making most be moved closer

to the tribal level where more effective leadership can be provided. where

communication is effective. and where bureau easponslveness is not e,

long. I submit to you that if tribes had really had a mire active role in

drafting the regulations we wouldn't need the present Amendments. Now. ue

have need to Upgrade the quality and quentlty of the agency staff to meet

the contracting needs of the tribe. The agency pawl* have to Oral with the

the tribal people on day-to-day basis - relationship that isn't possible

with the At. Office pr Central Office staff. The people at the local level

era aware of what our needa ore. and if they've sincere at all in helping

to facilitate the conttectingp I'm sure it oust be source of

frustration for them to realise that their efforts cui be negated by the

mere back 'and whim of some bureaucrat in on office far removed from the

relleitations. and by extension. from reality.

If the present activity and conduct engaged in by the NIA in the

1978 versinn of 111A Reorganisation Is any indication of the support 'tribes

can er-act from our so-called trustees. I'm sure you can well app rrrrr te

J-
why we feel We an absolute n r rrr ity to move more contract .othority and

2
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people with contracting skill. down to +he agency level.Or, in the alter-

native, let that be matter of local option for those tribe. whose .ole

noluuree l the Area Office.

My final comants are directed to the formula grant proce based on

population. Eighty-two point nine per cent (82.91) of the Indian tribes in

tho United States have population. of les than 1,000 member.. Small tribe

are ad eeeee ly affected when allocation. are determined an the bails of

population- -the cur are so small in comparion to ;.he need as to be

almost meaningless. This phenomenon in nowhere more apparent in the nanny

allocated to support and strengthen tribal governments under section 104

of 93.638. This reflects a policy determination of OMB requiring Federal

program funding on formula helots using 1970 Census data. Many tribe.

complain that the 19:0 cell.s data la inaccurate.

Serious objections to this criteria have been raised by tribe. because

of the discrepancy tietween eligible population under 638 and the service

population recognised by other Bureau progrovo.

The definition required by OKB is as follow.: (1) (or tribe. eligible

for general revenue sharing, the latml. revenue sharing figures; (2) for

tribes not eligible for general revenue sharing, an etvivnlent population

is used (whatever that means)! (3) for Oklahoma, the cell.e figure for Indiana

belonging to that particular tribe in the former reservation area - -if It

1. larger than the revenue sharing Population. The population figeres for

revenue sharing fund distribution are based mrsthe number of persons under

the Juri.diction of the government and receiving substantial governmental

services. For Indian tribe., the figure: are U.2. Cen.ua estimates of

(I) all resident Indians within the mervation boundaries, whether living

on true[ land or net: and (2) Indian residing on [roar rind* pertaining to

the tribe and adjacent to the reservation. 01117 a.sume, that tho. Indian.

living on trust land neljncent to the reservation were receiving ervIcen

3
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from some governmental unit if rot from the'tribe. This is not always the

case. I think that these arc problems that should be looked into vmder

this legislation,

With that, Nr. Chairmman, I conclude sty testimony. and again, I thank

you for the opportunity to appear here today.

4
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honorable Jose Abtureeb
Chairman Senate Committee
Naehington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator abourskl

received your latter frith the enclosure of Sen.; BiLl 2460, concerning

the P.L. 91.608 amendment. After reviewing the Wheflaftlt in the Bill, I

have the following comments to ask,

The Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma remains neutral et this tie. as to

whether they should favor or disfavor this Bill.

It has bean the experience of the Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma to

attempt to contract Bureau originating programs and finding
dlecouregement when notified that support funds for the adednistre-

tlon of the programs by the Tribe were not Available.

It appeared that by using the methods outlined In Senate Bill 2460,

would allow the Indian Tribe greeter latitude in its contractual

efforts.

The Choctaw Matto,. would request that rather than receiving dead-

line for the Tribe to have submitted its proposal. But, rather

this be left at the discretion of each individual Tribe. I know

In our particular rase. it seem cqpy in the beginning the Bureau

wee attempting to force Indian Tribes into position contracting

rather than allowing them at their own discretion. In later, months,
in more !C.nt time, it appears that this le not the case. however,

the Indian Tribe dose feel pressure from the Bureau as to whether

or not they will contract.

Thank you very much for 'ending copy of the Senate Bill 2460 to our

office. I hope the comments that I hare made will help you and your staff

In their decision making prom's.

Beery D. SIMr
Itsecutive °tractor

WS.egn

Lt
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1:: .)201.1
CENTRAL COUNCIL

clun4n ant, halaa romansof alaska 271978 till.
OneSeaknko Flom Stale 20('5

hogau. Alaska 99801

(907)586.1432 U586.3613

March 16;1975

Honorable James Abougcrk, Chairman
Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs
3121 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator:

Pleas accept this. letter as our written testimony, for the
record, endorsing 5.2460. a bill to amend the Indian
Self-Determination and Education Assigtance Act of 1975.

The Central Council is particularly gratified by this amend-
ment in that it reaffirms, to the Bureau of I .Jian Affairs
and the Indian Health Service, the clear inti,l of Congress
and the desire of all people in Indian country that federal
dornIttaiian In serviceg to Indian people is no longer desire-
able or eorducive to the self-determination of Indian tribes.

It is our sincere hope that the expression of 5.2460 will
leave the concerned federal agencies with no other conclu-
sion to square than that Indian Affairs shall be governed
by Indian government. Your consideration and effort in
this matter has been greatly appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

CENTRAL COUNC11, OF THE TLINFIT
ANDHAIDA INDIAK,S OF ALASKA

Raymond E. Paddock, Jr
President

cc: Honorable Ted Stevens
Honorable Mike Cravat

- Honorable Don Young
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Miccosukee Tribe of Indigo ;II
..,;.of Florida

0 OR "0011 alr 1,0w10
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Senator Janes Abouregic
Chairman, Senate Committee cn Indlan affairs

United Sc.. Senate
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Abourczk,

Marc' 23, 1978

Think you for per:lc:nail) h-licicing my views about 3.2460. Thank you
particularly for ye-4r coocinued concern for rationality and lalgoesa in
the continuing development cm national policy regarding Indians.

in general, we agree completely aith cite bill's obvious Inca.. In an

attempt to provide conecruccive criticism, however. we should like you
to consider the following changes.

In the prermble (page 3, lines 4 -b) for the wcirds "a consolidaced simple

gray[ authority which a comPrehenalve tribal plan," perhaps
chanpo the language to read: "csnsolidacion of funds in contracts con-
taining scopes of work relating to more than one appropriations category."

Then under Tftle III, reference should be made not to "simple con-

solidated grants" but to the consolidation of,filnds ir. a contract frcm

more flan one appropriatims."

Explicit stateMentl, morsever, nhould he made Co fife effect that this

law supercedeo appropriaanns legislation. Otherwise, the agencies could

corm back (a0 they are now, etpccially in with the contention that

In spite of 638. the appropriatiuns law supercedes.

I6 -001 o 70 0

n,, 0 Fly 1,1, or 7,1.4,1410, JANUARY II. 1062
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Senator James Aboureik
March 23, 1978
Page 2

Finally, the provision (in sec, )n (bl I, that the Secretary et
Interior shouId be authorized t.) -..ke even IBS Interior coh:racts and
grants does sense, but MI, be too radical for IMS to leave alone.
Through their people, they nay be able r. shoot the el'nle set of amend-
ments down on this score alone.

On this matter, it may be better to have the amendment designate some
one withinMIEW at a lower level than rte Secretor/ to enter into the
actual contracts with indiab Tribes. The way it workb now is EIler
Dr. Emery Johnson's office seems ready to agree to certain pr(....',.14.
but the actual contracting has to be approved by eon one else in DSk.J
who is not as familiar with Indians as IBS. Perhaps Dr. Johnson's
office could be charged with the actual. contracting in the amendment.

Again. thank you for considering my views.

Sincerely,

Buffalo ige
e

r

Tribal Chairman
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*/ i.:7711418 11i

NATIONAL TRIBAL CHAIRMEN'S,
ASSOCIATION

Surto 406 ir FiVISylvaLi Wastenfron D.C. 2D2C6

Senator Janes ALIA If,.
Senate Select Cur:river...2f lraldfn

kr.1, Of f ice But klieg
6ashirr;cfn, D. C. .

rear trreu< tacuresr,

Marcr. 28. f070
202 31341a4

on terdlf cf!. try. Nat anal Cnairrend Associat fun. Ian Pir..7,2.1 to lend
.Arnrt to 0 246

to 0., e obit. I , on neVer..el octu.Slord. tudder....d our comer. relatlVe
tre inc.1..nentatfon of PI. 93-630. 11-, patential for

11....1,.w.l.ktrnt of Tra.,1 Goverment:, ur.kv the Act, have nut teen fully real-
ized.

2460 would pert-Jolly a a prIerr...1 read-inf., to attain Loth lay and snort
rangogoals and el curate Ur fru.tratiEns of piecr real processing of con-
tracts and wants.

2460 h,....ver, .5,11 1.or :Axe faun "trlto.d. nosy very well
ffer Iron cuntinuind xcl..ausun.d, rk.c.Jude of their do.th11.1ty to !fleet planning

ramites. 111us, even if the gran tr would prefer to tie Con-
5/.1 id.fted Gr.1111. ..appruuch. the" lace of rer,cfrov.; ur 1)1,01111117 assistance
would mike the coterct, of rt.. arkiitierul cpticn, p,7,17,1C 1W.

nt,thee the 610 (11 , to date, exhildred toe cap.:ditty to prc,..3e
teeth trial assistance fora nnual cvntracts or grants, it is rot ifkcly

fd.at uy foul I tr fres, ...Ill te adallaole u, :feet tory range
[^jg lrumntr..

the ancifer, can elt,,Ctively m trc,r.nloal ...stance performance
of ay. and 11(5, r.-fuller trite.: will cc. t,nw'U. te frfintrated in their Jtt(.11TAI,
to achaeve intended ,Ifel,inental

Pespctfully surrnittcd,

FzLn FOrrent

:ma
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Stake. Seib. CC Cm-mitt., re-, Indian Airairb

Re S. 2460 Saxendaseni to 93-618

March 10. 1970

i. ;;1978

I understand you have received number of suggestions regardingeli, bill
so my cormeent may be redundant. I ,.,11 only bupe that they are not too
Iste nd wlll bc useful.

638 is rim you hove otted still a ,ept 'other than mens of of (erring
real prat-tit-All benefit to tribes but it .7111 has great putent Isl. 'fort
have, In S. 2460. hit on an approach sost likely to achieve. bane( ici1
reultri. Nut only la the grant approach an Improvement. the addition of
T/IR from OM bra v.rr The lark ui VIA
the ...Jur veslinenn In 638.

I alari.think that 638 or 2460 should euntoin a pruvl duo to
Ives. the problem of ...cep. tonally high (ant iripated) administratiye rusts for

any service or program a tribe tank over. It Is very likely that any
Individual tribe will experienee high odminiot rot Ive costs at the beginning
of a prclera, project or service year. This would he fur Admin.,. ive.

and trchnirs1 type positions.

Tt.. ndstion here Is that S. 2460 have a provision to supplement
by 141 he basic budget for any service project Cr program a...rip:red Ly an
iokian tribe lahrober by gran, tir ion? roc, This unnld onnore [h. the
earl ond goal try of the oeryier or program vould nut be nei.tivelY

ai''ected. rd could he dune on a decItolog clio to. That the supplement
lt'lld be redueed by 1/3rd after the first 'err. another third the r, and
and third Years to where the forth year the oupplernent %solid nut la provided.

There are other prootibil tries fir oddr....o the high administrative cont.
fur esample. the tribe, could use Title 1 of 94-437 (The 1,41,111e-31th
Care Improvement Act) to establish mortar:mem .wed t.ohnical internships.
Or Isternoltips rir training rn.a Id Le aibievril 'IP ..apps rt 613,2460 through Title Title II tir title III of the CET/. manpower program.

If this uere gun rto411,1e or proved to be ton .ornplieoted It iao..Id bepossible tu oent big hitt,. I v..s with ANA ficioerlY i":8,9 fund. for

tribal, cborrinity action pr om but ion.cli.ring the iclitestial
benefit et, triclei, say wont to ihr this.

/
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WILKINSON. CRAGUN & BARKER
LAw orrIcEs
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3 .1978 Ill!

.c., 004ft a.-
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,,,,.fte GCC1.r, ,11,1[1.

Mar 1010

The. Honorable James Abourctk
1105 Dirksen Senate Office Buildin4
United Staten Senate
Washington. D. C. 20510

Dear Senato'r Abodrezki

aie legal counsel for the National Congress
of American Indians: NANA, a Regional Corporation formed
pursuant to the Alaska llative Claims Settl-ment Act: cll.

Arapahoe Tribe of the Wind River ReServition, Wyoming;
the Confederated Salish and r,o,enal Tribes of the Flath ad
Neservat:On, Montana; the Thrre At:II:aced Tribes of the
Fort Berthold 9...nervation, N,Ih Dui-,ca: And the Hcopa
Valley Tribe of Indians of the Hoopa Reservation,

California.

We woald like to comment on 5. 2450, a bill to
amend the Indian Self-Determination and Educat.^n Assist-
ance Act of January 4, 1175. If enacied into law, thin
bill would all,w Indian crib., the option of ng a

single consolidated grant for all Programd guali'eceiing
under the Sell-Determination And Education Assistance Act
ather than miparate gr,,:ts for differ-nt prngrams. T',
bill would give the tribe authority to determine how
grant money wou.I be allocated .mong the various program,.
Ur.der the bill the Secretary of the Irterior would review
the tribal pl. ,

but he would not be A..thori-cd to
didaPPri.,e the plan dimPlY because he dinaareed with the
percentage of ' 1 0 , 1 ' ; ! he tribe had determined to allocate
to any ,ven within the cope of the Act. Instead.

the Secretary'n w,uld be limited to determining
whether (1) the servilien be r-ndet.' under the progTam
would be adequate to the `eneficiaries: (2) ail.quate

protection of trust .1,1112C, w,5 ansur-1. under the program:
cr (1) the prnpo,,,c1 :e (,,On adequat,1Y
eompleted maih ained by the plan.
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The Honorable James Abourerk
March 31, 190E1

Page Two

The proposed Act provides that a consolidated
plan submitted by a tribe may cover a period of up tP
ten years, or any lesser period of time which the tribe
may elect. The tribe would have the right to amend the
plan either before the grant or after a reasonable period
of implementation.

The proposed Act also provides that the Secretary
shall approve a tribal consolidated plan which requIre.

ON:in?srp::v2:dn'Tgetilt7 Secretary
in excess of this amount, the Act provides that, upon th,
request of the tribe, the Secretary shall conditionally
approye the program up to the requested amount. The
Secretary would then be required to submit to the appro-
priations committees of both Houses of Congress both the
figure requested by the tribe and the figure indicated in
the Secretary'. budget. If Congress appropriates the tribal
estimate, the tribe's budget would be increased up to that
amount.

The bill should not constitute a means by which
the Secretary of the Interior can ignore his own trust
responsibility or attempt to shift this responsi'iliey to
-Tian tribes. The goal of Indian self-determ: should

tv, be misused to become a prelude to the terml: . of
the federal trust responsibility. We note that the
hill, the Secretary of the Interl,r would continu,
exercise his trust responsibility in the administr :ctn.
the program: he would simply not be allowed to subst .!
his judgment far that of the tribe in determining how s
were to be allocated among eligible prulects. Sines th-
hill thus appears to be consietent with both Indian se:t-
determination end the trust responsibility of the Unit.
States. we do 4:spress our support of it.

We Appreciate the opportunity to present
statement.

Sincerely.

WILMINS00. CRAGUN BAHbBR

A ;
By: R. Anthony, ger.
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TESTIMONY

Hearings before Senate Indian Affairs Committee
on S. 2460 Indian Self-Determination and

Education Assistance Amendments

When we speak about Indian Self - Determination we need to assura
real self-determination by having the capabilit: to do so. Not only

does this mean the resources of capital, land. ,ciuicceot, etc., but

also the manpower resources. To implement Indian self- determinati :'

we need American Indians who are trained as professionals in all t.

various activities and functions that a tribe must participate,in,

both within and outside of its'reservation 'Ire. The situation is

such that there are seious inequities regarl,ng the kinds And quality

of nealtn, legal, educational, business, etc., %arvices
available on

a reservation as compareg to the general population of the United

States. Although it,is well that the governmen. sees the tribes as

becoming more in control of the business of running and overseeing

their own affairs, it is essential too. that 'stoic imestm,nt be made

into providing trained Indian personnel to accomplish any semblance

to self-determination.

It is this investment in people that ) are concerned

with. Of all investments made on behalf of the Indian p.ople it

would appear that this could be the most direct, in addition to mul-

tiplying the benefits over and over. The individuals with the pro-

fessional degrees would serve as role models for :hildren 41 the
community, while also working effectively w.th the peop,e of the tom-

munity to solve local problems according to what is best for the com-

munity. We have had outsiders wno know little or nothing of the peo-

ple and the community tell us what is good fur us too long; in spite

of this general knowledge, little has been done to assure the "returns'

to the community.

True, there is-partial support for special programs from trio BIA

such as the MPH program at Berkeley, the education program at Penn-

sylvania State, and the American Indian Law Program at the Jniverlity

of New Mexico. but these have limited interests. Their objectives

and clientele are specific to certain areas of Indian nosern. lioW-

ever, a tribe does not have interest or problems in ju..t thes,

but a vast array which would look at the community as a ',hole, A

tribe needs all the professional expertise that can be
brought rogetr

collectively to oromote and inplement realistic goals forthe community.

Tqe Offine ' Education in HEW also has fellowships '1. indiv "mils

pursuing gradual. aork, but their grants are again limit to the 4e

areas of law, medicine, engineering, business
administration, and fo-

restry. It may be well to set priorities, but this should nn' limit

the choices of profession that an individual can pursue. :f we as

-"J
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:ndian people agree to these oirectives ant regulations as set oy
incividaals outside the cdifmanity, then we are denying our own free-
d= of choice and the pursuit of happiness. Further, if all the
funds are invested in these specified fields, we may be getting less
quality, in that a person wno may haye been an excellent historian
or musici..n, may only be a mediocre lawyer or engineer.

Another point is that with the federal monies going to institu-
tions of higher education ea administer graduate fellowships, such
d; Title IX and Title IV, portions of the congressional alio-
cacions intended for grants get siphoned off the top for administra-
tive costs. ror instance, the 0E-ie.:, Title IX, or Highar Education
Act. stips(._sas that the government pay the institution of higher
education an allowance that is equal to the total sum of stipends
paid to fellows attending That instituation." This seems as if the
institution .tts a 100% administrative fee without providing any
extra services for these fellows.

This allowance is intended to pay far the instructional costs
0a the fellows." In other words the tuition and fees other graduate
Students pay. Thus it may be that these fellows are paying more than
other graduate students for attending the same school. The maximum
stipend fur a fellow is $325 per month or $2925 for an academic year
of nine months (two semesters). Thus, for a student attending say OhM,
full -time, where such a program exists, with nine hours of course
work. the "regular" graduate student pays $387 for the two semesters
(a1134 for an out-of-state student) while the fellow pays $2925 for
the same period.

The inequities apparent here do not need to be explained. But
the reason for this continued practice does--to the students who are
in financial straits because of their desire to pursue an advanced
degree. Our .eaperience shows teat most graduate students are mar-
ried and have several dependents to support while they take the time
tOgo to school. Often times these federal programs prohibit the
students from engaging in gainful employment. It seems the funds
would be more well spent by giving as much as possible to the stu-
dents directly.

Also, we understand the. current administration's emphasis on the
implementation of 93-638. and commend efforts towards this end, how-
ever, we cannot ignore the importance of a national organization that
provides services to tribes nationwide. AIS, Inc. is such an organi:
zation. If tne higher education monies are contracted out bit by
bit to che various tribes in the United States, it is necessary that
some 0Y that money be used to support whatever administrative costs
are involved in disbursing the funds to tribal members. The overall
effect of such an action, if no other monies are provided, would be
to seriously diminish what little funds are available for scholarshi
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Along this same course, tribal educational agents would be
funding only people from their tribe. Tribes would be bidding against
each other, and if contracts are based rn a per capita count of tri-
bal members, the larger tribes would get:Fere funds and smaller.tribes
the least funds. Unless, the BIA sets a funding level foo all sCho- .

larship applicants, which would apply no matter what the particular
circumstances of each student. Thus there reeds to be some organi-
zation that can be unbiased in its efforts to provide all American
ndians this much deeded professional leadership and expertise.

AIS, Inc.'s costs for administering graduate scholarship .ds

ve begn very low compared to the costs stated above. For i,,tance,

this academic year we were able to fund 229 students from 2 I . con-

tract giving us 5700,000-from October i, 1977 to August 31, 1978.
The administrative costs from this amount totaled 576,945.91, or

11% of the funds contracted from the Bureau This left 5623,054.09

in direct student support. However, even this was not enough, as

we were not able to fund everyone the full amount they needed, nor
were we able to fund all the applicants. From over 300 applicants for
the 77-70 academic year we were able to fund only 229, and that was
by stretching the funds as far as possible.

By the end of Febrary we had many applications eady for the

78-79 academic year, witn approximately two to fo er day arriving

in the daily mail. This yearly increa in gradu e' pplicants is

indeed encouraging and'heartening to s but a e same time

alarming, because we do not have the fin, ources to assist
. .

them.

Approved:

Carlotta P. Concna

0 ;;
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0W. H SP/I1V.I

hovember 1,. 1477

Ms. Kathryn H. Trjernia
lliir Birkser Senses Wire.. Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 2010

Pe: t,v,sed Amendment to IL,

,[;-,;.4

Dear Lathy:

My spolrwires for not gett ng t= Yns sY =Sci4eLt% \i=
proposed amendment to Pubilu law s,soner. Sevetal
crises have ihtervened.

A. to the draft bill, I nave the folio/Ins, thoughts.

,Thy new seen,. lUB la Intended, 45 I understaih, to
slmplIfy ti' procedure. by which a trrbe may admi.istei
Oupeas priolreun or programs by allowIng the tribe, ot its
opt Ion, to utitern a .blohi grant. instead pi a cont-act.
I think it is important to look very closely at the ways
in whIcn the amendment would actually reallic this inten
iion and also it ways in which It might have the opposIty

F:rnt, as to the positive side, by Obtaining approval
of 1 se.-tion 2 plan, the Ital.., /Ill be enabled to move funds
arounl w,thrn the actg./It., covered by the plan. Apparently.
under section 2(14(2), section 2(c) (2). and section 4 the
trIbe has the absolute rIght to het funding Pri=r+tiss within
tile limits of the dollars covered by the plan, subject, of
churse, to the declInatIon criterla (repeated from the exist-
Inq law in section 2(c)(1/7. It the trIbe's plan requests
more money than the Bureau expects to rouse under the Brent-
dent, budget 'request to Congress. tba Secretary is required
to submit the tri be's reties,. to the Congress with appropriate
Information comparing the tribal request to the Presidential
request. Inclusion of funds requested in the plan remains,
02 course, conditional on the Congres.innAl appropriation.
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On the negative side, I am concerned as to whetter the
bill really affords to tribes increased budgetary flex bility.

First, does the bill really authorize a tribe to move
funds around from one budget activity to another so ion, as
the total amocnt covered by the plan does not exceed Congres-
sional appropriation? As noted above, it gives the zmpres-
slon that it does this, out what is the effect of the langu-
age in section (c)(4) directing the Secretary to approve a
plan "which required funding up to the amount the Secretary
would have otherwise provided for his operation of the pro-
gram or portion thereof for the period covered by the plan."'

Suppose a tribe's plan covers all agency operations,
including social services, law enforcement, educ.a tion, realty
services, land operations, etc. I have the following ques-
tions as to how the amendmen' would rk under this situa-
tion.

(1) Would a tribal plan be able to increase the portion
of the budget used for counseling services for welfare clients
and decrease the amount for grants (i.e., "hand-outs"), or
would such a change require Congressional acticri?

(2) Would thi tribe be able to transfer funds from education
to law enforcement, or Vice versa. or from land operations to
education, etc.. if these are its choices, or could the Bureau
take the position that Congressional action was necessary to
make such transfers? The answer to this and the foregoing
question is nec2gsdry in order to he able to explain what the
term "program" meant in t,ction M(4).

(31 Section (c)(41 provides that the amount which the
Secretary would otherwise have for operation of the program
shall "include direct costs. indirect costs and administra-
tive costs for the operation of the program."

This language cnntainb on ambiguity which could lead to
a curtailment under the am,niment of an important right which
tribes now have under the present Act and 630 contracting pro-
cedures. Does the phrahe "ind.rect co,ts and administrative
costs" refer to the Bureau's indirect costs and administrative
costs and require that ti, -e be included is the plan budget:
Or does it MVAI. that tribal indirec' emits must Corte out of
the maximum d, ..rM ..odor ,,ct i on 2(c) (4)
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Under the present 538 regulations a tribe is entitled
to at least the Rureau's own program costs (including BIA
administrative and indirect costs) ?los tribal indirect
costs based on the negotiation of ar overhead rate with
the Interior Department's Office of AuJit and Investiga-
tion, Without this provision, a tribe would be required
to aubsidize the operati)n of the program in order to
manage it under 63g.

fa) While th.- requirement that tribal requests in excess
of the BIA fu.e,.ng level be presented to the C,cgress is
desirable, it c,rtainly provides no assurance as to the
availability of funds for the tribal plan.

(5) In view of the foreecrng, I have scene doubt as to
whether the ,mondment would really provide greater budget-
ary flexibility to tribes than they nave now under 638 con-
tracting procedures provided such procedures are followed
by the Bureau and the Indian health Service. Instances in
which the agencies have not followed their own regulations
.,ad procedures have occurred, If a tribe is knowledgeable
and aggressive insisting on its rights under the regu-
lations, the agencies (at least the BIA) ha,e, in my
experience at least, been forced into compliance.

5) One co,r4e,:ing problem is the uncertainty as to wnat
is the amour

. the tribal entitlement under the language
"the amount t, t ,3ecretary would have otherwise provided
for operNt.ion of the program nr portion thereof for
the period covered...." The use of this language in the
emendment carries the same problem over from the contract-
ing situation. The Dureau's internal bookkeeping proce-
dures arc such that it may well be impossible to determine
the amount spent by the Bureau on the program up to the
point of sontr.ctirg (see enclosed letter from the Juneau
Area Office), leaving the decision as to the amount avail-
able for the future in the arbitrary discretion cf the Bureau.

On the other hand, Ow statutory language has proved
useful to tn.-, trie.,s. In almost e,,ry instance of which
I am aware the Bureau has ultimately ,Ireed that "the
!:esretarial funding 1.,e1" wa, Actually higher than it
first said it was.
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(7) It may be that one of the reasons for expressions of
Support for a 'block grant' is the desire of tribes to eli-
minate mandatory contract clauses now included in 638 con-
tracts. I do not believe that the amendment would have any
effect on this issue. Each Secretary can under P.L. 93-638
now draw up standard mandatory clauses for 638 contracts with-
out reference to Other contracting laws. I note teat the
.amendment does not contain any specific authorization for the
issuance of regulatibns. I assume thar this is because sec-
tion 107 of the existing Act would be applicable. ender sec-
tion 107 the Secretaries will undoubtedly promulgate regula-
tions providing for standard grunt conditions. It can be
anticipated that these conditions would cover many of the same
matters now covered with such variations as the respective
agencies consider apprz:riate in view of the use of a "grant."
instead of a 'contract." HEW grant conditions have histori-
cally been extremely complex and often irrationally burden-
some to grantees.

(8) I note Chat n section 1(b) the Secretary of the Interior
is authorized but not directed to make grants under approved
plans although under section 2(a) he 'shall provide financial
assistance..." To clarify this ambiguity I suggest that 'and
directed' be inserted after 'authorized" in section 1(b).

(9). Is it intended for the Secretary of the Ihterior to make
grants from funds appropriated to HEW which section 1(b)
seems indicate? Is this workable?

(10) One final question: Doesn't the requirement for prepara-
tion of the 'plan' add an additional layer of paper work in
the event that the amendment is interpreted to require the
processing of a 'plan' and then the processing of a grant
application?

Again, my apologies for the sielay in transmitting these
thoughts. I appreciate the opportunity to comment. Don't
hesitate to call if you have any other questions. I would
like very much to see any subsequent version of the bill.

Sincerely,

Do,, Dean

r; ,
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7_,ZEIVO 7 1.141-

COUNCIL ANNETTE ISLANDS RESERVE

Oct.., 31, 1977

O ttawa Ant_forizia, Are., [ff.:m.o.,:
2.1.-sau 10.9 !: Ice
P.O. 0. 3-8)00

Alsota 99801

Jt rethiSr_la 1:4.1>tcrelle.lt7
1.611 Kainterdinco Prof:.

Loaf 9.9. Antlop.

This 1, in rel.sal to the Ire, 0! [ 1,e'S letter of Cetera, 10, 1977 to the
arron!ty's reatern Coo:lila. S. foto Casio, orharh Info:foul M. Dean of ert1r..tes
of road wonterance dolLirs :fent at Arnett, ',land. tic you kre, the Chx,-..1

tali rorpeoted in ceer to elevelw a mefro.al tc. oantzact th,
,Ooefte lel..., ro...S* hattl,nar,, proJra, under P.L. 93-83a.

The CtAgleli protette 501. ett.cr. tr.. letter la an insult 11.1 Cre
nolicar.11 I7e16.1 CLOMP, ,y, De left,? tics grive inylicotione to to then 'offlin-
e/up Ifet.eol the Area Ott", ant the Irtiniat la 191119 Omeonloy aid 'ref Itet
in auntie on the 74.a Office terloosly lade:mines the Yult.Tal goverr.etit.
paltry of frthan -Co [ermine-Ion.

In 'tont nf Coanctl'o di,,ar.v.f,tfo, 0,11 al, reiianee,
hoschf fo808117 reque,to oirT...or.i to 159.705 171.16 tOoeripti,n of the fn.n...te
1,1ards Pe,ervataon M90841 Kunterar, 1095749. 1,9 tgc_roted by tre. Oure..ci tIll .9

ldent1f fration 97 the air.,, 's "2.ect o.ots for Lt. secqran.

ce: S. foto t-an,

lows truly,
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u r:OMMUN ITV ..
..Litetzer.F.,11 -aPercr.1.""N SHINOCK DRANcy Nos 500 1$011/141.11iM,

41 505-36-5132
SKIPROCK, NEW MEXICO 87470 505-366-5131

November 4: 1,77

Senator Jame. Aboureck, Chairman
e Select on Indian Affairs

Dirkson Senate Office Building
5325

Washington, D.C. 20215

Attn: Katherine HarrIs Teerina

Dear Senator Abooresk:

Thank yo for providing no with a copy of your proposed.
amendments .to IM.93-636. While I an not familiar with all the
problems assu laced with contract1rs and grants pursuant to
638, I have just recently become 9f the requirements
outlined in 636 regulations regarding grant end money.

In studying your proposed amendments I've arrived rt
the observation that the block grant mechanism proposed to not
fully the answer to front end funding. Especially since in your
cover letter you indicate that the contracting and grant pro-
vlalone.2ow in 638 would be left intact. While the block grant
approach may be looked upon as the &n ewer to front end money
availability, block grants are normally only a c nsolldatlon
of several categorical grants. By retaining the rules pre-
scribed in Section 176.10 of 636 regulations regarding grants,
a disbursement procedure is layed out inhibiting advanced
funding as; I'm sure, lndian tribes would like to have,

A CAse in point is tne Navajo Community Colleges inability
to receive funds in advance due to the specific regulation
cited soave. BEA is lndlcotlng chat it 111/1 only sdvance 1/12
of MCC's annual illocatiun based onlerojer:ed monthly expendi-
tures. NCC would rather have 258 of itc annual allocation in
advance ,..t the BIA cites Section 276.10 which prohibits ad..,
vances :n amounts neceasary to start-up a program.

Tt circumvent this problem, I would surgest that the words,
The amount approved for grants shall become available in ad-

vanced quarterly increments for obligation on October 1 of each
Fiscal Year and shall 'remain available` until obligsted," be in-
serted in the appropriate place. This as paraphrased from
Section (103). (a) (1) of FL93-361 which I believe Is the first
time the block grant mechanism vas used. .



Of cdurst, there will to need for additional ;.,"4"..f, to
clarify ere paint. Another suggestion might be that ED: of
gre...t funds be advanced to each grantee at the start of a
program-and 20S paid out prior to closing out of a grant
period or Fiscal Year.

Whichever way the advanced funding problem is addressed,
it will moat certainly require changing the regulations #nd or
authorizing the Secretarys to waive any requirements when
lack or sufficient cash flow will'create undue problems.

hope the above will be of some use.

:sincerely,

SCdna-j
James S. Hena
Director
Development Office

25/1, . 75 ^
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THE 1AVAJO NATION
....a...1,, 40.... 6..04 17.01 sesis

The Honorable JO., Abourerk
United States Senate
Select Enna...tree on Indian Affairs

Masan dote Office Building
MO . G. C. 20110

PETER me.coontaLe,

wa.soiv C Set Et

Dear Senator Aboure"k:

Here are the romeents ef the Novaio Nation concerning 5.2460, tnc
Indian Self Dr emanation and Education Asssstance Act amendment.

Me are In total support of the bill. As you will recall, at the
Senate Select Coemittee on Indian Affairs oversight h on Public
93-615 held in Albuquerque. Kea Mexico, an jUl., 1977, we presented

bort of these present. ons we captained how Public Law e3-638 does nut
lengthy written stet cadand an oral 'totem.. delivered by myself. In

actually allow meaningful trah.1 self.determinetion. It merely provides
mechanism for contracting 5IA and INS programs.

As . Jo Cell know by now, the contracting mode of dealing with the
and IHS 1. much to be desired. Although the intent of .611" is clear.

the OA and INS stall has an open opportunity to delay, Impede, camouflaie, .

anQ ot...erwlse hinder the .self-derermination" efforts of Tribes. And they
e masters at

The only wny to avoid this as not to begin contracting negotiations
with them. This is where the value of grants is realized. As I stated in
Albuquerque, the mechanism through which state and local governments receive
federel.fundIng to carry out programs to serve their citizens Is that of
grants. The grant meichaniam allows treater flexibility in the design and
conduct of programs, and put She federal grantmaking agency in much more
of an "arm's length. relati to the local or state,governeental entity
receiving the funds. If to, mill loo that the Navajo Tribe contracts
from the Ills were to bet... 7 I,T1C line item in the lioreau's budget for
Fiacal Year 1979, and weie aa set aside as an entitlement to the Navajo
Tribe, to he awarded as a gtant upon submission of play for its use. taking
into account all the other needs mf the Navajo Tribe and rhe resourte avail-
able to it. we would, for the first time, be able to use hese fonds for pur-
poses related to Trilled priorities. rather than continuin to accommodate the

self - protective instincts of federal bureauer,:y.

ram f
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In one major 41 A 4.' 4r- cirri,/ using a sioilar opProach. For

this year we receive w slops '51.0k" grant from the !NS. This grant is

administered by our Division of Health ImProveMont Services which then awards
sob-contracts to other health service providers. This process does not need

to require the permission of either the Secretary 00 the Interior or H.E.W.

however.

To make this more
are available to all.w for i
Our experience with "b18'
illustrate this, concern
need of 92.8 million fo: -

with the IHS is similar.
Cram and Cooperative kg
and grants and eligible y
government:. We hope thi
you looking at this mid ino

workable, it is important that sofficiena fonds
irwat costs at the "actual audited cost level.-

- .hows that this is a major probler, To

re receive only 9200,000 of an estimated
contract support costs, The situation
important to point out that the "Federal
Public Law 95 -224, which defines contracts
ititles, does not mention Indian tribal
clop into a proAlem. We would appreciate

our findings.

With this f would I. you to take all steps to see that this

bill is passed into Isw and pi, know ,f there is anything I can do

to help achieve this. Your sopr ,iention to Indian affairs is to be

commended and I sincerely apprec.. . work.
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honorable James Abourezk
united States Senate
Select Cormittee on Indian Affairs
Washingtoo. 20510

Sear Senator ANsureek:

Thank you for forwarding a copy of the proposed amelement to %gilt Law 93-63E 5.2460,

I believe you have introduced legislation which could .provide voluble flex-ibility to tribes that would wish tp Lae advantage of It ip pursuing thecourse of Indian Self-Determination. Of course. all tribeseay not wish totake advantage of $hik new option In a Title III of the Act. .Sone rJbes mayprefer the relatively more Secure contract methaniao, under which it Over-runs are allowed regularly, over the grant apprOaCb. under which, wnen therollers run out, they are gone. whether Or not it is the end of the fiscalyear or not. Of course. tribes with adequate financial and repoting sirstems.`should not run into trouble with grants.

I believe language Could be included to clarify section 392 1c)(6/ somewhatas It pertains to the Bona Analysis and the current Congressional
budget pro-cess. Should O tribal plan based on the currant budget level for. say, three

current Bureau programs, what happens to the allocation In the next fiscalyear? Will it be based on a division of them nt amount Into three arbitrary
PartS for the purpoie of calculating the Pres...nt's budget request? Were theline Items to be maintained, this would be no problem. However, I interpretsection.302 (a): "a single consolidated grant in lieu of or in addition tothe contracts under sections 102 and lot" as allowing the prioritization inuse of lint Item funds to creur at the tribal level; for example increasingfunds for Agriculture Extension Services because of assignment of a lowerpriority to Sull end Moisture Conservation-type activities. I fear that con-tract funds converted to grant use could be lost along the line in the budgetprocess unless proper safeguards are preScr.1.1 In the 0111.

It would alio be extremely helpful to many of the tribes that our firm hasaided In the past, if the bill Could contain some solution for the dileneatribes face in the approval of Indirect cost rates. I discussed this problemin a letter to 0146. a copy of which was published (on page 061) In tee recordof the hearings before the Select Committee on Indian Affairs on the Implemen-tation 4 Public Law 93-6313, June 7 and 24, 1977:

101.



The reply (attached) which we recei,ed from OMB said that BIA maintained it
had 'rot received any correspondence on this subject from tribal governments
or orgartizations representing tribal govermnents.' We ourselves nave'written

several. The Vetter goes on to state that 'OMB has not yet prescribed cost
principles for Indian Tribal Governments.' yet our client tribes are being
required to sign off on "Certification by agency Government Ofiicial' form
that their indirect cost proposals conform with (MC 74-4.

The final and task force reports of the American Indian Policy Review Com-
mission repeatedly decry the lack of support for general costs of tribal

governments. Without the requirements of (KC 74-4, these costs could certainly

be considered indirect. Tribal c:ivernments are simply not the same as state or

local governments, and their circumstances are unique. Tribes were set up

under the auspices of the Indian Reorganization Act, which make them, legally,

unique entities. Perhaps some language could Da added to the bill to rake this
fact clear to OMB and Interior in the negotiation of indirert cost rates.

Over-all. I believeithe bill to be a pOsWwe development, and thank you for
the opportunity to comment on it.

Enclomires

Sincerely,

I
L

Dr viii; kartin

President

102
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EXEC...171%E OFFICE OF THE L5IDENT
ec MAHC.L1,11.1

Auguat .2, 1977

Mr. Phillip Martin
President
National Indian, Management

Services, Inc.
P. O. Box 498
Philamelphia, Mississippi 19iS,

Deir Mr. Martini

This is in reply to your letter of July 1, 1977, which
questions whether the cost prInciples covering State and
local governments in FMC 74-4 should be applied by the
Bureau of Indian Affairs to Indian Tribal Governmenti.

One specific problem that you mentioned in your letter
was the provision in the cost principles which makes
salaries and expenses of general government unallowable.
You stated that the Bureau of Indian Affairs has i.cluded
Indian Tribal Governments under this provision and strict
enforcement of this could be disastrous. We brought this
mfttter co the attention of. the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
They contend that they have not received any correspondence
cn this subject From tribal governments or organizations
representing tribal governments. Purther, they stated that
ma.ty tribes have been given approval to fund salaries of
tribal officers in connection with grant projects. Ycu may
want to follow up with'. them with your specific problems.

As you probably know, OMB has not yet prescribed cost
prinbiples for Indian Tribal Governments. Therefore, the
Bureau of Indian Affairs and other FederalS agencies have
discretion as to whether they use the State and local cost
principles. However, we believe that one uniform set of
cost principles is needed for Indian Tribal- Governments,
and we are working toward this goal with the Federal
agencies snd other interested parties.

Based on our work to date it appears that the HNC 74-4
cost principles might be appropriate for Indian Tribal
Gov.:rnmenta. However, before promulgating any principles
for Indian Tribal Governments, we will make.a careful

1
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analysis of the applicability of provisions such as the
one mentioned in your letter which may make the cost of
Indian Tribal Councils unallowable.

If there are any other parts of the FMC 74-4 cost
principles which you feel are not applicable to InOki
Tribal Governments please let us know.

Sincerely,

Palmer Marcantonio
Financial Management br%lch
Budget Review Division
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agencielruot even subject to the Title I of FL 630 contracting require-

men.' and authorisations. However, we defer to HiW for Any discussion of
the problems involved with inclusion of HiM components other than the
Indian Health Service,

Section 301 would not only have the H1A acting on trihel plans relating to

e
vities within 131A Arens of lesponsibtlities and administering grants

f Cunds appropriated to the 110 but Aldo on plans relating to health
ctivitles and administering funds juutified by And appropriated for

administration by the Indian Health Service, We do not believe that such'

001 arrangement would be desirable from either the viewpoint of the tribes
or of the Federal Government. It is bound to be cumbersome And cm,ld
lead to duplication of efforts by the redevelopment of Lellth °listed
activities within the I. A while the primary Federal responsibility and
expertise' relating to Ir.dian health are in the Indian Health ServIce. .

A. indicated Above, we of course believe that Inng-term planning by tribes
could be of great, benefit. 'However, we note that Beet ion 302 leeks any

mention of social,pr economic goals for auch tribal plans. In Addition,

.;177.3597771;aTof less than 1 year are authorised hot all believe that
such alert planning' periods are not feasible.

The last sentence of section 302(b), en page 5, lines 7 thru 13 would
dire6 the Secretary of the Interior tO.pcmvide 'whatever Asistance and
expertise is needed to 'implement' er tribeys plan with respect to equip
meet, adequately t aaaa ed pers.- .el, and:other necessary components. The

provision may be subject to An .nterpretation which vatid require the
Secratary to furnish equipmont and staff to a tribal organization when
the funding >177TI-rgsant includes fynda fur such equiiment And staff.'
Section 1132(bl (2) of FL-I):610 125 U:S.C.i450fibll provides a better way
of stating the intended requirement. I.

Paragraph (4) on page 6, lines 11 thru 13, of S. 2460 mould preclude the
Secretary [roe disapproving any tribal plan 'because of the percentage of
funds devoted to a particular program, project, 'unction, activity, or
service.' Although it is not clear, we atmume that this provision is not
intended to override or limit the Secretary's responsibility for the
determinations required under parer/rape (1) on page 5. linen 14 thru 21.

We have a similar concern with the portion of paragraph (5) on page 6.
lines 22 thru 24, which we believe is intended to only preclude disapproval
anti.s based on judgements not essential to sound determinations under
the aforementioned paragraph (1).

Paragraph (6) on page 6, line' 25 thre page 7, line 4, of the bill differs
from a similar provision A section 106(h) of PL 93-670 (25 450j

(h)) in that the Secretary apparently would not be authorised to approve

tribal pian if it requires funding in excess ofthe amount that would

7
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AMEND THE INDIAN SELF-DETERMINATION AND
EDUCATION ASSISTANCE ACT

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 22, 1978

U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room S-207,

the Capitol, Senator James Abourezk [chairman of the committee)
presiding.

Present: Senator Abourezk.
Staff present: Alan Parker, chief counsel; Kathryn Harris Tijerina,

staff attorney; and Michael Cox, minority counsel.
Chairman ADOUREZK. The hearing will be in order.
The purpose of this morning's hearing is to give testimony on S.

2460, a bill to amend the Indian Self-Determination- and Education
Assistance Lc t. Earlier, on March 14, 1978, this committee heard from
a panel of tribarwitnesses who spoke in-support of the bill and this
morning we have scheduled witnesses for the administration who I
understand will be speaking in opposition to the bill.

Although the Indian Self-Determination Act is only 3 years old, a
great deal Of controversy has surrounded implementation of this law
by the BIA and Indian Health Service. As we noted in last week's
hearing, this committee's oversight essentially formed the record upon
which S. 2460 is based. There is a clear need to streamline and simplify
the process through which Indian.tribes may. attempt to gain some
control over the, deliveryof Federal services on their reservations. At
the same time, Previous testimony before this committee' under
scored the need to free the tribes from the continuing policy, prograiud--
matic, and excessive budgetary control exercised by BIA and IHS
officials.

The first witnesses this morning are from the Department of Interior.
They are Forrest ,Gerard, Assistant Secretary of the -Intericr, and
George,Good win, Deputy Asiistant Secretary. ,

I am pleased to welcome you.

STATEMENT OF FORREST GERARD, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE
INTERIOR, INDIAN AFFAIRS, ACCOMPANIED BY GEORGE GOOD -
WIN, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY

Mr. GenAno. Mr. Chairman, we have submitted a formal report
on S. 2460 lo the committee as well as a .prepared statement. With
your pdmission, what l. would like to do is summarize the statement.

We have George Goodwin, my deputy, as well as several others to
respond to spec* questions the committee may have. .

(105)
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Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to testify today on S. 2460, which is
intended to further facilitate the tribes' abilities to assume control and
management of activities currently administered under Departments
of the Interior, and Health, Education, and ffelfare.,

As a staffer from the former Senate Interior Committee working on
the legislation that led to the enactment of the Indian Self-Determina-
tion and Eddcation Assistance Act, I am aware of the congressional
intent of that landmark legislation. Briefly, again, it provided the
statutory right for tribes to formally assume control of programs and
activities of the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Indian Health'
Service.

As the committee is aware, the fins, rules and regulations did not
go into effect until late 1975. So, we are really just into the second
full fiscal year of Public Law 93-638. I think it is fair to say that there
have been a lot of growing pains on the part of both the beneficiary
tribes and certainly the agencies in trying. to work out the details for
an orderly implementation of this new

As of January 18 of this year, we can point to the fact that we had
about 537 Public Law 93-638 contracts for a dollar. salue of about
$137 million. So,I think there is certainly evidence that the tribes want
to exercise the rights under the act.

Unfortunately, we have only implemented a management informa-
tion system '-elating to 92-628. I personally found the absence of such
a system a very serious handicap in our efforts to evaluate the ureau's
implementation of the act. We are hopeful, however, that t s system
will provide us with information the minute a contracto grant is
approved thrcugh all stages of action on it.

I want-to turn now to a new activity that we are involved in regard-
ing the Joint Funding and Simplification Act. We are currently working
cooperatively with _the Cheyenne and Arapahoe Tribes of western
Ohlt1homa. They arkIndertaking to work omit packaging of programs
utilizing the Joint-Funding and Simplification Act.

Just for .the record, that act offers a procedure whereby tribal
organizations which have several Federal agencies funding local pro-
grams may simplify their management systems such as financial, prop-
erty, procurement, control, and personnel. It can also simplify the
reporting requirements in audits, establish a common fiscal year,
establish funding on single letters of credit, permit consolidation of
quarterly reporting, and provide one single annual audit and a single
annual evaluation..

The Bureau of Indian Affairs is currently taking the load in that
effort with the tribe. We are also looking at the Salt River Pima-
Maricopa experience under the Joint Funding and Simplification Act.
We were not the lead agency in that effort, but, if the tribe desires
that we become so, we arr willing to do it.

We believe that this new authority, coupled with the potential under
the Federal Grant and Cooperative Agreement , which intends to
establish a clearer government-wide distinction between "contracts,'"'
"grants," and "cooperative agreements" as used by Federal agencies,
give us the new tools that we really have not yet fully utilized, and
offer the opportunity for tribes and the agencies to do a better jnb of
consolidating their funding from several sources.



Under that newer act, our ar; is broadened so that, as appro-
priete, we may make grants and of.:'-er into cooperative agreements as
well as contract with tribes.

The OMB uidelines have not yet f,--ren fully developed to implement
the new act. So, we are no( in a posit ^n yet to fully assess its relation-
ship to Public. La. v 3s , .

In conclusion, Wr believe we have the took; available to us that we
have not yet hilly d or are only beginning to use which can improve
the opportunities fc; t,ibes not only to contract under Public Law 93-
648, but to simplify and consolidate some of the funding from other
sources as well.

For those reasons, and more detailed reasons set forth in our report,
we %you'd recorr !nd against the enactment of S. 2460 at,this time. We
wcvld le- more than willing, of course, to report to thil committee on
or experience in the Cheyenne and Arapahoe effort as well as what-
ever experience wo can gain from the Salt River exerci, Es, well.

That concludes my summary, Mr. Chairman. We would be pleased
to respond to any questions.

Chairman ABOUI:EZX Your full prepared statement, the report of
the Department of the Interior on S. 2460, and a memorandum from
Senator Robert C. Byrd, chairman, Senate Subcommittee on the De-
partment of the Interior and Related Agencies, Senate Committe, on
Appropriations on reprograming guidelines will be placed he
record

]The materiel referm.? to follows:]
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STATEMENT OF FORREST GERARD, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR
(INDIAN AFFAIRS) BEFORE THE SELECT COMMITTEE CM INDIAN AFFAIRS,

U.S. SENATE, YEARINCON S. 2460, A BILL TO AMEND THE INDIAN SELF -
DETERNIRATION AND EDUCATION ASSISTANCE Acr., Magni 22, 1978.

Mr. Chairman and semi... of the Come , I am pleeeed to ttttt fy eosin,

on S. 2460 which le intendad to facilitate tribal orate. of control

and operation of ,setein activ . i iii provided for Indiens by the

Dap ..... nee of Interior and of Health, Education, and kW...

From my work with Senate Interior Committee during the several years a'

legialativs activity leading to the gascusant of oh. IndIon Self-

Detsrmination and Education Asliitance Act, I as f the Intent of

\that landmark . Indian tribal government. were given the

eletutorY right to minus. c ..... a ectiattIee of the gore., of Indian

Affair. end of the Indian Health Service.

A. 0... Co m 00000 in avers the initid'ireguliotion. banlomnting the Act

wept into effect in December of 1975 and ws are now in the second full

fiscal year of operation under theme regulation.. The extenetve

coneultstIon process during 1975 that led to the iseuance of the

teguletione, Um training seemIons for %IA and tribal etelle durinAthe

pant two year.. ,nd the experiende gained by two., etaffe during that

time can be expected to result In incren.d loffic.ency and intere.t by

the tribe. in contracting omler the Act.

Within the poet few month. we haje had training ....l one aid have begun

Ingiverdetion of management information erntem relating to the

Implementation Jr FL 9)-678. I fotO7d th.Absonce of much yete
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handicap in evaluating the MIA's implementacZon of the Act. The

system will track a. contract or grant application from the time of its

receipt through all stages of action on it.

Me are also in the beginning stages'of Joint Funding Simplification

Att undeitmking with the Cheyenne-Arapahoe Tribes of Oklahoma in which

the MIA will be the lead Federal agency in an undertaking by the tribe

which viii involve funding from several Federal agencies. Such S. joint

undertaking is now underway involving the Salt River Pimo- Maricopa

Indian Community in Arizona and although' the BlA is not nova part of

the Salt River arrangement, we will be watching it with great interest

and .111 join The arrangement If the tribe so requests.

Ye b.aleve that the it Riser and Cb6;nne-Arapahoe eXpereJence lbder

the loin: Funding Sim lification Act could lead to greatly improved '

mechanisms whereby tribes may undertake more comprehensive planning to

meet their ne.da. In addition, the tribes can be expected to benefit by

better coordinated implementation and simplified administration of their

Federally aided activities.
. .

A recent development that may effect our IMplementation of PL 93-638 is

the Febraruy 3, 1978 enactment of the "Federal Grant and Cooperative

Agreement Act". That' Act intends to establish clearer government wide

distinction between "contracts". "Iirqflta". and "c04n4ative agreements"

as used by Federa% agencies. Under that Act our authority under

PL 93-638 to Contract li broadened :o that, as appropriate, we may make

15.601 0 75



grants and enter into cooperative agreements as well as contract with

tribes.. However, the 0Mt guldelinL implementing that Act have not been

issued as yetind we have not assessed the Impact on our PL 93-638

contracting, incldding what el,ntagessor disadvantaOs
there maybe

from the viewpoint of the tr1601:?'

. .

In short, we hi've tools available to us that
we haven't yet used or are

only beginning to use which may achieve such
of the, benefits intended by

S. 2460. For that reason, and the more detailed reasoes
set out in our

report, we do not recomend enactment of S. 2460. It may be that the

tools provided to us'by the Congress at this point can be improved on

but we ."lould first 'sorter determine and
use existing authorities.

This concludes my prepared statement and I will be pleaded to respond to

any questions the Committee may have.
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United States Department of the Interior
' OFFICE OF TIIE SECRETARY

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20240

itAR 2 2 1978

Honorable Juan Abocresk
Chairmen
Senate Select Committee on

Indies, Affairs
United State 9..t.Ate
Washington, EL.:. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairmen,

Rhin responds to your request for the vial's of this Department on
S. 2460, bill 'To amend the Indian Self-Determination and Education
Assistance Act..

We recommend against enactment of S. 2460 because most of 1: objectives
can be implemented under existing law and because of specific problems
with the bill set out below.

5. 2460 would require the Secretary of the Interior to make, upon request
of any Indian tribe entitled to receive contracts or grants under Sections
102, 103, or 104 of PI. 93-630 (25 uSC 450f, 400q. and 450h1. einila
consolidated grant in lieu of or in addition to contract. under notions
102 and 103 of Pt 93-630. Before any tribe would be.eligible for
consolidated grant, it must have submitted to the Secretary plan setting
forth comprehensive description of what is to be carried out or provided
older the grant.

Th Secretary's review of the proposed plan is to include determination.
on whether -

(A) the serviceto be rendered to the Indian beneficiaries
of the program or4function involved will be adequate,

adequate protection of trust resources is assured,

(C) the prwmsed project or function can be properly
cempleted .4 maintained. WI.

The Secretary voilld be precluded from disapproving a plan "because of the
par 'tit..e of funds devoted to a particular program, project, function.'
actavity, or service.

11G
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Further, the SecnOteiren evaluation sf the plan would be on the basil, of
'whether approvarofthe plen would constitute failure as trustee to
uphold the rights of thd beneficiaries, and not whether the tribal policies
reflected in the plan are consistent with the judgment of the reviewing
official or officials.'

As Introduced, section 104(c) would have dealt with the applicability of
GAO and other auditerequirments in section 51b) of'PL 13-618 125 U.S.C.
450e(bl to the yrents under thy new title Tll. However, se have beep
Advised by rho Committee's star; that the subsection should be corrected
to read as follows:

4
"lcl The provisions of section 5(d) shall not be applicable
to any financial asnitance prov.ded pursuant to thin title."

Section 5(d) of PL 13.6)8 provides,

'Any funds paid to a financial ansintance recipient (under the
Act] and not expended or used for the purposes for which
shall be repaid to the Teasury of the United States."

Administrative Alternatives

Much of. what S. 2460 is intended to accomplish can be done without further
legislative authority.

Thera is nothing to prevent the use of a single contract to cover all or
several SIA funded activities contracted to q tribal organisation under
V.L. 93-638. indeed, such consolidated contracts are now In use although
we do not n require the use of consolidated contracts. On intend to
implement much a requirement for inztances where tribal organizations
request consolidated VIA contracts. Such contracts include appropriate
provisions and funding levels for the activities involved.

We should note at this point that section 7(a) of the 'Federal Grant and
Cooperative Agreement Act of 1917' (P.L. 95 -224) provides that 'each
executive agency authorized by law to enter into contracts, grant or
cooperative agreements, or similar arrangements' is authorized and directed
to enter into and use type of contracts, grant agreements, or cooperative
agrees a ats as required by this Act." Sections 4, 5. and 6 of that Act
describe in general terms the circumntances under which contracts, grant
agrpements, or cooperative agreements' ere to be used. Section 9 euthorivve
the Office of Management and Budget to issue 'supplementary interpretative
guidelines''to promote consistency in Implementation of the Act.

The 0M2 guidelines have not been issued as yet and we have not determined
the implications of the application of PL 95-224 to PL 93-618. it may be
that the use of grant agreements and cooperative agreements

would be ofbenefit.

2
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Thus under qwrrent law, we not only can provide for the use of consolid-

ation WA contracts but suthorlty also wrists for adding'tbe us. of grants

agreements- and cooperetive agreements if they are found tobe more appro-

priate than, contracts.

One aspect of the/consolidation lntendtd under S. 246e would require soet

congressional action.. Neither the lit nor the tribal contractocx may use

funds under one appropriation for the )holposes of another approjirlatIon.

However, practically all of the ETA prOgramMend activities (otheV than

construction) are inoluded in single appropriation item entitled

Operation of Indian Program.'.
Therefore. noire is or &tutory bar to

the shifting of Amps. among the several activities and. ..4...ztivitles of

that appropriation !tam tallch Include:

Educations
School Operations
Johnson O'Malley Educational sssss tante

Continuing Education ,'

Indian Serv.Icess
Tribal Government ter,ites
SonSil Services
Law Enforcement
Mousing
Self-Determlnition Services
Navajo-Hopi Settlleept ProgrU---

Economic Development and employment Program.:
Ousinees Enterprise Development
Employment Development '

Road Maintenance

Natural Resources Developments
Forestry and Agriculture '

Minerals. Mining. irrigation and rover

Trust Rasponsi ilities: .

Indian Ri hts Protection
. Mael Estet and Financial Trust 'Services

General Manrgemen and Facilities Operation.:

Management Administration
Program Suppo t Services .

.

Facilities Management

However. wv consider o rselvee 'Wound by the Guidelines of the Appropriation.

Committees as to shifts of funds between activities. Enclosed isfa copy

of the August 1. 1977 joint letter from the Chairman of the Nouse and Senate

Appropriation Suhcommittees on the Department of the Interior and Related

ScISSCiSS setting out their current guidelirms regarding eeprogreming of
funds within appropriation items. .

i ''..

fr
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ptopos* to request tbut xastv Appropriation. Subcommittees modify
their reprograming guidelin vIrmit on a demonstration bai the
shifting a funds, among T.),-.)..../un of Vian Program activities under
contracts with several tribe. The ascent of such n:liftiog of funds to be
allowed and the number of crib.s to be given such fltbility would of .
L ours,' he" subject to negotiation with the Subcceseittee

In addition. our regulations governing P.L. 93-638 couldia6 revised latter
the consulTstion prescribed in ectioiL107 of that Act (25
45000 to provide f r long term by the 21ribe of the program.
they nOw are operating under contract

,.d' plan to arouma operatien of in
the future, We strongly believe that long-tars planning should be an
Integral pirt of the budget proccalp and to tho greatest extent feasible
the ISIA and the tribes should adhdte to such plans, than insuring
financial integrity. 2

Section 106(c) of P.L. 93-638 nuw permits contracts for 'periods of up to3 years, ubj6ct to the availability of appropriations during each natal
year of the contract term. This /otter restriction is necessary to Avoid
the naceity of obligating mote than one year expenses out.of a singleyear approprition.

Section 101() 'of PL 93-638 noV authorises grants which ran provide thatechnical assistance which the section 302(b) proposed in S. 2460 would )provide for under.contracti. Section 104(a) provides forgrant to tribal
organizetlone under'which they may obtain their own technical assistancewithout the need of requesting the DIA to contract with third party toprovide the alsisten6/ to the tribal organisation.

Section 102 of Pl. 93-638 nw halts the Secretary authority todecline
to enter into rquested contracts based on substantially the same criteriaas set out in the section 302(0, proposed in S. 2460, Section 102 of Pl.6313, like the proposed section 302(c). also requires the statement of the
Secrebsiy's objectiorg. in *drifting within 60 dale. the provision of
technical siatancelle-sid in ovpromoing tha objection.. and the grantingof an opportunity for a hearing.

Additional comments

The\ proposed new findings which S. 2460 would add to PI. 93-638 do notindicate key sepect of the policy underlying that Act. Indian tribal
governing bodies are.given a tatutory, right to contract if they scchoosa.There is no suggestion that tribes Isnot so contract: they-are free todecide not to contract. Any suggestion that might be interpreted as
requiring tribes to contract would probably be self defeating as well asinconsitaht with a policy of tribal self-determination. For this reason
we believe that the language in paragraph (I)-beginning on page I, line7 of S. 240 misstates thepolicy of Pi. 93-638 by not stating that the

11::
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option ii;with the tribes Rather than implying that contracting is the
objective withput regard to the rights of the tribe.. similar problem
exists with the portion of paragraph (2) on page 2, lines 3 tbru S.

We do not know what 'priolltiss and policies' are ant by the sentence
beginning on page

me
line 7. Sine. the following sentence (beginning on

Tina 9) refers to problems with '1he narrow parameters of the current
programs and budget allocatiune.of the agencies', it not clear whether
the earlier referencto 'priorities and policies' identified by the
agencies is separate problem and, if to, what specific examples there
may be and whether administrative action could resolve the problem.

In order to make the BIA's budget process more responsive to and reflective
of tribal and policies, we are developing new
budget planning proc 01.0. Tribal comments on the proposed procedure
have been received a Interior Department review of the proposal is
underway. . 49%

The final sentence in paragraph (2) on page 9, lines 17 they 16, states
that -

'Duplication of effo'rt, excessive paperwork, and inhibitione
against long-term planning inherent in the contracting process
low. seriously undercut the intended tribal control'.

The above quoted montanee would seem to suggest that the specified
problem. re 'inherent in the contracting process' but would be avoided
in granting process. We do not believe that simple change' in terminology
alone would result in any significant changes. Indeed, section 10'.(a) of
PL 93 -638 now authorises the Secretary of the Interior (and o'f.HEW) to
'waive any provisions of such contracting laws or regulations which he
determines are not appropriate for the purposes of the contract involved
Or f,consistent with the provisions of ehis Act.. ,No similar authority
est, as to laws or regulationt relating to grants or grant agreement..
It fc.lows that with the waiver authorizatiol, it is possible for our PL
638 contracting process and requirement. to Le more desirable for tribal
organisations than grant process.

%

We agree that duplication, excess paperwork, and inhibitions against long
term planning may be inherent in the fact that tribes rpceivi contracts
and grant. from number of Federal agencies and programs, sick with its
own set of statutory and regulatory requirements end-its own administrative
structure and eta!f which met ha dealt with by the tribes. However, we

e
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are hopeful that tribal experiences under the Joint Funding Simplification
Act (88 Stat. 1604: 42 U.5. 4:51 et seq.) will lead to a minimizing of
such problems. The Salt River pima-Waricopa Cormunity (Ariz.) is
involved in a joint funding effort under that Act And, allhougn no NIA
fund Are itn.qilvea, we expect that the tribe' evaluation of that effort
and Any reeorv,odations they may have 'could lead to simplification and
better coordination of tribal programs generAllt. The NIA in the lend
Federal Agency An a planned loin, funding erred with the Cheyenne-
Arapaho Tribes of rrleilloma. As with snit River, the evaluation and
recommendstions of the tribes could lead to improvements in Feder,'
funding arrangements for trl en generally.

At least some significant extent, the 'excessively long delays in
receiving contract ApluovAls' referred to in pAragrAph (l) on (,re 2,
lines 17 aid 18, have been.the result of the newness of the PL 93-678
contracting proCens And the unfamiliarity of the NIA And tribal staffs
with that process. Significant continuing improvement can be expected
ae experience is gaineeby both NIA and tribal staffs.

It is true that some tribal contract proposals have not been entered into
because they celled for more funds than could. be made assailable. Approval
of such requests but with a reduced funding level is not ueually possible
berause the inadequate level of funding would result in inadequate service
or activity 'eyelet which would require a finding that the revised proposal
violates one or more of the.three declInAtion criteria net out in section
102(al of PL 93-618.

She, sentence beginning on page 2, line 21 of 5. 2460 refers to problems
with the agencies' .reimburserrit vouchers system of payments'. The
Treasury Department'e report to the Committee a J. 2460 stAtes the
Administration'i position on the advancement of Federal funds to tribal and
other contractors and grant recipients. We shall endeavor to aid tribalore. retiress In planning and scheduling their cash disburr2ments in aaa which will be compatable with the Federal system and the needs of
the tr hal organisations, New funding procedures for the NIA and the
tribal ovanisatipns are in preparation with a completion echeduled bythe end of April.

Section 701(41 on page I of the bill provides that Any 'Indian tribe or
tribal organisation entitled, under oh)" A '1.e.. PL 97-6781: to enter
into contracts which suggests that thethe consolidated grants only
apply, in the cafe of:DIA and Indian health Service administered

funds.
However, section XII (page 8) states that all programs, projects,

[unctions,
activitieg, or services whicll the Departments of Interior and KM.
areeuthorirad to perform for Indians" may beincluded. We believe the
former interpretation is more logical at this point in time than en attempt
to eMtend the proposed consolidated grant system to Include programs And

6
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agencielfuot even subject to the Title I of PL 636 contracting require-

sentit'And authorisations. However, we defer to 1160 for Any'diacu,sion of

the problems involved with inclusion of 11134 components other than the

Indian Health Service,

Section 301 would not only have the H1A acting on tribal plans relating to

a ities within 111A mess of leaponsibilities and administering grants
f Cunda appropriated to the nIA but Aldo on plans relating to health
ctivitiee and administering funds justified by And nppiopriated for

administration by the Indian Health Service. We do not believe that such'

aa, arrangement would be desirable from either the viewpoint of the tribes
or of the Federal Government. It is bound to be eurdx:rtione And co,ld

lead to duplication of efforts by the rodeveloisient of health telsted
ACtiVitiCS within the s while the primary Pederel re,ponsibility and

export ise relating to I: .,lion health are in the Indian Health snrvice. .

A. indicated Above, we of course believe that long-term planning by tribes
could be of great. benefit. 1P,wever, we note that section 302 lacks any

mention of socielsr: economic goals for !ouch tribal plans. In Addition,

plan periods of less than 1 year are authorised but wu believe that
such start planning' periods are not feasible.

The last sentence of section 302(b), en.pAge 5. lines 7 thru 11 would
dirckt the Secretary of the Interior to provide 'whatever Assistance and
expertise. is needed to 'implement' d tribi010 plan with respect to equip
merit, adequately trained porrorml. and :other necennary com)ronents. The

provision may be subject ito An .riterpreSation which wald require the
Secretary to..furn(sh egullmsint and staff to a tribal orgenization when

the funding >16T-ThlrqsAnt includes f 1ii for such equipment and staff.'

Section 102(b1 (2) of PL 11.616 (2e:0:S.C.450f(b11 provides a better way
of stating the intended requirement. I

Paragraph (4) on page 6. lines 11 thru 13, of S. 2460 would preclude the
Secretary frost disapproving any tribal plan 'because of the percentage of
funds devoted to a particular program. project, 'unction, activity, or
service.' Although it is not clear, we ataume that this provision is not

intended to override or limit the Secretary's responsibility for the
determinations required undor paragraph (1) on page 5. linen 14 thru 21.

lie have a stellar concern with the portion of paragraph (S) on page 6.
lines 22 thru 24, whieh we believe is Intended to only preclude disapproval
actions based on judgements not essential to sound determinations under
the aforementioned paragraph (1).

Paragraph (6) on page 6, line' 25 thru page 7, line 4, of the bill differs
'from a similar provision He section 106(h) of PL 93-670 (25 U.S.G. 450
(h)) in that the Secretary apparently would not Le authorised to approve

tribal plan if it requires funding in excess rirthe amount that would

7
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have been provided for Bra's operation of the program or aCtivip involved
even if it were possible to make 'the additional amount of funde,vailiible
from savings within budgeted totals

or by altering agency priorities.

The Administration strongly objects to the bill's requirement that
specific budget materials accompany the President's

budget.requesti asis required in section 302.
The Administration cannot suppore a requie-

sent in law to provide specific materials that
are not generally applic-able to &Wage:tries' budgets.

Bowyer, if this type of information is
requested following the transmittal of the President's budget. -the
information mey'be provided in accord with current practice.

nor the idregoing reasons, including the
availability of existing authori-tin!, we do not recommend enactment of S. 2460.

The Office Of Management A Budget has
advised that there is no objection

to the presentation of this report from
the standpoint of the Administra-tion' program.

51 (9'
7tSSISL30! SEORBTARY

Onclosures,
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Scevara75c Cecil D. Andrus
Secretary
Departrent of the /14.erior
Viashirrten, D. C. 70210
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Auadt 1. 1917

of the n'
ng guidelines for aeencies funded under the fhpartraent

1.., ars, nclated Adeneirs Appropriations Act have been develered
and Ore to tbre over a period of an* years. Wring that
aase cd butite 7. notures of early agencies have chanced, and aloe

to have been crcat 4. The Corsaittees are ware that son confusion
developed arang ac:ncles over the application of existing guidelines
that charting Conditions, require a stareardization and updating of

these andelines.
Ace-m.31,mb,, the Condttees have developerthe attached euldell,r,3

for ,lanaG,7.'hitt Procedures, dreier-el to apply uniformly to all affected
arrncies. Unless specific tacrpticm are spelled out in the Ccoraittees,
relents, all agencies will be en.eted to coyly with the guidelines.

lber.e .sidelines shall be effective irrn.diately for Soy roProZrarrdne
pna;neals ne' .lrearly pendlnr, before the Co-rsittees and shall apply for the
fourth quarter of FY 1977 with recani to reporting procedures.

In addition to providing uni)iatn, up-to-date procedures, it Is
expected tics attached guidelines, particularly the provisions of parazraph
3a, will stn asline and r,ar.ta.bly laprove and fa:Ante, reProCra"mbal.
actions. 11. Crranittees wish to stress, however, that the rajor intent of
the anticlines is to insure that app significant departure frets approved
proerare alienations will be sublitted for Coerdttee review. If any doubt
should arise over Ixther a I'll/dins shift requires Cceanittee resew and
approval, tie proposal einuld be suiviitted to the fcranittees. .

/
Sine

.! V ......,,....1 t... ;16°,7Z
'AtineyttItes fo/rt C. Byrd VV

Guaitran, Inure nw unittre s0).iincan, f..,..nate Sub4, .t..e.

On the tncr-VbrOtt.. of Yon the Departrent d:-
'atriar raid fhlatcd
kteeeiee

Interior and felated warteAe,ncies VINI:rea VIM.
nfila hi tvma
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Pen. Capralltee on AppreprtatIons
Sessate Comaltt. on Afpropristions ,

Subcoeuttlees *el the Department of Interior and belated ken...

1. DeftnItIon - .reprocrrenirie, is defined In these procenures, Includes
the roollocetion of nors fros butLet activity to snothr. In
coss etore either Cseittoe tweet displays an allocation of an
approriation telcur the activity level, that flrnr. level of ...all
shall bo the Lasts for rppregneranjt. For'eorotroction accounts,
reptobranstn,c, contitutes the r,ollocetion of frees true ern
construe.. project 1d-ntified In :le IustifIcatIons to orother. A
reproP,rptminf, stall also consist of any other st,n, 61,...re.Y.,
fuse the prorres elpserlted In the a;',..ncy's boiscipustifIcations.

Criteria for reprommy-rdez

a. Any projector activity, sohich ray te deferred 11-701,93 rpproosrtring
Null rot later to accerpllshed by scans of further room/v.:m.4-e- Ina,
Instead, funds should p.7In I. rote. for the deferr. project or
activity I/mush resuler appropriation processes.

b. A repro adds should be node only Ylten an unforomen sitovtien
arises; and then only if postponement of the protect or the activity
.411 tie root arproprlation year could result In actual ,1=s or dsraf.e.
gent convent.. or 0-.1.1 re should not be factors for consIderatIon.

e. teprogthine should not be employed to Initiate ney, prod's. or
to chuce a/lesptions specifically denied, 'baited or inchmsed by
the Conp-eas In the Act or the ruport. In coss there unforeseen
events cr contain/et are de id to require such dunes, prep.-Ills
Null be submitted In a:1,1sec to the Coraittee, recardless of ro-thints
Involved, and be fully explained and justified:

Peportire and apjehml procedures

./.. Any proposed ,n rIrc rust be subritted to the aced.. In
crItlny prior to 1,03ccola.. If It exceeds J750,003 arripslly or
results In an Increase or decree. of core then 101 arn.11y In
erected prorone,.

b. All rpfamp-vo,dit. shall be reported to the Conalttee quarterly and
Null include cumulative totals. . :

e. Any sirnificPnt shifts of flnel.ns tine object clossificatimrs strati'
also be reportel to tie Comittces In a ttely r.thner.
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Chairman Asouanzs. So, your position is that you are against S.
2460?

Mr. GERARD. That is correct, based on the authorities that we now
possess.

Chairman ABOUREEK. What do you see as the objective of Public
Law 638? Whit do you think is the central objective of that law?

Mr. GERARD. I have always felt, .Mr. Chairman, the central objec-
tive of P.L. 93-638 was to provide another option for a tribal govern-
ment to become active participants in the delivery of services which
are primarily government services to their constituents or the members
of the tribe.

Chairman ABORREEK. You do not believe that the central purpose,
then, was assumption of control by the tribes over their own destiny?

Mr. Genesi). Certainly, yes. That is implied in exercising' that
option. They do assume control and management and with no loss of
funding if the agency had continued to operate the program.

Chairman ABOIIREZR. So, what you are saying is, even thoughyou
agree that the present form of Public Law 93-638 is not working,

,you think it might be allowed to werk if the Department is allowed
to have its way to use whatever existing authority might be then?

Mr. GERARD. Mr. Chairman, I believe that 638 contains '.ny
good provisicnis. I have talked to a number of people who have
looked at the act in relation to the rules and regulations. They are
satisfied that the rules are compatible with the act.

I believe that our fundamental problem has been the manner in
wbich, it has been implemented. I would concede that it involves
attitudes of employees up and down the line. I think, as the new
policy centers within the Department, we have a responsibility to
deal with those matters.

So, in answer to your question, I think we would like to continue to
use 638 in relation to these other newer authorities that we have just
cited in our statement.

Chairman ABousszic. You do agree with the tribes who have
testified before this committee that the central purpse of turning
over control to the tribes has not been accomplished through 93-638?

Mr. GERARD. I do not think it has been fully a omplished. I have
not had an opportunity to study that testimony in detail. But I think
there is evidence that it has not occurred in all instances.

Chairman ABOIIREZE. I think, from the people we have talked to,
it has not occurred in very many instances where the tribes have
really assumed control over their own affairs despite the figure you
cite of 537 contracts and $137 million in Public Law93-638 contracts.
The complaints by the tribes that we have heardand we think that
is probably a cross-sectionindicate that the long delays, the citing of .
lack of funds by the agency when the tribes do attempt to contract,
the effort to frustrate the purpose of 93-638 on the part of the bureauc-
racy, has made it virtually more of a failure than it is a success.

My question is: If you say you have the existing authority toi
provide blot grants, as we have tried to cite in this amendment to
638, and that you don't need this legislation, you already have the
authority, you really should not olject to the passage of the legis-
lation if the authority is there and if you intend to use that authority.

Would you care to comment on that? Why you think the legislation

:1U
25.491 0 71 - 9
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should not be passed if you do not object to the objective of the legis-
lation?

Mr. GERAHD. Basically, the administrationwe take the posture
that, with the authorities there, it ;is a matter of policy setting and
implementation. I believe there are some other provisions of the
legislation that the administration would probaliy izke exception to.
For example, I understandand I have not had an opportunity to
lead their report fullythe Treasury Department may have some
problems with the bill as drafted.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Would you tell me what legislative authority
exists for the granting of bloc grants as is set out in S. 2460? Would
you cite the authority?

Mr. Godnwist. I do not think that we are saying that there is any
authority for bloc grants, Mr. Chairman. What we are saying is that
there is authority for single agency grants or contracts'of making a
single contract or grant for all of the bureau's programs; for instance,rather than

Chairman ABOUREZK. What does that mean? I do not follow you.
Mr: Goonwm. Rather than making a number Of grants or contracts

as presently exist in some Bureau offices, rather than have the tribe go
directly to the Bureau and ask for 10 contracts or grants, the authority
is, there now for the tribes to come to the Bureau and ask for :me single
contract or grant.

Chairman ABOUREZK. And the authority is there for the Bureau
to provide that grant?

Mr. GOODWIN. There is some question as to how far the regulations
will allow us to go on that.

Chairman ABOUREZK. How far will the law allow to go?
Mr. GOODWIN. Our preliminary indications in law are that we see

a broader interpretation in the law than there is in the regulations.
Chairman ABOUREZK. What does that mean?
Mr. GOODWIN. We think that the regulations are pretty narrowly

defined as to what can be co.,racted versus that can he granted.
Chairman AsongEza. When you say there is a broader area in the

law than there is in the regulations, what: do you mean "broader area"?
Mr. GOODWIN. We think that the people who were involved in the

history of the law intended to allow more granting authority than
there presently exists in the Bureau.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Would you cite the exact section you .believe
allows that grant authority?

Mr. GOODWIN. Mr. Chairman, under section I04(a) of Public Law
93 -838: "The Secretary of Interior is authorized upon request of any
Indian tribe to contract with or make a grant or grants to any tribal
o ation"-,--and it lists thetypes of grants that can be made.

airman Asouizza. Contract with or make grants?
Mr. GOODWIN. Yes.
Chairman AHOUREZK. Have you made any such bloc grants pur-

suant to or similar to the provisions of this amendment?
Mr. GOODWIN. No; we have pot.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Have you told the tribes that that is available

to theni?
Mr. GOODWIN. No; we have not.
Chairman ABOUREZIL You haven't?
Mr. GOODWIN. No.
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The regulations as currently exist say specifically what kind of
grants can be made.

Chairman ABOUREZIL. I wondei if I might ask you again to address
the question. II you believe you have the authority, what harm. can
there be in passing the amendment giving the authority?
. Either one of you can"respond. 1 t

Mr. GERARD. Mr. Chairman, we would have to take the position
again that, as a matter of policy with the statutory authority already
in place, enactment of the 41 would certainly be a duplication.

I think the problem up to thie point, as we have readily conceded,
is that we have not made full use of the authorities that are in place.
Moreover, the more recent act has not yet been fully implemented
because the Office of Management and-Bddget is still in the process of
drafting the guidelines.

Chairman ABOUREEK. Well, even if it is a duplicationlet's assume
that it is, although I do not accept that argumentthen passage of
the bill cannot really harm anything; can it? It will not be a harmful
amendment; will it?

. Mr. GERARD. If Congress takes that position and determines that
.it wants to move the legislation forward, certainly we would have to
analyzi it in relation to the other statutes once It came out in final

form.
Chairman Anou REZK. I wonder if you would respond to myquestion.
It cannot be a harmful hmendmentcan itif it is merely duplica-

tion of already existing lailw?
Mr. Gkaann. If we agree that it is a duplication, Then certainly it

would not be harmful.
Chairman ABOUREZIC.. Thank you very much.
I o not have any more questions of this panel. I appreciate your

appe ranee. Thank you. ,

Nit' have some technical written /questions that we would like to
subrilit. ...

Mr. GERARD.. We would be gladto responds-,
[The questions and answers referred to follow:1It

.e

1
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Und States Department of the jnterior ill

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON. DC 202.1

N omorabla James Abouresk
Chairman. Select Gamut.te on

laullan Affairs
Dniced Scats* Senate
Wahine., D.C. 2C510

W ar W. Chairmen:

JUN 11978 (

We regret the delay in responding to your Horeb 31 letter sotting out
forth. quostions to be answered for Oho record of your March 22 hearing

on 5. 2460. bill to amend Oh. Indian Solt -Decersinstion and Education

issistan. Act.

The quostio. end our answers ars as follows:

1. Q. "In tbo Departmenial tenon you indicoto the Duro.0
is prently using consolidated contracts; how many ouch
contract. hove you entered into and with which tribes?"

A. have entered Into 44 contracts with 39 trlbee.
with each such contract mscompasslng writ than ono program.
The tribes mod rho number of such contracts with each ore

es follows:

1. Smatee Sioux Tribe of &brooks - 2
2. Orb Navajo - 1
3. Ute Hountala - 3
4. lasts. Pueblo - 2
5. Flayboad - 1
b. Norther:10w.. - 1
7. Cr. - 1
I. Tlinget-Saida Control COUACL1 - }

9. Hotlakatio - 2

10. Tanana Chiefs Conforenco - 1
11. Cook Inlet Native Association -.1
12. inupiat Community - 1
13. AmsociatiOn of Villas. Council Prosidonts - 1
14. Nouns's/ - 1
15. Oneida Tribe of hisconoin - 1
16. Minnesota Chippewa - 1

Sault Ste. Norio - 1

i mat
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18. Navajo - 1
19. Quinault - 1
20. Sboabone-Bannock - 1
21. Bob - 1
22. 1

23. Nakah - 1
24. Niaqually - 1
25. Ncklesboot - 1
26. looksaek - 1
27. Point-No-Point Treaty Council- 1
28. Puyallup - 1
29. Quileute - 1
30. Skagit Sysitem Cooperative - 1
31. Squaxin Island Tribal Coo.til. - 1
32. Stillaquamish - 1
33. Suquaiiab - 1
34. Tulalip - 1
35. Harm Springs - 1
36. Umatilla r 1
37. Creek Nation of Oklahoma - 1
38. Seminole (Florida) - 2
39. Hiccomskep - 1

2. Q.- "Would you describe bow the Bureau'.

contract 'oinks?"

A. Briefly, the contract has a common face Pale, common
general' terms and conditions and s,oarate description of

the requirements for each program coy red under the contract.

All proems. ay be included in the contract from it. start
or new pragrame can.be added by modification as they come
along.

3. Q. "Naiad you provide the Committee with copies of
these consolidated contracts ?"

A. Copies of those from the Portland Area have been
provided to the Committee's staff and we have been advised

that the others are not needed. However, the other copies

are available upon request.

4. Q. "Has the use of a consolidated contract resulted in

k more streamlined application process?"

A. It is really too early to any as only a few of the
Area Offices have moved in this direction. Also its potential
for increasing efficiency depends to a great extent on the
tribes.1 If all program to be included in the contract are
=included in the initial application and are therefore reviewed
concurrently, the process should move faster. However, if the

program are submitted separately the potential savings is
largely, although not entirely, lost.
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5. Q. "Too indicate in your report that you plan to request
a modification of the Appropriation Committee'. reprogramming
guidelines to permit a shifting of fund. among operation of
Indian program activities: what are the goals end objective,

your demonstration projects?"

A. The goals and objectives of the demonstration would he
to provide tribal governments with greater flexibility in the
administration of programs and services for their member. and
with greater-ebility to meting changing priorities due to
changing condition

Consideration is elm being given to a FT 1980 Mk budget .
an.. approprition structure which would facilitate such
shift. without the need for a reprogramming request.

6. Q. "Would you describe the new funding procedure you plan
to implement at the end of April as noted on-page 6 of the
departmental report?"

A. The procedures consist of instructions for cash
advances or 1 ttttt -of-credit advances, When the amMal
advance to a recipient ormmization I. lee, than 0120,000 or
when there is not an expected continuing relationship between
the BL and the recipient organization of at leant one year,
advance. are to be made by direct Treasury check scheduled
through the Stk. When the Mk has, or expects to have a
continuing relationship with the recipient organization for at
least a year involving advances aggregating at least 0120.000
annually, advances will be made by the Treasury Regional Die-
burning Office System of Advancing by letter-of-credit. In

either case, the recipient organisation can obtain advance
funding for immediate disbursing needs. We will forward a
copy of the new proposed procedures as soon as they are
available.

7. Q. "Please cite what statutory or regulatory authority
exists to achieve which specific objective. of S. 2460?"

A. The Federal Crant and Cooperative Agreement Act (PL
95-224) and the Joint Funding Simplification Act (42 U.S.C.
4251),,,T1)e Treasury Fiscal Requirezients Manual, Vol. 1,
flirt 6. pert 2000. provides regulation end guidance for
advance payment. to grantee. and contractors,

On May 19, 1978, the Office of Management an udget published
for comment their proposed "Guidance" for "IIIfffplementation of
Federal Crant and Cooperative Agreement Act of 1977 (P.L. 95-.
224)". A copy of that publication is enclosed for your in-
formation.
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B. Q. "Identify which regulations you are considering modi-
fying to more closely conform with the purpose of S. 2460?"

A. IAt this time we some identify specific regulations
that any need to be modified. We plan- a cooperative effort
with the-Cheyenne-Arapaho Tribe. in regard to s joint funding'
proposal they have eubmitted. One purpose of this effort is
to identify any regulations that may inhibit or prevent in-
clusion of P.L. 93-633 contracts in joint funding projects.

9. Q. "On the basis of information available to the BIA,
have at,empts to apply the Joint Simplification Act to an
Indian Tribe been shown to be practical or functional."

A. At this point there is insufficient evidence On which
-to base a'conclusion. We do believe that the Joint Funding
Simplification Act is potentially beneficial and it is for
this reason that we are in support of the Cheyenne-Arapaho
Tribe's effort.

10..Q. "Would you pereounally recommend a Presidential veto
of the provision to append the Tribe by neeos sssss anent to
the President'. budget request?"

A. No, but I believe that our answer to question 12
below provides reasonable alternative.

11. Q. "What is your view of the meet of basing the gIA
budget on an sssss ebent ortrIbal needs?"

A. We sre endeavoring to assure that the ETA's budget
is based on an sssss slant of tribal needs and tribal deter-
minations of priorities.

12. Q. "On the last page of testimony you stated that the
.Administrstioo objects as matter of law to providing
specific material not generally applicable to all agency
budgets. What do you understand to be the underlying
reason for this objection if Congress sakes the detereination
that it needs to know more stout a specific area of the
President' budget?"

A. The objection is to the information having to
accompany and be part of the President's budget. There is no
objection to she Department providing such irformation subse-
quent to submission of the President's budget.

n
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13. Q. "If, you intend to continue to'follos(the practice of
refusing to contract becaUse of insufficient Qs, as page
6. indicates, do you have any objection to amending the same
appeal provisions for such refusal as for the three proper
deeltnition criteria?"

A. Such a revision of the regulations is being considered.

Sincerely:

DePol/Aseiatant Secretary-rindian Affairs

1.601 0 - IA - 10
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[Subsequent alhe hearing the following letter was received from
the Office of Management and Budget:1

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

WA..4070N oC 20503

MAR 27 1375

Honorable James Abourezk
Chairman, Select Committee on

Indian Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This Cs in response to your request of February 8,
1978, for the views of this Office on S. 2460, a bill
To amend the Indian Self-Determination and Education

Assistance Act."

We share the views expressed by the Onle":tments of
the Interior and Health, Education, and Welfare during
their testimony on S. 2460. Also, in its report to
you' dated March 22, 1978, the Department of the
Interior detailed its reasons for opposing the enact-
ment of S. 2460. We concur with the views expressed
by the two departments and, accordingly, recommend
against enactment of S. 2460.

Sincerely,

James M. Frey
Assistant Director for
Legislative Reference

1
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Chairman ABOUREZIC. The second group of witnesses is the Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare: Emery Johnson, Director of
the Indian Health Service.

Mr. Johnsoli, welcome to the hearing.
Your prepared statement will be inserted.
[Mr. Johnson's prepared statement follows;]

1:i
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STATEMENT

BY

EMERY JOHNSON, M.D.

DIRECTOR

INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

DEPARTHEtiT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

BEFORE THE

SELECT COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS

UNITED STATES SENATE

MARCH 22, 1978
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee.

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before the Committee to

discuss this proposed amendment to the Indian Self-Determination

and Education Assistance Act, P.L. 93.630. As we understand S. 2460,

it would estiblish an additional option available to the Indian

tribes by which they could elect to receive a single consolidated

grant for all or any part of programs fundable by contracts under

Sections 102 and 103 of P.L. 93-630.

Aa we have consistently stated, the Indian Health Service fully

supports Indian manning and management of IHS program activities

when, where and to such extents as the law allows and the tribes

may wish. We, therefore, support in principal, proposals that

wee\d,glve greater flexibility and additional options to the Indian

tribes in their determination of how best to plan, organize, operate

and evaluate their health services.

We support the concept in 5.2460 that would give the tribes the
4z*

alternative of receiving a consolidated grant. It is our view,

however, that the Indian Health Service already has the authorization

for such a consolidated approach under P.L. 93-630 since a tribe

could, if it so chose, request a ttract for all health services

Currently provided to it by the Indian Health Service. In any event,

the recently- enacted Federal Grunt and Cooperative Agreement Act of

1977, P\L. 95-224, as eventually implemented, may cause those

ContractG to be replaced by grants or cooperative agreements. Our

. .
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grant authority under Section 104(b) of P.L. 93-638 is also broad

enough to accompliih most of the goals:of S.2460 except that its

use, unlike 638 contracting, is discretionary.

Another positive aspect of this proposal is the impetus it would

give to long range tribal planning. The comprehensive nature of

such planning could bring to tribal governance the same recognition

and need to deal with the ordering of scarce resources between

conflicting needs as the recent Congressional Budget and Impoundment

Control Act of 1974. P.L. 93-344, brought to the Congress itself.

I should like, at this time, to point out that the Secretary of

Health, Education, and Welfare is already encouraging such planning

in the health field through our program of affording each tribe the

opportunity, to develop tribal specific health plans. This program

is part of the implementation of the Indian Health Care Improvement

Act, P.L. 94-437. These tribal specific health plans will, to a

great extent, be the basis upon which the SeliTztely will, in 1980,

report to Congress his recommendation concerning any additional

authorizations needed to achieve the purposes of P.L. 94-437. We

are pleased to report that most tribes have taken this opportunity

and are developing tribal specific health plans. This purpose

aside, h6wever, we are confident that these tribal specific health

plans will prove to be of great value in meeting the health needs

of the indivictal tribes and in enabling them to determine their

heilth priorities and what aspects they wish to takeover under P.L. 93-638.
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There are a number of problems with S.2460 is currently written.

The first of these deals with financial accountability. As I

understand the bill, the Secretary of the Interior would be authorized

to make grants of funds appropriated to the Department of Health,

qucation, and Welfare (DREW). Though the responsibility for

justifying and arrwering to Congress for the use of these funds

would remain with DREW we would appear to have no defined role in

either the planning or in the execution stage. In the Department's

vi6w it would be preferable to assure that financial accountability

be in the lame hands as the granting authority even if this meant

transferring an appropriation amount from DREW to the Department of

the Interior sufficient to cover the grants made by the Secretary

of the Interior for purposes which are the rrponsibility of DREW.

The second and more important problem I see with the current proposal

has to do with the responsibility of the Department, acting through

the Indian Health Service, to raise the health status of Indiana

and Alaska Native by assuring that health services are available at

the necessary quantitative and qualitiative levels. The bill

provides that the Secretary of the Interior will make the grant and

need 0,117 consult with the Sopretary of Health, Education, and

WelfAr4. Tie Secretary of the Interior has sole responsibility for

ePPrq%iL4 the plan, upon which any grant is based. Finally, as I

indicated above, DREW has no role in the execution of the grant.

Yet, I th e. it is fair to say that it is within DREW where is

found the largest available resource of experienced people, trained

and akil:v in determining the efficacy of both proposed and operating

healt1 .,qtams.

113
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I am concerned that neither the plan nor the grant need reflect an

adequate review by health professionals. Without a requirement for such

a review, I do not sec how the Secretaw2(Che Interior can properly

determine either that "... the service to be rendered to the Indian

beneficiaries of the particular program or function planned in this

case health] wil17efdequate ..." or that "... the proposed project or

function in the plan can be properly completed or maintained by the

plan. .."--both of which are requirements of the bill.

The same concern with how the government will assure fultillment of its

responsibilities to the Indians and Alaska Natives exists with the

provisions covering operation of the programs covered by the consolidated

grant.' It appears that the intent of section 704 is that the tribes

shall determine the priorities as long as the total spent is within

the grant amount. ...This would weaken the planning function since funds

could be. transferred from one project to another without any concurrence

by the granting agency. Again, how does this allow oithe' the Secretary

of the Interior to assure that the beneficiaries.wilCreceive adequate

services or that the project or function can be properly completed or

maintained or allow the SeCretar.y of Wealth, Equcation, and Welfare to

carry out his responsibilities. It is possible that the intent of the

proposal was to allow shifting of funds between categories within ap

overall program area (e.g., shifting funds from immunization to health

education within the overal health program) but this is not clear.
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There are a nUmbir of ambiguities in the proposal that need clarification.

For example, section 303 states that all programs whith CHEW is authorized

to perform for Indians may be included in the plan. I assume this

irludem 'programs run by such Departmental organisations am the Administration

for Native ifeerIcans as -well as individual Projects brnefitan9 Malene

funded under any of the various programs administered by the Department.

Section 301 seams to indkcate.that the consolidated grant could rovur

only projects fundable under Sections 102 a 103 of P.L. 93-.638. If

the intent is that the consolidated grant may include any and all Departmental

Trograms, there are apiministr.,tive ptoblems'which will have to be addressed

by tipse responsible for the individual Department programs:

The problems, accompanying the early stage. in the implementation and

inistration of P.L. 93-638 have to a greet extent been alleviated.

is process continuas and, hopefully, will bo aided as a result of the

Federal Grant and Cooperative Agreement Act of 1977, which I mentioned

earlier. .Thebanic purpose of thin act is to differentiate botween

Federal assistance relationships and Federal procurement activities.

Our experioncu has shown that the lack of a clear differentiation

between Federal Procurement and P.L. 93-638 contract. with tribes have,

in fact, caused nose problems of the kind spelled cut in the "Finding

and Purpose" of P.L. 95-22C.

115
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t

P.L. 93-630 has been law for only slightly more than three years and has

been funded for less than a year and half. I do not think this is

sufficient time to conclude that the intent of Congress has been

frustrated because there has been no meaningful transfer of control of

basic Government services to the tribes. There have. of course, been

problems. But I believe that the Indian people are the one; to deckle

to what extent they wish CO use P.L. 93-63e. The Indian Self-Determination

Act is new to the Indian community and generally they have chosen to

approach it cautiously. Many appear to consider it a termination

policy in the guise of self- determination. Their caution should not be

combined with our problems in implementing a new, far teaching,law to

declare that the law is ineffecti,m or its purpose has been frustrated.

This cone es prepared stateMent,.Mr. Chairman: I Will be happy

to answer any, questions you or the members of the Committee may have.

1.4G
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STATEMVIT OF EMERY JOHNSON, M.D., DIRECTOR, INDIANHEALTH

SERVICE, PUBLIC MALTS SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

Dr. JOHNSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We basically support in principle the bill before you, any proposal

that would give greater flexibility and additional options to the
tribes.

I would like to point out that we in the Indian Health Service
already have tWauthority to give both bloc contracts and' bloc
grants. Our section 104 of Public Law 93-638 is a little different from
the Bureau's. It provides that we can give bloc grants for operations.
So, we do not see that as adding any new authority to what we
already have.

Atm/aux. Then you agree with the Bureau of Indian
Affaireand the Assistant Secretary that this amendnient certainly
would not be harmful for legislative purposes'

Dr. JOHNSON. The =audit-lent that provides for bloc grants in
and of itself is not harmful. I think there are certain aspects of it
that give us some concern. I would like to address my remarks to
those.

First, I would like to point out the concept in the bill for long-range
tribal planning is, again, something that we would endorse. I would
like to point out again that the Secretary of HEW has, in fact, imple-
mented an option for the tribes to do this kind of planning in terms
of his implementation plan for the Indian Health Care Improvement
Act. In the implementation plan that was sent to the Congress last
Septa Mbar the Secretary outlined the option for the tribes to engage
in the basic health planning process.

At this point, most tribes have picked up on that. So, we will have
tribal health plans a little more than a year from now, if everything
goes on schedule. Each tribe that has chosen to do so will in fact have
a comprehensive health plan. That will be available to the Secretary.
It is our understanding that the Department will plan to use that as
the basis of the Secretary's report to the Congress that is required
by 437. So, for_the first time, the Congress will have available to it a
tribe-by-tribe health plan developed by the tribes.

I would point out that there is no requirement that tribes plan.
This is clearly their option to plan, but they have been given that
opportunity. For the most part, they have very gladly accepted it.

With those two things, wo feel that this act is quite consistent
with what we have in mind.

We do have, however, a couple of problems with the law as now
written and an area in which we see some ambiguity in the law that
gives the Department some concern.

The first problem that we see with the law as written is that dealing
with fiscal accountability. As the law is written, it would give the
Secretary of Interior the authority to give the bloc grant with only
a requirement that there be consultation with the Secretary of HEVV.

The Department finds that that is difficult to go along with in the
sense that the Secretary of HEW would be held accountable lot the
appropriation. Yet, he would have no access to either the giving of
the grant or the monitoring of the grant.

117
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The suggestion for the Department in the hill would be that when

the'Se,cretary of the Interior gave such a grant for health programs,
for example, or any activity that was covered under HEW's appro-
priation, that amount of funds would be transferred to the Secretary
of the Interior so that the accountability for those funds would rest
with the agent that is in charge of the grant.

The second basic problem that we see with the bill really follows,
in a sense, from that same concern. There is notbmg in the bill that
seems to require that there be any health review or consideration of
the tribal plans

Chairman' ABOUREZK. By the Indian Health Service.
Dr. JOHNSON. Or by the Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare.
Chairman ABOUREZK. When it deals with health
Dr. Jou Nsox. That is correct.
The same thing would be truegoing back to what I will mention

ahout what is actually encompassed by this art. The Department
would have the same problem if other departmental progtams that
were enacted tinder other statutes were also included in this bloc grant.
There is no way for the Department to maintain its accountability

Chairman Anou Hem I just have to say that I sort of see your
point. But the reason for this particular procedure is to avoid having
the tribes go to two different agencies. It is slow enough to go to one
agency, but to have to go to two is crushing;, it is almost impossible.

We would be happy to work with you on trving to give the amount
of accountability that is needed to HEW and BIA without slowing the
process down.

Dr. JOHNSON. There are mechanisms, Mr. Chairman, through
which that could be accomplished.

Chairman ABounzax. add it be all right if we had the legislative
staff work with you then?

Dr. donssox. We would be glad to, Mr. Chairman.
The final point that I would like to make is that the Department is

unsure as to what is actually covered under this law. Section :103
states that all programs which HEW is authorized to perform for
Indians may he included in the plan.

Our reading of that would be that any program funded by the
Department that provides services to Indians, regardless under what
statute, would be subject. This would include not only the admina
istration on Native Americans but perhaps welfare programs, Head
Start, whatever it might be, where the recipients were Indian groups.

That gives the Department considerable concern in the administra-
tive process by which that might be carried out and the potential
jurisdictional problems with other statutes and other committees.

On the other hand, section 301 of this bill suggests that these
consolidated grants would only cover projects fundable by sections
102 and 103 of Public Law 93-638, which is the Indian Health Service
as far as the Department is concerned.

If the latter us correct, then the Department's problems are con-
sidered reduced. If it is the former, then the Department, again, has
a good bit of concern about the accountability and the jurisdictional
problems that that would provide..

That completes my statement, Mr. Chairman.

1
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Chairman ABOUREEK. Do I understand, Dr. Johnson, that you sup-
port the bill with those amendments that we have talked about, if
the amendments could be worked to your satisfaction? The IHS could
support the bill?

Dr. JOHNSON. Yes. We see nothing inconsistent in the bill with what
basically we already have the authority to do. It does add one more
flexibility to the tribe.

I think, Mr. Chairman, we ought to be very careful in looking at the
accountability. Under the Indian Health Care Improvement Act
there are very specific congressional mandates that are identified in
terms of scope of health service, quality, and so forth.

If it were the will of the Congress to provide funding, irrespective of
how the money was appropriated or for whatever purposeand this is
another part of the bill that gives us some concern, the statement in
there that the grantee may change his plan without, apparently, any
contact with the granting agentone could see the potential then that
money which would be appropriated for health could end up not pro-
viding health services at all but providing something edtirely different.

I think, if one wants to do that and if that is the intent of the act,
then it seems to me that one might look at something even simpler,
and that is to simply go to a revenue sharing program in which there
really needs to be no Federal intervention whateyer. That would carry
out that intent of the act,

On the other hand, if there is still an intent that certain other
statutes and Federal responsibility to be carried outfor example, a
responsibility for health of Indian peoplethen I think we have to
sort through this act and look at it a little bit differently.

Chairman Anotiazza. I want to ask a question on a different subject
if I might.

You and I talked earlier about the private health contracting that
some of the tribes have done with hospitals and medical centers and so
on around the country. The last time I talked to you,1 think the Indian
Health Service was behind some $1.5 million in payments to these
private hospitals. Sonie of them, incidentally, in South Dakota have
called me directly and complained about it. I think that is about half
of the national debt out in South Dakota.

Dr. JOHNSON. I wish it was. 1Laughter.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Have you been able to work out any way to

pay these hospitals what is owed to them?
Dr. JOHNSON. The Department testified about a week ago before

the House Interior Appropriations Subcommittee that there were
certain potential administrative funds available that, given authoriza-
tion. by the Congress, could be spent for that purpose,

That is a little bit beyond mLunderstanding of where they arethe
so-called M accounts that the Department has.

Chairman AROUREZK. It needs congressional authorization?
Dr. JOHNSON. Yes. It needs congressional authority in an ap-

propriation act which permits us to spend money. It is basically
prior year money. It ,must be released by the Congress before it
could be spent for that purpose.

[Material received from Indian Health Service follows:]
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DEPARtmfmt0fmfailm.EDucanON.ANDWItFAN
FulKic 1.1..(1

April 14, )978

The Nonorabi Jame. Abourask
Chairman..S.nato Select Committee

on Indian Affair.
United States Senate
Na.hington, D.C. 10510

Dear Nan. Chairmanm

'I19713

. L.

The information on S. 7460 reque.ted in your latter of March
folluasn

gy..tion No. it

Pleas. specify by what mechani.m. the Tribe could obtain ming,e
grant far it. DIA IRS program. aping only on. application procedure,
one accounting procedure and one Taluation report without violating
the INS accountability?

Answer No. it

To out know14494. O. only authority which could be used to enable
tribe to obtain joint funding for both it. Indian Health Service

and Sur.pu at Indian Affairs programa I. the Joint funding Simpli-
ficatmon Act of 1974, P.L. 99-510. This act panrit. wide rang.
at administrative rrangementa aimed enabling an applicant for
federal ...1.tance to better utilise and coordinate resource. from
number of programs. ..h. Act permits such thing. simm uniform
provilon. for financial dmini.tration. and timing of red.r.1 pay-
ments; matbliodeunt at joint manageant fund. for project, single
agency dminieration and project auparviaion of a multi -agency
funded projects and Ow Creation of joint or common application
review and proce.eing.

.

' The Indian tribe. are covered ban P.L. 91.510. The Indian Health
Service, however. has had vary little experienc, with P.L..93.510.

.\\

undettand that several tribes in °Idahoan are considering applying

\
.1 joint funding grant to cover vrraaa funded by the Indian

r

1 ci 0
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Health Service and the Bureau of Indian Affairs. In addition, the

Salt River Tribe has been utilizing paint funding procedures for
now--initially under OMR Circular Alll and now under

Y.L. 9 - 0. The Indian Health Service has had little direct involve-
ment, but there is an alcoholism component to the paint funding
project and this component is one of the protects being transferred

from the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Pivotal. Health Administration tr. the

Indian:health Service. The Administration for Natve Americans has

had considerable input into the project. It IS my understanding that
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare in the lead ageny,
in the Salt Fi ver Prolect which is under the overall purview of the
Indian committee of the Western Federal Regioral Council. -hough

limited, there doer appear to be some experience to draw upon.

Question ho. 2:

Since both BIA and INS must change its GJ8 regulations dae to
P.L. 85-224, do you intend to work with the 1,1A to a:nieve :dene,eal
procedures and substantially the same regulations?

4. If the answer to 2 1s yes, what problem, might you
enayhter from HEW regulations?

b. If the answer to 2 is no, specify practical or legal
reasons why yuu should not have identical proce:drs
and substantially the same regulations?

honor. No. 2:

Tne Federal Grant and Cooperative Agreement Acs of 1977, P.L. 95-224,
authorizes the Director mf the Office of Monagment and Budget to
issue interpretativ'e guidelines for the implementation of this act.
There are no provisions in the act itself that would require the P.L.
93-638 regulations to be revised. Until the Office of Menagoment and

Budget guidelines are Lssued, we cannot determine which, if any,
Departmental regulations might have to be revised or to what extent

they might have tO be revised. Should any P.L. 93-638 regulations
require substantive revision, we will strive to have both the regulations
wed the procedures match those et the Bureau of Indian nffairs to the

greatest extent possible.

Question NO. 3:

In your testimony on page 5, you mention that the problems act:x-
i:a:lying the early stages in the implementation end adoinistrition of
P.L. 93-63B haye to a greet extent been alleviated. Please :!entity

the problems you are referrIM; to, an0 which nave been alleviated?

1
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Answer No. 3:

y.

The prohlems referred to in my opening statement involves those normal
to the beginning of a new program effort. These involved such things as
publishing the regulations. training staff, establishing grant and
contract capability, providing i-formation to the Indian people on the
new law and defining the health delivery systems involved. In addition
to establishing the machinery with which to implement The Act, there
were many legal questions that had to be addres-Led by the HEW Office cf
General Counsel of HEW and this process too is proceeding smoothly.

Question No. 4:

On page 7, you speak of -Tribal specific health plans.- How do such
plan compare with the comprehensive Tribal plan and needs assessment
as set forth in S. 24607

Answer No. 4:

Sectiiin 701 of the Indian Health Care Improvement Act, P.L. 94-437
requires the Secretary of Health. Education and Welfare to report to
Congress conce

tarnimi

any additional authorize for fiscal years 1981
through 1994. In order to obtain that do ocessary for this report,
and as part of the implementation plan for F.L. 94-437, it was decided
to offer each -rite the opportunity to develop tribal specific health
plane (TSAD) It should be noted that this system includes urban specific
health plans since the report reqUired by section 701 must cover all
programs authorized under P.L. 94-437.

The format for developing Tribal Specific Health Plans for FY1981
19P, includes the: (1) scope of the Plan. (2) descriptive data on the
se-Ana area, (3) demographic and health data. (4) total heals., needs
for the tribe. (5) health resources currently avail,ole, (6) unmet
needs, And (7) approach and plan for overcominn t. srme_ health needs.

The plans developed under S. 2460 may cover -any, soot, or all "programs
covered by S. 2460. It would therefore, be possible ocm az S. 2460 plan
to be wider or narrower ia scope than a /SHP. The S. 2460 plan could
over up to ID years while the 05111' would intimlly cover Only 4 years.

The S. 2460 plan covers function performed by the tribe or for the tribe
under the consolidated grant. The TSHP deals with the total health needs
and all health resource. available to meet these needs. The S. 246D
plan would be an intricate part of a grant request. TStrP Is not a
request for specific funding, but rather part of a system to both

total health needs and to develop Justification for budget
authorizations and appropriations to meet unmet needs.

z
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Question No. 5:

Please describe the mechanisms with watch you are monitarlrg the de-

livery of a new training and technical assistance funds appropriated
under the authority of P.L. 93-638 to the Tribes.

Answer No. 5:

IHS monitors the delivery of training and technical assistance funds

provided under P.L. 93-638 through the (TRAM information system.
The system has been programed to accept quarterly reports from the
Ara and Program Offices, and produces a consolidated report for three

types of technical assistance, five types of suppliers from whom such

technical assistance is acquired, six specific INS activities which
generate and provide the technical assistance, and the costsobligated

for each category during the current reporting period.

This system provides management personnel in the Headquarters an overview

of What it required and provided, as well as an awareness of funds being
expended and residual funding balances for future technical assistance

requirements. A copy of the mandatory quarterly. report is enclosed

for your information. (Enclosure Na. 11

Question No. 6:

Are any P.L. 93-638 training and technical assistance monies now being

used directly or indirectly for 1H5 salaries, travel support, employee

conferences, or other overh64 expenditures?

Answer No. 6:

Such funds are used to meet tribal roguests for technical assistance and

training and to improve INS administration of programs that are under

tribal management. These monies may provide additional IRS 0.1.. 93-638

capabilities for training and technical assistance operations by INS

staff.

Oueetion no. 7:

What training and technical assistance fannies under 'category FP were

allocated to the Navajo Area Office in Mg? Were they to be used in

conjunction with the Navajo Tribe's health contracas? What specific

activities were these funds used for? Why did the Navajo Tribe's health
programs hot receive any Category C funds for PY787 Which other health
contracts received no Category C funds in FT787 How much Category 0 and

E funds were allocated to the Navajo Area Office for rY78 Navajo Tribal

Health contracts? What specific Activities were these funds used for?

55-871 0 .72 .11 1 .53
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Answer Mo. 71

A. What training and technical essistanca monies under Category 8
were allocated to the Navajo area Office in FY78?

I. FY78, $123,000 was allocated to the Navajo Area. As of thy
and of the 3rd quarter, 5118,357 was unobligated and 54,647.50
ha. bean obligated for special Activities.

B. Ware they to be used in conjunction with the Navajo Tribe's
health contracts?

Yes, the specific use of these fulls are listed in the next
question.

C. What specific activities were these funds used for?

They are used for the items discussed in Question 46 on the
Navajo Reservation these funds were used: (1) to develop INS
staff capabilities to meet Navajo tribal requests for technical
assistance and training. (2) to improve IBS administration of
programs that are under Navajo tribal management, (3) to provide

technical assistance (including training) to the Navajo tribe
in their preparation for program management, and (4) to provide
additional P.L. 93-638 support for program operation by INS
staff not otherwiee available.

D. Why did the Navajo Tribe's health programa not receive any
Category C funds for FY78.

Category C, Indirect Administrative Cost, funds were only
distributed to Areas and Programs that had unmet needs for these
type of funds and to those Area and Programs who could not fund
their unmet indirect administrative cost needs out of existing
funds. The Navajo. Area was able to fund all Indirect Administrative
Costs out of its existing funds which eliminated the need to
obligate Category C funds to the Navajo Area in FY78.

E. Which other health contracts received no Category C funds in FY78?

The list of such contracts is displayed in Enclosure no. 2.
(See Enclosure 82).

F. Now such Category D and E funds were allocated to the Navajo
Area Office of FY78 Navajo tribal health contracts?

In FY78 5104,000 (593,000 and 510,900 mandatories) of Category S
funds, personnel Support, were allocated to the Navajo Area.
There were 5117,000 of Category E, Non -reoccuring, funds allocated.
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G. What specific activities were these funds used for

Category E !turfs are distributed as non-recurring amounts to
assist WS in direct rapport of implementation of P.L. 97-678

program and projects.

We appreciate the clarification in your letter that other HEW

programs are not intended to be within the, purview of S. 2460. We

assume that the language in the bill will be amended to reflect

. this position.

Thank you for ydUr continued interest in the health of Indian people.

Should you need additional'Information, we will be happy to oblige.

incerely yours,

Assistant

J ,
burgeon General

Director Indian Health Service

Enclosures
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111CLONRC 1

SUBJECT: P.L. 93 -630 TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ACTIVITY REPORT (QUARTERLY) FY7/

DUE DATE IN I.H.S. HEADQUARTERS: AP, A ISM

2ND - 3RD - 4TH QUARTER (CIRCLE ONE)

I. BUDGET ALLOCATION (IN DOLLARS FOR FY-78)

II. AMOUNT OBLIGATED

A. TYPE OF TECHNICAL 4SSI;TA4CE

1. PRE CONTRACTUAL TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE L

2. CONTRACT SUPPORT

3. ALL OTHER TECHNICAL SUPPORT

B. TYPE OF SUPPLIERS

1. INDIAN

2. HON,INDIA1

3. GOVERNMENT

4. INTERNAL

5. OTHER

C. ACTIVITY

1. MANAGEMENT OF HEALTH PROGRAMS

2. STAFFING

3. PLANNING

4. DEVELOPMENTAL ,ACTIVITIES

5. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

G. OTHER

D. TOTAL OBLIGATED THIS QUARTER £__

E. BALANCE

.H.S. HQ. CONTACT: E. F. MOON 443-5204
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7E. ATTAGPSIENT

-CloSur 2

HEALTH CONTRACTS TEAT DID NOT RECEIVE
CATEGORY C FUNDS

AREA Albuquerque

AMOUNT

$10,588

CONTRACTOR

Isleta Pueblo

Santa Clore $38.169

Eight Nortiern Indian Pueblos $90,034

Ute Mountain Ute $38.403

Southern Ute Tribe $36,519

Ute Mountain Ute Tripe $62,525

Senor Glaze Pueblo $55,803

Zuni Pueblo $146,308

Six Sandoval Indian Pueblos SZ37,973

Pueblo of Laguna $167,016

Zuni Pueblo $49,000

Zuni Pueblo $37.017

15e
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TE. ATTACHMENT

HEALTH CONTRACTS THAT DID NOT RECEIVE
CATEGORY C FUNDS

AREA Bemidji ,

AMOUNT

$1.209,000

CONTRACTOR

Menominee

Stockbridge -Munsee $272.774

Mille Lacs $208.315.

Fond du Lac $18.943

Mille Lacs $28.414

Leech Lake 9151.654

Grand Portage 99.455

Upper Sioux $9,487

Lover Sioux 99.461

Prairie Island 99.439

Shakopee 99.461

Whits Earth B119.736

Minnesota Sioux Inter-Tribal B9.461
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7E. ATTACHMENT

HEALTH CONTRACTS THAT DID NOT RECEIVE
CATEGORY C FUNDS

Portlans(IK.

CONTRACTOR AMOUNT

Squaxlm Island 548.883

Yooksack 524.148

Puget Sound Health Board 552,759

r
Puyallup $52.207

Lusmi $36.674

Lussal. 529.253



7E. ATTACHMENT

AREA

156

HEALTH CONTRACTS THAT DID NOT RECEIVE
CATEGORY C FUNDS

Sacramento

CONTRACTOR

Tri -County Indian Health Project. Inc.

California Tribal Chairmans Association

Indian Health Council, Inc.

ATodoc Indian Health Project

AMOUNT
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7E. ATTACHMENT

HEALTH CONTRACTS THAT DID NOT RECEIVE
CATEGORY C FUNDS

AREA
Tucson

CONTRACTOR
AMOUNT

All Papago Tribal Health Contracts
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ATTACHMENT

HEALTH CONTRACTS THAT DID NOT RECEIVE
CATEGORY C FUNDS

Oklahoma

CONTRACTOR AMOUNT

Cheyenne Arapaho Tribes of Oklahoma, $25,000



7E: ATTACHMENT

ARF-11

159

HEALTH CONTRACTS THAT DID NOT RECEIVE
CATEGORY C FUNDS '

Bemidji

CONTRACTOR

Red Cliff

Michigan Indian Health Board

AMOUNT

$28.376

520.167
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YE. ATTACHMENT

HEALTH CONTRACTS'TMAT DID SOT RECEIVE
CATEGORY C FUNDS

AREA 411.11inge

COARICTCR AMOUNT

'Flathead Tribal Hula loaid $73,292

Rooky Boy Health Bdard .

141.160

Flm^head Tribal HeilthBoard
'\$30,080

Rocky Boy Health Board.
18,000

;Rocky Boy Health Board,

Northern Cheyenne Board of Health

Blackfeet Tribal Health Department

Blackfeer Tribal Council

tr?4

1:000

$50,000

$5;,000

$46.255
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7E. ATTACHMENT

HEALTH' CONTRACTS THAT DID NOT RECEIVE
CATEGORY C FUNDS

AREA
Alaska

CONTRACTOR AMOUNT

North Slope Borough $417,173

1 rJ 5
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7E. ATTACHMENT

HEALTH'COLeTRACTS THAT DID NOT REGEIVE
CATEGORY C"FUNDS

AREA USET

CONTRACTOR AMOUNT

County of St. Regis Mohauk $750,000

Seneca Witte of Indiana $87,775

_C"

1 C G
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7E. ATTACIVENT

HEALTH CONTRACTS THAT DID NOT RECEIVE
CATEGORY C FUNDS

Phoenix
AREA

AMOUNT

$16,500.00

CONTRACTOR

Ralph E. Scissions

Hopi Tribal Coulcil $19,080.00

Hopi Tribal Council 9,600.00

Gila River Indian Ccomartity 820.583.72

goechan Tribe

San Carlos Apache Tribe $73,246.22
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, Chairman Anounezr. I have no more 'questions.
Mr. GERARD. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if I could just make one

more additional point?
Chairman ABOUREZK. Yes.
Mr. GERARD. Dr. Johnson has expressed HEW's concern that

the bill as drafted would authorize the Departmeat of Interior to
really assume the lead hi the health area, which we all know statutorily
they are charged with administering.

Our exploration of the Joint Funding and Simplification Act
reseals that, even though Interior or BIA might oe designated as
the lead agency, this would not relieve the other participating
agencies in the funding process of their ongoing monitoring and
evaluations responsibilities.

We would be more than willing to continue to work with your
staff, as we develop the Cheyenne and Arapahoe proposals.

But I think this distinction ought to go on the record.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Thank you very much.
We have no more witnesses 'scheduled this morning. We appreciate

the appearance of all witnesses.
The hearings are adjourned.
({Whereupon, at 10:35 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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